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1. Object of interpretation to ascertain the intent of the Legislature.—J he dominant
purpose in construing a statute is to oscerhiisi the intent of the Legislaturc, l as expressed in the
statute, considering it as a whole and in the context. Therefore the meaning of the statute is
primarily to he sought in the words used in the statute itself which, 'must if the y are plain and
unambiguous be applied as they stand.' If the intention of the Legislature can he ascertained,
all rules of construction must yield to the legislative inten ntio,' The y cannot override the

LI, Ce!, Prtthi Pal SingS V. Union of (ntis, AIR 1992 Sc 1413; (hI/s.) Kesha:'ji Raz'ifi & Co v, Ce,u,nt,sien.a of tnoa,n Ian,
AIR 1991 SC 1806 1991 Tax LR 6699 (1991)1 IT (SC) 235 : (1991)2 SCC 231 (1991)1 SCR 243: 1991 AIR SC%V
1945; Pharal Singh v. Mana'4cmcnl of New Uoi/ii Tuberculosis Cent y, New Delhi, AIR 1996 SC 8-12: 1996 Lab IC 850
(1986)2 SCC 614 (1936)52 Fac LR 621 : (1936)1 Cur LR 414 : 1996 SCC (Lab) 335 : (19S6)2 Sen LI 63 (1990)2
SC%VR 6 (1936)2 Lab LN 4 (1936)2 scj 129 (1996)2 UI (SC) 339 : (1936)69 FIR 129; Raghnnant0n Saran Askak
Saran v. (XI/s.) Pears,j Lot Workshop (11) Ltd., AIR 1996 SC 1692 : (1986)3 SCC 38 (1936)30 DLT 77: (1936( SC PB RC
300 : 1936 NIP PCI 172 1936 IT (SC) 415 (1996)2 SCJ 413 : 1996 Rajadtiant I.R 492 : (1936)30 ULT 229: (1936)3
Supreme 359 (1936)2 Reo CR 331 : (1996)2 Pen Cl 559 : (1996)2 Rent LR 176 : (1996)2 U) (SC) 334; AkrhesNaanar r,
/1,131. Collector, NasSau gat:ad, AIR 1988 NIP 210 (DO) : 1933 9191.5 6; Rtrla Jute and ln,tuslrtes Lt,t v, Civil Judge, AIR
1993 Raj 73; AsId,,, Ran/au Das v. Fnn,,'a ChesS, AIR 1952 Cal 44 : 1991(1) Cl-IN 229 : 1991 (1) CL.J 352: 1991 RC( S2;
B. 's In Leo/ce v. 5/ste Sank of India, AIR 1992 Cal 250; Chain Singh v. Slate  of Pa/uI nm, AIR 1691 Pal 17 (DC),
k'is,'eunless Raks,xta's Claim, (1922)2 AC 339, 397, per Lord Wrenbury; see also Eun;''rr v, 'door SIc!:,)., AIR 1923 Ned
1, 9, Omar Tyab v. (swat) Tyab, AIR 1928 Bern 69, 73; Crawford : Statutory Conslructtan, Article I58 N p. 244,
ltra,'nslen v. Colchester, (1356(23 LI/dC 73: 119 ER 856; LI.S. v. Ai;'ers, 333 US 680, 631, per Minton, (.; U.S. r. I(as--::r,
352 US 515, 552; Sir I.;!.:! AYa,;e.'v. Ch:ef J.u/;ee, AIR 1962 All 391, 396; SIaqbeol Ansari v, Nate of 6:5w, (1995)2 eLlIs
1114 (Pat); New India Assurance Co. Lid. v. Sreedharan, 1995 ACJ 373 (Nor) (PB), referring (0 Delhi Tm rsparl
Corporation v, D.T.C. Alavtoar Congress, 1991 Stipp]. (1) SCC 600 and Union of India v. Deeki Nand.m .4;55.r;'aI, AIR
1992 SC 96; see (N5.) b2iracle Sugar Faclry, Village a,:,t Post Bhandsar, AIR 1995 All 231.
Kesba;'ji FLirt/i Co. r. Cemission,', of Income-lax, AIR 1991 SC 1806 : 1991 Tax LR 669 : (1991)1 IT (SC) 235: (1991)2
SCC 231 : (1991)1 SCR 2-13: 1991 AIR SC%V ISIS: (199-It Tax LR 89 (Mad) (overruled).
Board of Truslees V. John Steele, I933 SCR (SC) -17 (Canada); An:btea Quar,-o Works v. Slate of Gujaral, (1997)1 5CC 213
:(1997)1 Guj UR 274; (Or) A/i Ch.','ra:, V. Ch: ' :celhr.Ar:euhn'.,l U':i:'c'si:Tri;'a,utrn'n AIR 1992 Per 12;(1991)ILR 3
Per 393,
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legislative intent specifically expressed in the enactment.' If the intention of the I egislatureis
clear, that intention constitutes the I;s'. It is not for the Court to put word to the mouth. of the -
Leislature or seek the le g islative intent. , A thing may he within the letter of the statute and
not within its meaning, and it may be within the meaning, though not within the letter .3 And
this inte-tinn is conveyed either expressl y or icnpliedly by the language used by the
Le 0 islature.' What is necessarily or clearly implied in a statute is as much part of it and is as
effectual as that which is expressed, because it often speaks as plainly b y necessary inference
as in any other manner! Pvcrsince the dawn of civilisation courts of law have been continuously
engaged in ascertaining the intention of the law-making power and in complying loyally and
fathfully with the wishes of the said power. As observed, Sarkaria, J . , of the Supreme Court,
in Commis s ioner of Sales Tax, U.P. v. Al/s. Alangil Sm, S/tytttz La!,' "a statute is supposed to be
sri authentic repository of the legislative will and the function of the court is to interpret it
'according to the intent of them that made it'. From that function the court is not to resile. It has
to abide b y the maxim itt rca stagis zliitt qtiani pereitt, lest the intention of the Legislature may
go in vain or be left to evaporate into thin air." As the intention of the Legislature is
manifested in the statute itself such intention must be determined from the language which the
Legislature has chosen to employ. If the words of  statute are clear or unambiguous they must
be given the ordinary, natural and recognised meaning attributed to them, unless they have
acquired a technical or special legal meaning or it is necessary to obviate repugnancy or
inconsistency, or it is necessary to give effect to the manifest intention of the Legislature. Each

ed, phrase, or sentence is to he considered in the light of the general purpose of the Act itself.
A bare mechanical interpretation of words devoid of concept or purpose' will reduce most of the
legislstion to futility. it is a salutar y rule well established that the intention of the
Legislature must he found by reading the statute as a whole! The statute must he taken as it
stands without any judicial addition or subtraction, for the court has no more authority to
enlarge, stretch or expand a statute under the guise of interpretation than to restrict, constrict or
qualify its provisions.' "The only rule for the construction of Acts of Parliament is, that they
d;ould he construed according to the intention of the Parliament which passed the Act,"

Sole of U31 . V. Jaipat Shih ,','aresh, 1978 All LI 936 tDt3l; Sj'cciul Land Acqui,i icii Officcr v. Cnny'p.i Chaiixafcisappa
AIR 1992 Kant 97 ILK (1991) Kar 116? (1951)1 Kar LI 613 (Dc).

Snriudra .\'.i-ayiu Shaxpa Der. 0.5(1. Ojjiror . cu ,n-Covs;-rlcxt Ai Sooty Lii to,, Land C, jib:5', Cnitark, AIR 1991 O,i 19,-sic
,,Iso 'ti,. Kooliar/i Rat/i & Co. v. Cox:,si,oio,n'r of ixro,:e-Iax, AIR 1651 SC 1806: 1991 Tax LR 669: (1991)1 IT (SC) 235

119S'1)2 5CC 231 (1991)1 SCR 243: 1991 AIR SCW 1545 lI984 Tax LR 89 (Mod) overrc,tedl.
Ltnilcd Slates v. Moore, 24 L Ed 588, 5S9 (Swayne, 1.).
Moatoi:,:xd v. Moranoj Knn,or Jai Sixh, AIR 1963 Sal 219 ILK (1963)13 Rd 533; Ga,,csial v. Board of Ret'coxe,
R.ija;i:.iit, It.R (1966)16 Raj 577: 1966 Raj 'AR 396.
Unit,'j India Timber Works v. E,x;,iow'c,' Stale ixsnra,,re Corporation, AIR 1967 Punj 166,
1975 All LR 269 (SC).
Oran,, Chemical Industries v. Union of India, AIR 1979 SC 1803 at p. 1817; Directorate of Enforcc;xs'xI v. Dcq'ak

AIR 1994 SC 1775; Li,tso,i Motics v. Union of teii,m, AIR 1982 SC 1981 : (1992) Lab IC 2037 : (1992)5 IT SC
511 1199214 SCC 711:1992 AIR SCW 2304.
link,, of India v. Kouliaiya LI, AIR 1957 Pnoj 117, 120 (FS); Mohammad Shozrkal Khan v. State of A,,dhra Prod: 'I,,
1196911 Andh WR 427; Dayanonda Sarasuoli v. Grpoladas Anaud, 1969 MPLJ 567 (natural meaning of the words to
be adopted); Shandara (Delhi) Saharanpur Li,çSI Raita'ay v. S.S. Railway Workers' Union, AIR 1969 SC 513 (natural and
:5. ri I isCaisng to be giv,,n unless Isi guago is oiolsiges 'us or leads to anomaly or will dofc,it purpose of the Stil); 5.'

S:,..::i Sugar, etc. Rejixcrii s 'a Cc-n:mLsoi'ncr of t,:c, i-a-Ian, AIR 1969 Cal 1962 (court cannot fill up gaps); I'i:an.i , iI: I

I'iiiai v. Sti,,nmughani 191/at, AIR 1969 SC 493 Inn addition of ivords to section is justified); CL/ti/na v. Rudl:cy St:yan,
'OR 190S All 296 lFBl.
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observed Tindal, C.j., in Sussex Peerage case.' "In construing an Act of Parliament, whether
public, general or of nature of the Act now under consideration, we are bound to ascertain", said
Coltman, j., in Boyd v. Croydon By. Co. as far as we can what was the intention of the
Legislature." We need not go to see what a popular sense (of the expression) is but we must try to
understand what the intention of the Legislature is.' The duty of the judicature is to discover
and to act upon the true intention of the Legislature—the mew or sententia lt'giad "A hundred
years ago", said Pollock, C.B. in Reg. v. were required to be perfectly precise,
and resort was not had to a reasonable construction of the Act and thereby criminals were often
allowed to escape. This is not the present mode of construing Acts of Parliament. They are
construed now with reference to the true meaning and real intention of the Legislature." The
primary object in interpreting a statute is always to discover the intention of the Legislature
and the rules of interpretation developed in England call relied oil aid the discovery
because those whose task it is to put the intention of the Legislature into language, fashion
their language with those very rules in view. Since framers of statutes couch the enactments in
accordance with the same rules as the judicial interpreter applies, application of those rules in
the analysis of a statute naturally briluigs up the intended meaning to the surface. It is at least
doubtful whether in the case of framers of Indian statutes of the present times, specially of the
Provincial Legislature the same assumption can always he made.'

The primary duty of a court is to give effect to the intention of the Legislature as expressed
in the words used by it and no outside consideration call called in aid to find another
intention.' All the relevant provisions are to he together read to gather the intention. Indeed
Crawford has firmly stated in statutory construction, in Section 257 at p. 506 The Court
should study it as a whole and even if it resorts a reasonable or liberal construction care
should be taken not to defeat the intention of the Legislature. It is a well-established canon
of interpretation that the intent of the Legislature is to be gathered from the words used'
and that if the words used have not acquired any technical meaning the)' should he deemed to
have been used in their ordinary meaning. The safer and more correct way of dealing with a
question of construction is to take the words themselves and arrive if possible at their meaning
without in the first place, reference to cases. 11 In the courts, however, while, we have to
remember the rules of grammar, because such rules are ordinarily observed by people in
expressing their intentions, we have to look a little more closely to understand the real

1. (1844)11 Cl & Fin 85 at 143: 65 RR 11; Cargo ex "Argos" (1372) LR 5 Pc 134, 152; tVr1alt v. Groat 1','ostor,, Rut. Co.,

(1665)31 LJQB 204 122 ER 1856; NIaxxeIl iuitor,retuiliuxi of Stulsles, 9th Ed. at P. 1.

2. (I888)7 LJCP 241 : 132 ER 9-I6; Ford3., v. flril,'i's, (1847)1 I-ILC 1 9 ER 649 (HL); Cool,::) S1:ri;'a:t V. Sri,iloas Krishna,

ILR 1937 Ibm 635: AIR 1937 Born 275, 273 (FE).

3,	 ltannsiril,,t v. L'csluuuuukhu:ja, AIR 1955 Assam 153, 156.

4. Saimond Ju,rispradcxcc, loll, Ed. at p. 170.

5. (1853)25 LIMP 33, 35.
6. B.idsh,, CI,, a. R.tjjatu Ali, AIR 1946 Cal 343, 353 (FE), per Ch,,krav,,rti, I; GaneshI.,( V. Board cf Ret':'xso, R.tj:istluan, ICR

(1966)16 Rai 577 (2) : 1966 Ri) LW 396.
7. Nat/jut ('rasa:) v. StusIui Ru:srdIuaud, 1976 (14 340 (FE); O,nuanla Unircrsity T,'acluers ' Associatiou, a. State of AR, AIR

1957 SC 2074; N. I).iu;:t-nr::uu, Ch,u)ru,uu, I'cuudichornj Crop. CIt/k Pro,trtcers' Un/out, P'o,,Jich.'rr,1 a. TI,' L1,-Co::'ru:er of
Pnalrch:'rnj. 1L,udicJuernj, (1905)1 NI LI 219 (DII).

S.	 V,d0 The Ft/u,: Exhibitors' Cu/LI V. St,:to if flit/kr,, I'r,,dosh, AIR 1937 Al" 110 : (1957)1 And/i LI 15 .1 :(1937)1 A 'LI
(I IC) 330 (FE).

9.	 Secrc!arl to Cut-,'ru,n,',:l, P,,utj.ib Rot-ott:,' v. Ja,,'.tr Sin-,'!,, 1977 Ra y LR 104 (DE); BtrLi Juit::,uu.t (u,,tnstr,'s Lt,f V. Ci.:)

Jut:tçe, AIR 1993 Rn) 73.
1:1.	 S.S. H.,r,u4u.,03r., [aS, V. Ca;'!. luu,t,'rSiuiçtu, 1977lL( 312 (FE).
II.	 Par,,ua 15,1 a P;, . .....  Von Slugh, All', 1966 All 199, 200 (C, B. Capoor, J)
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intention expressed.' It is a cardinal principle of statutory construction that the intention of the
Legislature should he gathered from the words of the enactment.' If the words of a statute are
clear and unambiguous, they themselves indicate t,'hat must he taken to have been the intention
of Parliament and there is no need to look elsewhere to discover their intention or their
imsaning.' The factors which can be taken into account in ascertaining that intention of the
Legislature are the history of the Act, the reasons which led to the passing of the Act, the
mischief which had to be cured as well as the cure proposed and also the other provisions of
the Statute.' In order to find o3at the legislative intent, we have to find out what was the
mischief that the Legislature wanted to remedy.'

The real rule is that if a law is vague or appears to be so, the court must try to construe it, as
far as may be, and language permitting, the construction sought to be placed on it, must be in
accordance with the intention of the Legislature. Thus if the law is open to diverse construction,
that construction which accords best with the intention of the Legislature and advances the
purpose of the Legislature, is to be preferred. Where, however, the law admits of no such
construction and the persons applying it are in a boundless sea of uncertainty and the law prima

Jbcie takes away a guaranteed freedom, the law must be held to offend the Constitution. The
invalidity arises from the probable misuse of the law to the detriment of the individual. If
possible, the court instead of striking down the law, may itself draw the line of demarcation
where possible, but the effort should be sparingly made and only in the clearest of cases.' If
there are two expressions, one of which conve ys the intention of the Legislature more clearly
than another, and the Legislature uses the less clear expression, the Legislature will he deemed
not to have intended to convey that intention and it becomes necessary to discover what
intention it did intend to convey.' Again, where there are reasons for doubting whether the
Legislature could have been intending so wide an interpretation as would disregard
fundamental principles, the court is justified in adopting a narrower construction.' It is a well-
known rule of interpretation that if the words of a statute are in themselves precise and
unambiguous, then no more is necessary than to expound their meaning according to their natural
and ordinary sense. Th5 words themselves in such a case best declare the intention of the law-
giver.' It is only as a matter of last resort when the intention of the Legislature is manifest but
the language used by the Legislature is not apt to express such intention that the court would be
justified in departing from the rules of grammar and giving an unusual meaning to particular
words altering their collocation or rejecting them altogether and such a course would be adopted
b y the court under the influence of an irresistable conviction that the Legislature possibly did

(l'ork,ne:z of Bo:,:t:ay Port Trust v. Trust ees, Port of Bornbay, 1952 (Supp) I SCR 36,43 (Dos Gupta, J.).
Ram hhislo:a v. Janpad Sob/u, AIR 1962 SC 1e73, 1079; 'Ian Jood Ah y nad v. Stale of U.11., 1962 All LI S35 1962 AWR
(NC) 561; 7.Ia,t'ai v. Sit acorn, 1977 RLW 196.
So:ij.t 000la V. Ma,:)::, Datu, 19CC hUh LI 17 AIR 198013,),n 62; Lt-Col On/hi Pat Singh v. Union of l,,tia, AIR 1952
SC 1413.
Prishar, S.C. s'. Vuronlann, DarkaJan, AIR 1963 SC 1356; Si/a v. S/nteof UP, AIR 1969 All 342 (Ft3).

nCo,n:issioner of l,ico,ne lax, 77:jaral v. I'od:ial Lollut'!::,, (1973)3 scc 17,23 (Ftegde, I.); G.,n'a Rn,, Kihore Chant v.
JO Ran, 1312.:5,,I Ran,, AIR 1957 Punj 293, 296 (Tekrha,:,t, J.I.
K. A. Alias v. U,,i,, of l,,dja, (1971)2 SCR 416, 470 (H(ctaytaullal:, CI).
AoIiad Borco5l, Mancipahly v. .',a,tt,,,d Etc/rio Co., Lit., AIR 1964 Cu) 30; Lord Krisiou flank Ltd. v. I::spccIor-Ceeral of
Rc.isIral:o::, 1976 Kcr LT 374; Poles/cr Co. Ltd v. Additional Cc,n,,nssioncr of Sales Tax, N'co' 0,/hi, AIR 1978 SC $97
(055)

sh v.5/at,', AIR 1967 Pun) 111 (FB).
Let Krishna Bank, Ltt. n' I':n;'ccIer-Ccncr.t of Re ','islraI:o,,, 1976 Roe LT 374; OrOsa Minor Oil (0), Lid. v. Stale of
Or'ssa, AIR 15a3 Orin ' a 265.
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not intend what its words signify and the modifications thus made are more corrections of

careless language and really giving the true meaning as intended by the Legislature.

To summarise, in the words of the Supreme Court, 'the dominant purpose in construing the

statute is to ascertain the intention of the Legislature. This intention, and, therefore, the

meaning of the statute, is primarily to be sought in the words used in the statute itself, which

must, if they are plain and unambiguous, be applied as they stand, however strongly it may be

suspected that the result does not represent the real intention of the Legislature. In

approaching the matter from this angle, it is a duty of the court to give fair and full effect to

statute which is plain and unambiguous without regard to particular consequence in a special

case."'

2. Jurist's view—According to Holland,' itt order that the competent court may rightly

apply the appropriate law, it is necessary that the words of the law shall be properly

construed. 'Interpretation' is thus a third, though a very subordinate, topic of the application

of law. It is said to he either 'legal', which rests on the same authority as the law itself, or

doctrinal' which rests upon its intrinsic reasonableness. legal interpretation' may be either

'authentic, when it is expressly provided by the Legislator, or 'usual' when it is derived from

unwritten practice. Doctrinal interpretation' may turn on the meaning of words and sentences

when it is called grammatical,' or on the intention of the legislator, when it is described as

'logical'. According to Salmond: Jtirisprudettc&

"The essence of the law lies in its spirit, not in its letter, for the letter is significant

only as being the external manifestation of the intention that underlies it. Nevertheless in

all ordinary cases the courts 
most be content to accept the lili'r,i legis as the exclusive and

conclusive evidence of the setiteitfiit legis. They must in general take it absolutel y for

granted that the Legislature has said what it meant, and meant what it has said. lit

ecri'ttittt eel is the first principle of interpretation Judges are not at liberty to add to or take

from or modify the letter of the law, simply because they have reason to believe that the

true seiitt'iitia Iegis are not completely or correctly expressed by it. That is to say, in all

ordinary cases grammatical interpretation is the sole form allowable. To this general

principle there are two exceptions. There are two cases in which the lits'ri legie need not he

taken as conclusive, and in which the snttcntia lcyis may he sought front indications.

The first of three cases is that in which the letter of the lass' is logically defective, that is

to say, when it faits to express some single, definite, coherent, and complete idea. ..The

second is that in which the text leads to a result so unreasonable that it is self-evident that

Aleiilh.ii v. tia,tclu,sd, 1972 Gui LR 508, 512 (Bhagsvati, C.J.).

FLr'cts.,n j Sits 5'9 v. Snit.'Slsiiura,si, lost All WC 273 (SC) h' , D.A. Dsai, J.).

jurisprudence (Chapter 71,• Apphcatwn of bite) Rattiga a in his Scie,rce ef Juropr;..t . ;;cc IC Iiapier S,'urc,'s of Last

ohecved 'To aid Judges in their often en rs'moty difficult task certain rules of inter1'rei,, lion were lai d b y use

Ronan Jo ri-is, which ote still generally obsened. Thos the primary rule of l.s' is, that tire meaning of the tegista sir

is Is', he sought in the actual words used by him, which are to he interpreted its their ordinary and natural

roes ning.. '1 hr. is called 'Gnus eaiiat Interpretation", and mIcro there is no as, hi5'u i ty in the Lingua go etn,ploy 5d.

no other form of interpretation is possible. But schere the 'Grai,ssnaticat tnt,'rnretaii'n' fails to n,,','i the rare—

where, for instance, the words, either in themselves or ii, connection with the con test, are ambiguous or mOrose

the y are capable ott,',c, distinct interpretations each at arirstce wdt, the other—it is obvious that ire roust call in

sense csit,,'r ,iid...Tttt aid is furnished by what is called 'Logical tsr lerp sri itS n which reaches its to i'hrse rs e the

relation in wt,ish different portions of a t.,sv stand to each other ... the P trs.S i' t gv is• hi,;h is characteristic of the

Nrc-giver; and tsar far tire exprc.,ions used by hits, in one enactment in,,y serve to esplain similar expressiens its a

tat's enactment in it; i-i

10th Ed at 'i' 170-173.
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the Leg i sI a tore could not have meant what it has said...... To correct the Sen tent iii kg is on
logical grounds is a true process of interpretation; it fulfils the ultimate or dormant, if not
the immediate or conscious intention of the Legislature.'
"A good many thousand pages", writes Sutherland in his Statntonj Ce?i9truction, l 'have

been written on the subject of legislative interpretation and these volumes add to that mass, but
Lord Coke's formulation of the rule in 1531 not only remains the keystone but the most icliable
guide to the proper judicial use of statutes, lie reported : And it was resolved b y them, that for
the full and true interpretation of all statutes in general (be they penal or be
restrcclive or enlarging of the common law) four things are to be discerned First, what was the
common au' before the making of the Act? Second, what was the mischief and defect for which
the common law did not provide? Third, what remedy the Parliament bath resolved and
appointed to cure the disease of the Commonwealth? And fourth, the true reason of the remedy.
And then the office of all Judges is always to make such construction as shall suppress the
mischief, advance the remedy, and to suppress subtle invention and evasions for continuance of
the mischief, and pro ;cricato coiiniiodo, and to add force and life to the cure and remedy,
according to the true intent of the makers of the act pro bone piiblice) This rule has been
reformulated, expanded, restricted, explained, and rephrased, but the conclusions of it, the
application of the lot" accordin g to the spirit of legislative body remains the principal
objective of judicial interpretation. Some have emphasized the words of the Legislature
themselves and have insisted on a literal interpretation as the safest means of determining
legislative intention.......Still others have relied heavily on extrinsic evidence found in the
legislative histor y of prior enactments, the procedure through which the immediate statute
passed, its committee reports, and its interpretation by administrative officials, in order to
determine the intent of the Legislature. None of these methods or the numerous Subsidiary
canons of interpretation can be criticized if they in fact reflect the intent of the Legislature, but
none cart be so pported,' when they result ill a finding of legislative intent which did not in fact
e\ist with the Legislature. No single canon of interpretation can purport to give a certainand
unerring answer to the question. INc question of meaning lies deeper than the law. It involves
question of judgment too subtle for articulation and issues of the transference of knowledge as yet
nnprohed by law yers, scientists or psychologists.'

Keeton in his J ii r)eprz i dcnce, i observes
"Some hooks speak of the 'logical' interpretation of statutes, meaning by this, an

interpretation according to the intent, extending the statute to cases not contemplated by
the framers. Such a system of interpretation, as we have seen, is generally at variance with
the rules of construction followed by the English Courts.,..,,,"
Lord  Coke's c'iew app lied Icy S tip ciii e Court, —\V hen a question rises as to the

intepretation to he put on an enactment, chat the court has to do is to ascertain 'the intent of
them that make it', and that must of course he gathered from the words actuall y used in the
statute. That, however, does not mccii that the decision should rest on it interpretation
of the words used in disregard of all other materials, 'The literal construction then', says
Maxwell on In tc'rprctation of StatubS,r has in general, but 'prince facie' preference. To arrive
at the real meaning it is always necessary to get an exact conception of the aim, scope and object

1. 3rd Ed. at p.314, Vol. 2,
2. 11cc,3,c,i's case, (15S4)76 ER 637. Sec tiSs rule felec,c,t by the I Ugh Court of Atcdhra Pradesh in \t'ricctiy Bh,t,tccali s'.

Sctes-Tax /.;pcIU:c Trtcctt,ri, Itch r,ct'.tt, (1961)1 Acidic wg
3. (1945) at p
4. 3001Ed. at P. 19.
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of the whole Act, to consider according to Lord Coke

(1) what was the law before the Act was passed;

(2) what was the mischief or defect for which the law had not provided;

(3) what remedy Parliament has appointed; and

(4) the reason of the remed'!

3. Intention of Legislature, a slippery phrase—In Sal,etett v. Sal,tteri,' Lord Watson thus

indicated the nature and limits of the canon : 'intention of the Legislature' is a common but very

slippery phrase which, popularly understood, may signify anything from intention embodied

in positive enactment to speculative opinion as to what the Legislature probably would have

meant, although there has been an omission to enact it. In a court of law or equity, what the

Lr'gisleluie ittlrsided to he done or not to be done can only legitimately be ascertained from what

it has chosen to enact, either in express words or by reasonable and necessary implication."

The language of thestatute may not be ctistot led under the guise of construction of so limited

by construction as to defeat the manifest intent of Congress. 5 The intention of the Legislature

has to be gathered from thetile plain meaning of the words used in the statute. If the statutory

provision is clear, pritttit ficie that should he taken as intention and no other aid can he resorted

to for the purpose of ascertainment of intention of Legislature.' But there may he OCcOsi011s \s'ileil

the rule of plain interpretation does not obviously bring out the intention of the Legislature.

The duty of the court in such cases is not to fill ill the gaps but to give expression toto tile intention

(it the Legislature by putting such interpretation as trs,y remove the anlhiguity. When tile

Ordinary rule of giving plain meaning to the words given in tile statute is obviousl y detruc iv,'

of the apparent intent of the Legislature, it has to he departed from and the intent of the

Legislature has to he searched for from the contest of tire statute under interpretation.'

4. When language clear and unambiguous, evidence as to intention to he disregarded.—Thu

language of the Article being plain and unambiguous, it is not open to the court to read into it

limitation which are not there, based on a ('non reasoning as to the probable intention of the

Legislature. such intention can be gathered only Irons the words actually used in the statute;

and ill a court of law, what is unexpressed has the same value as What is unintended.' it is a

maxim of interpretation in construing statutes that no matter what the intentioll of the

Legislature may have been the cdurts are hound to follow the wording of the enactment and to

1.	 IoI,otir,t, to he gathered from the whole Statute. Eecj, K. 31 2 'e3/, tico:!'.ry v. Stole, AIR 1967 Fanj 42; K_ito v.

AIR 1966 Born 107 SF1. Jainu/abdttt, aIi, (s'at'nni.,J:.l v. State rfshio:ti;'r.o, 1991 Cr1 LI 696 (Gau).

2	 R.Kt.l).C. o'. I/ri/c,, of In/u, AIR  1957 SC 626, 631, F'r'rr3al Isr,'rrr,rris Co., LIt. ...........BArn, AIR 1955 Sc 661, 674

(1955)2 SCE 603, 632; Harsh S/ny'S v. hi/ash Si: ,;h, AIR 19e6 let Ssl, 583 (111 li . 5 3 1 Success,: n Act). See also

AIe,iwtly lth.,,tria!, v. 5,/es-tax fl1-;,ettale Tribunal, (1961(1 And/s \VR 361; see also Dr. Hari Strty"t v. E.F. Volvo, AIR

1969 c;oa 349; So '0'hi', Ji:'raj G6rer C/cot N. Socr, i.tcj S/iiot. Chi : ! ; .-,Cr.,),, a nd Risen,, Merchant IV 'shro' Ut

AIR 1969 SC 530; (Soil) DI,irej Bala Eerie v. JeSru Lslabo (E), Ll./., AIR 1953 Cal 166 (SB).

3. 1697 AC 22; quoted by Rarnaswarn/, J. in Doris F/of v. Dune, (13,9)2 SCR 253, 259. Court's funct
i
on C 01110 5,0 0110/

the Legislature meant but to ascertain what the Legislature has said 1 meant. Tote Che,nica/s, I/i v. K_ti/ash, AIR

l ust Cuj 269, 276 (Bhagwatt, J . ) Trolley Vrayrnr'n not Casters' 1/rrion of SyJney no.t Suburbs v. The Slitter Carrier'

Asci.rIi,r,i of N.S.IV., (1905)2 CLR 599, 521-522,f.u)srrri.I.o v. Koien.,I Tra,us;'ert, AIR 1957 Rai 312, 316; See also R.10..t

51,/I/ui, 1980 NI.rh Lj 428; C. Unni N'du'n.,,i.,9e,I Thr'r.r:!,, I'riI'r,'es Cod,, v. State of Kerala, 19S3 El-B 242 (Kr).

LIt/ct SI.r/,'e v. AI;,'rs, 74 U Ed 457,460 :359 US 6S0 Winton, J.( It shuId he rationally inlerdted, GrcfShrt'o St',-1

Co. v. U,,itt S/a/es, 77 L Ed 130, 137 287 US 32(5/c Reynold, I.).

5. l'os,r.irrini,V V. 43rtO5Oteilgir0ttOJlr'aOl, 90 LI)469 (1667)2 Mad L( 10.

6	 Ciii, rjjrnr v. RaJkey 56mw, AIR 1968 All 296, 304 (FIt) (GD 66'lse.I, J.), Appeal under Section 476-B of Cr1' C.

7.	 V,',tdaI.,rorn.,,t,,., Dotter, v. Stale of lctsoe,e, AIR 1951 SC 253, 2o7.
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disregard all evidence as to intention, when inconsistent with the language actually used in the
Act as passed, if the latter is clear and unambiguous.

5. Evidence of members of the Leg i s I ature.r,5vfo5j in his SRllufonf Cottsi, W!1Oi writes'Thus in Bartow v. Joucs , r an attempt was made to introduce the testimony of a member of
the Legislature which had enacted the statute involved and the corn t held such testimony
incompetent partly on the ground that 'it is not conceiv 'He that a common intent would be the
result even if the testimony of every member of the Legislature could be produced. Similarly,
in Bateau V. Utiitr'jl St1It,'S,3 

where an attempt was made to prove by a member of the
Legislature what the legislative intent was, the court said that the legislator could not
possibly have any personal knowledge of the object or intention of the enactn;ent, and that at
most he could have only personal knowledge of his own object and intention and that \vould
not go far toward showing the object and intention of each House of the Legislature or of a
majority of the several hundred members of each House hi passing the statute in issue,"

6. Testimony of draftsman irrelcvaist._flae person is'l;o drafted the enactment is also not
competent to declare as to the intention of the Legislature which passed it. In 

Ililder v.Dexter,` Lord Halshury observed "My Lords, I have more than once had occasion to say that in
construing a statute, I believe the worst person to construe it is the person ivho is responsible for
its drafting. He is very much disposed to confuse what he itended to do with the effect of the
language which in fact has been employed. At the time he drafted the Statute, at all events, he
may have been under the impression that he had given full effect to what was intended but he
mae be mistaken in construing it afterwards just because what was in his mind \s'as what was
intended, though, peihaps, it was not done.'

7. Supposed intention not to control meaning.—In In/turd Renctrite Cortirnieje y'r V. F/ct let!,'Lord Haldane said '1 think it worthwhile to recall a principal which must alwa ys he borne in
ind in construing Acts of Parliament, and particularly Legislature of a novel kind. The duty of
a court of law is simply to take the Statute it was to construe as it stands, and to construe its
words according to their natural significance. While reference may he made to the state of the
law, and the material facts and events with which it is apparent that Parliament was
dealing, it is not admissible to speculate on the probable opinions and motives of those who
framed the legislation, excepting in so far as they appear from the language of the statute.
That language must indeed he read as a whole. If the clearly expressed scheme of tile Act
requires it, particular expressions may have to he read in a sense which would not be the
natural one if they could be taken by themselves. But subject to this the words used must be
given their natural meaning, unless to do so would lead to a result which is so absurd that it
cannot he supposed, in the absence of expressions which are wholly unambiguous, to have been
con tern plated.

I. GRotto, 3to):J v. ANt. l,,'ara, No.5 PR 1912 atp. IS (Rev); Alukuud Ut! v. SIunJ,er !, AIR 1965 MP 185, 189 (DiOt,C.)) A certain arnotist of coin") 055ense must be applied in construing statutes. Where the language employed
supports eaConstruction that one alone should be adopted; TItazi:,noa Chiniiappa v. TIrun,,,ia(1 96S)2 Slys UYy207; Csrap;'a Chjt i0 r v. Coniis,s'joner of !'icxoWC-tt, (1955)7 ITR 737; K.L. Kstlnyas ChetfUr v. K. V R.Surcn,fraNathuriiary, (1952)2 Mad U) 443(DB); Yeg Ra; Puri v. )'oesRu'ar Raj Purl, AIR 1982 Delhi 62.2.	 261 Par 1106. 5,',' also U.S. V. O'Br,'i,i, 20 U Ed 2d 672,659:391 US 367 (Warren, CJ.).21 Ct CJ (US) 45.

4. 1932 AC 474
5. (1913) AC 326, 332; ham Rat',, v. RnmcO, Cha,,dna 1557 All U) 53; Goz'cnflme,,t of Andhtna Pradosh, v. A5 Rd l'SS)l Asdh SVR 299 : 1958 Asdh UT 185 (PB).
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No assumption of parliamentary intention can be made except from what Parliament itself
has said. If it be within its powers to authorise a certain order, then the Court cannot attribute
to it any intention except to authorise that specific order with precisely whatever consequences,
effective or ineffective, the law will attach to it. To go beyond that is to violate the very first
canon of interpretation and to judge of intention by conjecturing what a writer intended to say
and not by what he has said—that is, to read his mind apart from his words, instead of reading
it by means of his words alone.'

It is unquestionably a reasonable expectation that when the Legislature intends the
affliction of suffering or an encroachment on natural liberty or rights, or the grant of exceptional
exemptions, powers and privileges, it will not leave its intention to be gathered by mere
doubtful inference or convey it in cloudy and dark words only but will manifest it with
reasonable clearness.'

One of the cardinal rules of interpretation is that an enactment must be interpreted
according to its plain language and it is not for the court to speculate as to the intention of the
Legislature when the language is plain. 3 Whatever the intention of the Legislature may have
been, it is well-established principle of interpretation of statutes that when the words of a
statute admit of but one meaning, the court is not at liberty to speculate on the intention of the
Legislature, and to construe them according to its own notions of what ought to have been
enacted.' The rule of construction is 'to intend the Legislature to have meant what they
actually expressed'.' The meaning of the Act is to be interpreted not with reference to what its
framers intended to do, but with reference the language which they did in fact employ.' Words
have to be read in their literal sense and court cannot put upon them construction which they
believe to represent the intention of the Legislature at the time of the passing of the statute.'
The language of the provisions should not be stretched to square with this or that constilutional
theory in disregard of the cardinal rule of interpretation of any enactment, constitutional or
other, that its spirit, no less than its intendment should be collected primarily from the natural
meaning of the words used.' It is not permissible to construe the statute with reference to the
underlying intention while the language of the statute gives rise to a different construction.,

In POnt Singh v. Mu/a Singh,` Sir Shadi Lal quoting from Maxwell observed 'In short,
when the words admit of but one meaning a Court is not at liberty to speculate on the intention

I.	 F,',lrralcl E,,ginr' Driecrs'a,ejFirr',,rrx,'s A,socirrlio,r efflrnlra/ia V. Ce!e:ia/Srrg.;r'Rc 1/rir:5. Co., Ltd., 22 CLR 103, 114.
2. Collector of Cr',rIra/ Excise v. Reoal CUr,,!, AIR 1968 Ar,dh Pea 103, 106 lJagan h/alice Rn/d y , J.).3. Dy. Ce,rrerissirrrrcr,Jha,rg'v Bsdhr, Re,,,, AIR 1937 Lah3S, 40 ILR 1937 Lah I F0; Rassl Char, v. Emperor, II.R 1939 Lah283 AIR 1939 Lah 70 (FB); Suhramnnya v. Ghn,,,ru, AIR 1935 Mad 628 , 634; Thin! v. Ceo,,',,, 164k 11 Lot, 55;

CrarrferJ s' Spr'ocr, 4 MIA 179; Inrperrlor v. Inca, 12 IC 646 (Sled); lairs,,', One. Rc,gie,ral Transport, AIR 1957 Rd 312,316; Pa,ilala 7',, Es/ale v. Ce,reilir,ljo,, Officer, AIR 1966 A & N 138, 140 (irtelrretra, Cj.) unless the language isambiguous; Tyagaraja,, v. Official Liquidator, AIR 1959 Mad 538, 540 (Rajamarsnar, C.).); 1,rdcr Sirglt v. Cu/coca Si,rgh,AIR 1969 Delhi 154 (FB); Lard Kr/oh,,,, Bank, Ltd v. hrspector-General of Rr'5islralie,,, 1976 Ker LT 374; CoUGar & Co, Ltd.
v-flAil. Cosr,nU'ianer COca Tax, New Delhi, AIR 1978 SC 097 (907).

4. 60t. 5ujiI v. Shea /l,rn,, ILR 14 LaI, 3S9, 392.
5. Marfrr/rIai Ieu,r.r,rjci;a','a,, v. Masikcl,and Ta/jon,,, She!,, 1977 Mob LJ 185, (DO) peru 34.
6. Chub,,, Ma/rd. v. Pa,r,rn Run, AIR 1924 Lah 374; Nar Af,r/raernrad v, La/cl,and, AIR 1925 La/i 436; /lrorrrcilla v. A.G.Ca,erd,, AIR 1930 CC 120, 126 (the question is not what may have been srrppcsod to have beer, intended but what

has been said; //wphy V.49. M,',riloha (1895) AC 212, 216 followed.
7. Ge;',',-n,,rc,,t ,4d;','ea!e v. Eras! Rrlr/,,,, AIR 1933 Pest', 69,
B.	 Stale ef Or's! /ir',rgal v. SrrIel/r Gape!, 1954 SCR 587, 636 (Das, I.).
9. Bristol Co-e;'eGh'e Ccrrlrol Bark v. Bcrroy B/ursa,,, AIR 19,11 Cal 537, 540; /C Icy v. A//err, (1055)27 U) Cl, 621 (Noconjecture possible).
10. 1I.R 4 Lah 321, 326.
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of the Legislature, and to construe them according to its own notions of what ought to have been
enacted. Nothing could be more clangorous than to make such considerations the ground for
construing an enactment that is uliambiguous in itself. To depart from the meaning oil of
such views is, in truth, not to construe the Act but to alter it. But the business of the interpreter
is not to improve the statute; it is to expound it. The question for him is not what the
Legislature meant, but what its language means, i.e., what the Act has said that it meant. To
give it a construction contrary to, or different from, that which the words import or can possibly
import is not to interpret law, but to make it, and Judges are to remember that their office is jIts
dicere, not jtia dare. "	 -

When the main terms of all 	 do not apply, it is not competent to the Court - to resort
to what might appear to be the intention of the Legislature in order to interpret such terms.2

It would be wrong to begin by assuming an intention apart from the plain meaning of the
words used and bend the language in favour of the presumption so made.3

It is the letter that essentially matters for the construction of the statutory provisions into
which speculation ought not to enter about what the Legislature may or may not have intended,
apart from what it has expressed by the language that it has employed. 4 Court must not only
decide whether a particular interpretation was intended by the Legislature, but also whether
the language used in the statute has succeeded in conveying that intention.'

When exact and precise words are used, they clearly show the intention of the Legislature
and it is not open to the Court to speculate as to what the intention of the Legislature might be
because a case not covered by the exact and precise words used by the Legislature has arisen.
Section 19(1) of the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925, nly deals with the ordinary case
where the Municipality continues for three years, and the section provides that the President
may he elected either for the whole period of three years or for a period of not less than one
year. Where the Government extended the life of the Municipality by two months only, a new
President could not he elected for the extended period of two months in view of specific proviso
to Section 19(1) under which he could he elected only for a period of not less than one year.
There is a lacuna to this extent, but the way out of this impasse is to be found in the proviso to
Section 19(1) which lays down that the term of office of such President or Vice President shall
be deemed to extend to and expire with the date on which his successor is elected. Therefore,
till there is a successor who is elected President in accordance with law, the incumbent who
holds office as President must continue to hold office under the proviso to Section 19(1)!

It may further be noted that in doubtful case search for the supposed intention of the
Legislature must not be pressed too far. An interpretation which defeats the object of a statute is
not permissible! Again an interpretation leading to repugnance must also be avoided!

See also BJ:adcl Con,,t Dccv. Rs;s Kichore, ICR .1 tel, 369,372; Mat. SariS v. Shea Rem, ICR 1-I Cats 3S7,392: AIR 1933
Lath 492; Bhalla Rand v. Sc dar Moh,I,, ICR 16 Lah 294 : AIR 1935 Lah 150. 153; Secretary of SIRe v. flrnnach:,ia,,,, II.R
1939 Sled 1017 : AIR 1939 Mid 711, 714; CaIn Prasad v. Ram Narain S:n'h, AIR 1939 All 137; Curu;t:eara Na,,.Unc
Sal,il, v. Hire Des, AIR 1936 laS 293.
f:,,kira,,, & Co v. ClnmiLiI Shiz'r;,,n, ILR 1911 Born 675 : AIR 1943 Bum 40, 42; G,,cCcranIal v. She' Ncrn3a,,, AIR 19 IS
Oudh 162 (PB).	 -
R. Caeinjasaa-a,ny v. Slfle, AIR 1960 And i.e Ira 391, 393; Para,, LaS v. Marina Den Singh, AIR 1966 All 199; Panilehs
Tea Est.,fe v Concil!atie,, Officer, AIR 1966 Assi,n 133.
Viraraghaza Rao v. Nar0imha Re:,, AIR 1950 Mad 124.
Krjsha,, Chant v. Casda IJh.o-, 1964 AWR (I IC) 329.

v. Sa1e efBen:lay, AIR 195-I Ben, 41, 42, 13.
SeaS, Ash, l,:,tsstri-s (Pnica1e) L 	 v. San::; Sis 5'h, AIR I9(6 SC 746 : (1966)1 SC,N 151 : (1965)1 SCIVIL 93-I.
Atusciplal Carper.ctiei. M.alrca v. Thiakrish,:,n, 79 SILl',' 743.
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S. Intention dependent upon words.—The Legislature indicated its intention expressly or by

implication, in the form of a written instrument known as a statute. In all cases the object is to
see what is the intention expressed by the words used. This is the first and primary rule of
construction.' The Court knows nothing of the intention of an Act except front the words in which
it is expressed, applied to the facts existing at the time.' The intention of Parliament is not to
be judged by what is in its mind, but by its expression of that mind in the statute itself.' A case

in point is Sudarssn Siiiglz v. State of LIP. 7 In a court of law or equity what the Legislature
intended to be done or not to be done cart only be ascertained from that which it has chosen to
enact either in express words or by reasonable or necessary implication. "We must ascertain
that intention', observed Lord Brougham in Fordyce v. Bridges,' from the words of the statute
and not from any general inferences drawn from the nature of the objects dealt with by the
statute.' Says the Supreme Court in Union of India v. 5.11. Seth,' language is at best an
imperfect medium of expression and a variety of signification may often lie in a word of
expression. It has, therefore, been said that the words of a statute must he understood in the
sense which the Legislature has in view and their meaning must he found not so much in a

strictly gramnmnatical or etymological propriety of language nor in its popular use, 55 in the

subject or in the occasion on winch they are used and the object to be at faimiied....... It must be
remembered that though the words used are the primary, and ordinarily the most reliable
source of interpreting the meaning of any writing, be it  statute, a contract, or anything else, it
is one of the surest indexes of a mature and developed jurisprudence not to make a fortress out of
a dictionary, but to remember that a statute always has some purpose or object to accomplish,
whose sympathetic and imaginative discovery is the surest guide to its meaning. Lhe literal
construction should- not obsess the Court, because it has only prima jhcie preference, the real
object of interpretation being to find out the true intent of the law-maker and that can be done
only by reading the statute as an organic whole bearing in the mind the rule in Heydon's

case.......
In Vachicr & Sons, Ltd. v. London Society of Compositors,' Lord Nlacnaughten observed

'Acts of Parliament are of course to be construed 'according to the intent of Parliament' which
passes them. That is the only rule', said TindOl, C.j., delivering the opinion of the judges who
advised this House in the Sussex Peerage case.' But his Lordship was careful to add this note of
seaming: 'If the words of statute are in themselves precise and unambiguous, then no more can be
necessary than to expound those words in their natural and ordinary sense. The words
themselves alone do, in such cases, best declare the intention of the Legislature'." The Court is

1. ROw lVcur Co,'nmussi,'ner v. Alu:nso,m, (1877)3 AC 743, 767, per Lord Blackburn; Eastn,u,: I'hoi'5raphic sluierul Co. s'.

Comnptro)1er-General, etc., (1698) AC 571, 575-76; Omar Tyab v. lanai! ryab, AIR 1928 Born 69, 73; A:iz Ahiniud R}w,i v.

Chhote Lu!, ILK 54) All 569 AIR 1925 All 243, 246; The Cc,nn:unisi Party of India, ?s'apur v. Stole c(fMaharashtra, AIR

1959 Born 29 l9SS Mali Lj504 (19S5)2 Born CR 627 : 1958 lOsE LR 1223; B. Mohu,i Krishna v. Union of India, (1995)1

Aim LT (Cii) 332 (Al').

2. Dui:rjta Singh v. Dy. Dianlor of Con sol idat ion, 1981 All LI 451 (FE).

3. Lags': v. C,'ar!oa i t ,20 LJ Ch 347, 355, per Lord Langdale, SIB.

4. Wicks v. Direr!," of I'sl.!ic l'rosecuiiO,is, (1947)1 All ER 205, 207: 1947 AC 362, per lord 'flsa:skcrien.

5. 1951 All LJ 1103.

6. (1847(1 I-ILC 1:9 ER 519 (IlL); see also K v. Dosbledey, (1961(121 ER 530; see also Philips John V. C.I.T. Calcutta,

(1963(2 SCWR 35.

7. (1977(18 Gin) LR919, P'°'

S.	 1913 AC 107; rico Inn lard Rrislini Bank Ltd. v. lnsprcior_Ccncra! of .k'c,ç:s! rill :oii. 1976 Ker LT 371.

9.	 (1944(11 Cl & F 85,143; see also Dnrya bat v. Suraj:mial, 1979 jab l.J 273 (ll3).

10 	 if ik Cl!9 of ,'d'y;nir s'. I
t
s Emnrpluyees. AIR 1960 SC 675.
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not entitled to alter the language of a section to fit in with the supposed intention of the
Legislature.' The Court has no right to assume delegated legislative function, and if the
meaning of tho words used in a rule is clear, the Court cannot re-arrange the words to convey a
meaning which it thinks they were intended to convey.'

"The only guide, therefore, as to what the Legislature intended is the words it has used;
the first of all rules of interpretation is to find out the meaning of the Legislature from what it
has said.' 5 The first rule of all to be applied in construing a statute is to ascertain the intdntion
of the Legislature from the words it has used, reading them in their ordinary natural sense in
the context in which they stand, and giving to every words as far as possible its full meaning.'
The intention is to be gathered from the words used in the particular enactment, and the Court
cannot he guided by what a sister Legislature has expressed in another enactment.'

The principal duty of a court is to give effect to the intention of the Legislature as expressed
in the words used by it and no outside consideration can be called in aid to find that intention.'
If the Legislature expresses its intention by express words the Court cannot ascribe to it any
other intention that other circumstances may show, and even if such other intention may
clearly he shown to have existed, the Court must hold that the intention of the Legislature is as
.expressed in the words.' And it does not necessarily follow that the Legislature intends
something different only because language used in different sections is not exactly the same
expression to denote its meanings.' And, for this purpose the court may looktot,e reasons
which led to the passing of the enactment in order to properly gather the intention.'

"It is elementary", says Mahajan, J . , in The New Piecegoods Bazar Co., Ltd. V

Co,,tn;issioner of Income-tax, Bonil'ay,'° "that the primary duty of a court is to give effect to the
intention of the Legislature as expressed in the words used by it and no outside consideration can
he called in aid to find the intention," The Court has to judge the intention of the Legislature
not by speculating as to what it had in its mind but only by its expression of that mind through
the language of the enacted provisions." Intention of the Legislature is not to be judged by what
is in its mind, but by its expression of that mind in the statute itself."

In certain extraordinary circumstances, however, Courts are competent to enlarge the
meaning of an expression used in Statute in order to give full effect to the intention of the
Statute as appearing in the various provisions contained therein."

1. Oall,traya B.,!iram Naik v. Ra,nt'habai, AIR 1962 Born 236 ILR 1962 Born 452 64 Bern LR 260.
2. N,t.,ra,U', v. State of Kerala, AIR 1961 Ker 318: TLR (1961)1 Ker 134:1960 Ker U 1109,1203.
3. The TrohSy Liray,,,e,, Carters U,,io,, of Sydney and SaR,r!'s v. The Master Carriers' Association of N.S.W., 2 CLR 509, 552,

per OConnor, J.; Ran, P,s.kao!, v. Savitri Devi, AIR 1958 I'ur,i 87,90 (FE).
4. Federated Engine Drivers' & Firem,'ns' flssociatio,, of Aastr.1)ia v. Broke,, III!! Proprietary Co., Ltd., 12 CUE 393, 442, per

OCoar.or, J . ; Kapara v. C,,i.aka, AIR 1962 1-jim Era 5.
5. Ru?h Ran, JL,ki,u Rai v. Fa!h Singh, AIR 1962 Fuel 265 (FB).
6. Dr. tshaari Prasad v. Registrar, Allshst,ad University, 1955 All LJ 211 : AIR 1955 All 131; Natha Prasad v. Si,,ghai

Ka,":,'c,',a,,d, 1976 MPLJ 3C6 (PB).
7. Af:t Kuvar Ray v. S,,rendra Rath ChosE, AIR 1953 Cal 733 (FE); see also /to,i,, Cha,,d v. State of Punjab, 54 Furs) LR 493.
8. Asisek Marketing, Ltd. v. Llnio,, of India, AIR 1967 Cal 159 70 CWN 472.
9. tlrij.urdra Ka,nar v. La.ksh,,,idas, ILK (1966)2 "°i 522.
10. 1950 SCR 553, 561 : AIR 1960 SC 165; ?,tatan La! v. Chaugdeo Sugar Mills, AIR 1958 Born 491, 495.
II. A;cha.':r,a v. Seeth.,rs,sas:oanui, AIR 1950 Stud 387,' M.snju!oI-ai Lao,,s,,, Charm, v. lstanikcl,and Tatjars n Shah, 1977 Mah

U 135 (DU); B 1'V, Mutto v. T.K. Nandi, AIR 1979 SC 490 (465); Panfab Land Dezelopnrerst Rectar,,atio,, Corporation Ltd.
Cts,ndi9ar), v. Presiding Of,tn'r, La9e,,r Court, Chandigarh, (1990)3 SCC 682 (3J).

12. l',nis v. Director of Pt'l Ic Prosecutions, (1947)1 All ER 205,207: 1916 AC 362, per Lord 'Fhankerton.
13. F!.'hrl"s, G. C ,u t l,i,u'r-siiV of AlL,haI',uf AIR 1964 All 254.
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A deed must he presumed to intend what it says and its pros ., i ons must be so construed,
whenever possible, as to give effect to that intention and so must t.s directions contained in the
deed he held to he workable and intended to be worked, if such a construction is open on the

words used.
/f a provision is in two parts—one declaratory and the other o:' .irandatory, the intention of

the legislature of widening the scope is apparent. It should be c..nstrued broadly. The latter
part of the definition further widens it by extending it to pro:6390rs of fish for export or
domestic marketing.'

9. Modern tendency of courts in interpreting statutes.—In F,: ' .' V . Fell. , Issacs, J . said: "in the
judicial construction of instruments, whether wills or deeds cr statutes, courts are not to
approach the matter from the standpoint of the hypothetical persnage sometimes alluded to
as 'the man in the street'. In earlier times courts certainly sometin.cS laid greater stress on rigid
rules of construction, and in the dominancy of interpretative tests, 

than they do today. Actual
intention has free scope in recent years than in many of the early cases. Influences that formerly
were thought imperative have in many instances passed away, and the modern tendency of
courts is to give fuller play to the words themselves than was once thought proper. But, on the
other hand, we have to guard ourselves from the opposite extreme. A court, in my opinion, is not
to place itself in the position of a person unaccustomed to the funct i ons of a legal tribunal, and
then make the double error of first assuming how he would construe the document, and next
adopting as a crucial interpretation the construction so assumed. I do not, for a moment, think
that has been done in the present case, but it is part of the me.- tel discipline I have thought
necessary to exercise."

10. Quality of Draftsmanship as a guide to intent.—.fcCaffrey observes: Once
consideration that does not seem to be accorded proper recogn i tion by the decisions is the
quality of draftsmanship evidenced by a statute. This test is realistic because it is closely
related to the process of legislation. An experienced legislative dra f tsman uses language with a
view to the recognised rules for interpreting it. If the language 3mployed by the legislators
shows a careful choice of words, and this care appears to folo'.v through the distinctions
between terms of command and those of mere authorisation, it wcuid appear reasonable to infer
that the writers of the statute intended 'may' to mean 'may' and 'shall' to moan 'shall'. It has
been held that the use of 'may' and 'shall' in different clauses or sentences of the same section or
paragraph of statute evidence a legislative intention that each of the words is to be gis en its
ordinary ineaning.

According to the Supreme Court, there is abundant authority 'o sustain the stand that when
the situation has been differently expressed, the Legislature must be taken to have intended to
express a different intention.'

Such use of these terms indicates that the Legislature had in mind their different meanings
and attached to each its primary signification. In Talbot v. Board of Education of City of New

t.T. Corn r,iissicner v, SI3SIB Trust, AIR 1959 Cal 194, 167.

Vide Regional Executive, Kerala Fisherniens' Welfare Fund Baird v. Fancy Faid, (165)4 5CC 311 : AIR 1995 SC 1620,

refereng to Krishna Coconut Co. v. East GoIa:'ari Coconut a,:d Tct'..cco M.srket Cc:nrn:Itee, AIR 1967 CC 973 (I'Nr)l

SCR 974.
31 CLR 268 at lip. 272, 275, (per Insa,s, /).

Rivo!ds v. Beard of Edacy tion of Union Foe School of VEt rid f City f I iitie Fa2, 23 App Div 88:53 Ni S 75.

Vide Commissioner of Incowe Tax, Ncw Delhi (tSozv lDjas1h.an0 V. (At/s.) East I.cst Import and Export (I') Ltd., now

known an Asian Distributors Ltd., Jaipur, AIR 1989 Sc 886: 1989 Tax LR 3-13: (1989)1 IT (SC) 126: (1989)1 5CC 760

(1989)76 CTR 9: (1989)1 Coin LJ 280: (1959)176 ITR 155: (19s9)43 Taxman 26 (1989)93 (3) Taxation 40.
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York, the use of a mandatory word in contradiction to a permissive word taken with the fact
that shall had been substituted for 'may' when the Act had been amended, was hold to
require a construction giving to the word 'shall in its ordinary imperative meaning."

Art of drafting.—Sec Royal Talkies, Hyderabad v. E.S.LC. 2 Defect in phraseology is not to
be made up by the Court.-'

11. Rule of exclusion.—This is merely an auxiliary rule of construction adopted for the
purpose of ascertaining the intention of the law-giver. -It may be applied only when-in the
natural association of ideas the contrast between what is provided and what is left out leads to
an inference that the latter was intended to be left out. It may accordingly he held inapplicable
if there exists a plausible reason for not including what is left out.' And what is left out or
excluded from another must be of the same kind as the another.'

"It is true", says Stone, J . , in Graves v. New Ytirk,' "that the silence of Coitgress, when it has
authority to speak, may sometimes give rise to an implication as to the Congressional purpose.
The nature and extent of that implication depend upon the nature of the Congressional power
and the effect of its eercise,"

1. 71 Misc 974 : 14 NYS 2d3-10.
2. AIR 1975 Sc 1470, case under Employees' Estate Insurance Act, Section 75
3. Toni DuIti v. Slat ', AIR 1975 Cal 450,
4. - Clsmtala Workers' Co-oj'eratim.'eTrossport Society, Ltd. v. Slate of Punjab, AIR 1962 Punj 94 ILR (1502)1 Punj 255.
5. Al-hey Pair Saha v. Sudhir Rumor, AIR 1967 sc 115.
6. 83LEd927,932:3061J5466,
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1. Ordinary and natural meaning to be adhered to in the first instance—It is a rule of
construction of statutes that 

in first instance the grammatical sense of the words is to be
adhered to. The words of a statute must prima fade be given their ordinary meaning. 7 Where
the grammatical construction is clear 'and manifest and without doubt that construction ought to
prevail unless there be some strong and obvious reason to the contrary.3

Warburton a. Lcu/a,rd, (1828)1 ITud & Bro 632, 648; Bradtasg/: a. Clarke, 11883/8 AC 354 at p. 354; Rha rat St,i5h v.
Alanager:ent ef.\'ew Let/ri Tuberculosis Centre, New Delhi, AIR 19S6 SC 842 :19S6 Lab IC 850: (1966)2 SCC 614
(19S6)52 Foe LIZ 621 (1956)1 Cur FR 414 r 1986 SCC (Lab) 335 : (1956)2 Sow LI 63 : (19S6)2 SCIVR 6 r (1986)2 Lab
LN .1: (1956)2 SCJ 129 :(1986)2 UJ (Sc) 339 : (1986)69 FIR 129.
Notes a. D.'rrc.rstr flrralçrrialed Collieries, 1940 AC 1014, 1022; The DArn/al Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Sir/or Sari/ru Stag/i,
AIR 1994 Ito) 44.
Wrnr5 ii v. !iliti/c;eri, (1853)8 Ex 352, 356; Umnade-ei a. Su,rdarari, 1977 Eec LT 767 (FE); Stale of Uttar Pradesh v.
A,;:17:3 \sir: 1 n.,f AIR 1993 SC 946; Ramsak-a Si,r 9 h a. S/a;e of tlilrar. (1992)2 Pat L/R 598; ^tate of Karnataka a.

AIR IV'2 Ant 198: ILR 1991 Kara 2210: 11991l2 Earn 13 270.
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When there is no ambiguity in the words, there is no room for construction.' No single
argument has more weight in statutory interpretation than the plain meaning of the word. 2 "11
the meaning of the language be plain and clear, we have nothing to do but to obey it—to
administer it as we find it", thus observed Pollock, CU., in Miller v. Salen;itto.' If the language
of a statute is clear and unambiguous, the Court must give effect to it and it has no right to
extend its operation in order to carry out the real or supposed intention of the Legislature! Such
language best declares, without more, the intention of the law-giver and is decisive of it. When
the language is not only plain but admits of but one meaning the teak of interpretation can
hardly be said to arise. The duty of a Court of law is simply to take the statute as it stands, and
to construe its words according to their natural significance.' If the words of the statute are in
themselves precise and unambiguous, then no more can be necessary than to expound those words
on their natural and ordinary sense,' It is an elementary principle of the construction of statutes
that the words have to be read in their literal , sense. Thus, 'generally speaking, words and
expressions would be given their plain and ordinary meaning which cannot be cut down or
curtailed unless they in themselves are clearly restrictive.' If the words of the statute are clear
and unambiguous, it is the plainest duty of the Court to give effect to the natural meaning or the
words used in provisions! To ascertain the literal meaning, it is equally necessary first to
ascertain the juxta-position in which the rule is placed, the purpose for which it is enacted and
the object which it is required to subserve and the authority by which the rule is framed.'

In Vestry of St. Ji')uz I-Itmpsti'ad v. Coffin," Lord Halsbury said : "Doubtless there are cases
in which, when in the instrument itself, whether a will, or a contract, or a statute, evidence
may be discovered of the general meaning or what has been called the governing sense, in
which the words or provisions are to be understood, you may occasionally modify the language
), oil to construe with reference to that general intention which has been so ascertained."
I-Ic added : "In this case I confess myself wholly unable to discover any general intention on

1. Yates v. United States, I L Ed 2nd 1356, 1387 (Harlan, J . ) (Where the iale,,soa is clear, there is no room for
canslruction, no excuse for interpretation or addition; United States v. Sphogm, 75 L Ed 640); SirE, Jute and industries
Ltd. V. Cia,! Judge., All! 1003 Raj 73; Peerless General Finance and i,,rcsl,ne,,i Co Ltd. N. Use,, of India, (1957)91 Cal WN
596.

2. Broader v. LI,,ited States, 85 LEd 862, 865 (Reed, J.).
3. 7 Es 475, 560; United! Stales v, Henning, 97 L Ed 101, 107 (Clark, J.); Pranab Kumar E'ariju v. Collector-cum-Cl,ain,,an,

(1994)77 Cut LT 1017.
4,	 I',are Si,,5!, V. Mula Sin,8!r, ILR 4 Lah 325, 326.
5. inland R,-ae!e,e Co,nv',isie,,ev v. Herbert, 1913 AC 326, 332; Bhagirant Ra,,,bt,au v. Ida ,nchandra Kesh,', 54 Born LR 633; see

also Gun,,'a Ran, v. Sl,io La!, AIR 1964 i'ua( 260, 266 (Stehar Singh, J.
6. Sussex Peerage case, (164-1)11 Cl & Fir, 85, 143; Cox v. Hikes, (1890)15 AC 508, 525 (eves it you should be satisfied

that it was not in the contemplation of the Legislature); St,anhar Vast v. Ala!,,, R,,,n, AIR 1963 HE 32, 33 (CO
Capecir, J.C.); Wrtki,,sen v. taUnt, 7 L Ed 542, 555 (Story, J.); Corporation of the City of Naypuv V. Its Employees, AIR
1960 SC 675.

7. Per Khanna, J . in Mis. Qs'at,ty Ice Cream Co. v. Sales Tax Officer, Re,,' Delhi, (1975)11 Delhi LT 150 (DO).
8. P.S. Naysk v. A . R. A,,tuls0, AIR 1984 SC 664: (1904(1 Crimes 563 1984 C LJ 613 (1951)2 SCC 163: 1904 SCC (Cr)

172 :199A Cr t.R (SC( 163: (1954)1 Scm LR 619: 1984 Cr App. N (SC) 441 :198-i SC Cri P 133: 1984 Cur Cri 1133:
199-4 All Cr P 410 (1981)96 Boin LR365; Kanhaiya Sal 8-ta!),,), v. Stale ofUt'., (18-15)1 JCLR235 (Ale: 18-35 All I.J 926;
Ro,,,.,l Ke,,,atk.,r Chit,,is and others v. Director, Medical Eduratia,, arid Research and others, etc. etc., (1995(2 RUsh UR 172
(Item); At., ll,karj'u ii Al. Kalassray v. Co,n,,,issio,,er, Betgasn,, AIR 1995 Pain 44; M.rrii;:a( Academy oft ii 5'',ev Education,
Afanipal v. Slate of Karnataka, AIR 1995 Kant 273 (DII); 51,8-rae, v. Mrs. idadtrat,i Sha,',).,ra,',, Koa4,)k, 195-1 Stat, UP

-	 265 (Item),
9. Lt.-Col I'riii,i Pat Si,,.'', V. Ui::,',, of t,,d;, 1993 SCJ If).
10. - (1996)12 App Cas 1, 6.
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which I can rely as governing or modifying the language which the Legislature has used. It is
Obvious that two sets of learned Judges have construed these sections differently, according as
they have regarded the object which the Legislature had in view, and each of them as in turn
pointed out the absurdities which would be the result of the opposite construction to that
which their Lordships have favoured. That seems to me to show that at all events it is
difficult, if not impossible, to obtain any such key to the statute as is to be found in its
ascertained governing intention. The result of that appears to me to be that your Lordship
should place upon it that construction which every Court is hound to place UOfl any instrument
whatsoever, namely, that if there is nothing to modify, nothing to alter, nothing to qualify the
language whichthe instrument contains, it must be construed in the ordinary and natural
meaning of the words and sentences.'

If the language used by the Legislature is clear and unambiguous, a court of law at the
present day has only to expound the words in their natural and ordinary sense; "Verbis plane

expressis antnino sta,tduni eat". In IvlcCowan v. Paine, Lord Watson laid down the canon as
follows: 'It is said that for some reason the primary and natural meaning of the words is to he
extended ... I am at a great loss to see why I think an Act of Parliament, an agreement, or other
authoritative document, ought never to be dealt with in this way, unless for a cause amounting
to a necessity or approaching to it. It is to be remembered that the authors of the document could
always have put in the necessary words if they had thought fit. If they did not, it was either
because they thought of the matter and did not, or because they did not, think of the matter. In
neither case ought the Court to do it. In the first case it would be to make provision opposed to
the intention of the framers of the document; in the other case, to make a provision not in
contemplation of these framers."

It is elementary that the primary duty of a court is to give effect to the intention of the
Legislature as expressed in the words used by it and no outside consideration can be called in aid
to find that intention.' A statute must he construed in a manner which carries out the intention of
the Legislature. The intention of the Legislature must be gathered from the words of the statute
itself.' If the words are unambiguous or plain, they will indicate the intention with which the
statute was passed and the object to he obtained by it. When the language of the law admits of
no ambiguity and is very clear, it is not open to the Courts to put their own gloss in order to
squeeze out some meaning which is not borne out by the language of the law.'

(i) No resort to law in England—If the terms are plain and unambiguous we cannot have
resort to the position in law as it obtained England or in other countries when the statute was
enacted by the Legislature. Such recourse would be permissible only if there was any latent or
patent ambiguity and the Courts were required to find out what was the true intendment of the
Legislature. Where, however, the terms of the statute do not admit of any such ambiguity it is

1. 1891 AC 401, 409.

2. The Nov Piecegeds Boot, Co., Ltd., Hershey v. Commissioner of Income-tax, Bombay, AIR 1930 SC 163: 1930 SCR 553,

fottosvod in Or. Jshwani Prasod v. Registrar, Atlalxebad Unite city, AIR 1955 All 131 : 1955 Alt LJ 244. [It was boLt that

the words continues to be a member of that body' in the proviso to Clause (ii) of Chapter II of the First Statute

relating to the Executive Council, mean no more than what they say. The capacity in which the person concerned

is  member is not material]; Madan hat v. Chaeg3v 5xgrM,!!, AIR 1958 Bern 491 495.

3. On, PeaheN, Gupta v. Dig Vijeradrapal Gupta, 19S2 All ILI 376 (SC).

4. Philip John v. Co,n,',,issiona'r of Income-lax, (196I)2 SCR 450 Cl pp. 491, 492 (5K. Dos, I.); The:n;ason v. U,titc.t Stales, 62

U Ed 576, 875 (Clark, J.).
5. Ra',tt'sI St,oh v. Beard of Rewnue, Raj.aslho't, AIR 1957 Raj 19, 21.

lnt.-28	 -
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the clear duty of the Courts to construe the plain terms of the statute and give them their legal
effect.

(ii) No resort to legislative history—If the provisions of a statute are clear and
unequivocal on their face, there is no need to resort to legislative history of the Act.'

If the words of the statute are clear, precise and unambiguous, they should be expounded in
their natural and ordinary sense specially when such exposition is not inconsistent with that
sense and does not lean to manifest injustice. From a reading of Clause (5) of Article 31 of the
Constitution it is clear that it is much wider in scope and does not contain limitation contained
in Clause (4).'

The Tribunal whose duty it is to interpret a statute must endeavour to find out vhat,
according to the well-recognised rules and principles of construction, the statute means, and if
the meaning of the statute is made clear, it has to be applied in its strictest possible sense.
Article 22 of the Constitution requires that the appropriate Government should within thirty
days from the date of detention place before the Advisory Board the grounds on which the
order has been made and the representation, if any, made by the person affected by the order.
This provision of law cannot be deemed to have been complied with inasmuch as the reference
could be made only up to the 22nd October, 1952, but there wls no valid Board constituted before
the 6th November, 1952.'

We must first look at the plain natural language used by the Legislature, and unless there is
any special canon of construction which prevents us from doing so, we must give to the plain
natural words their obvious and correct meaning. The words acre first assessable' in Section
34(3) of the Income Tax Act, 1922, mean that there was an income in existence which could have
been assessed or was capable of being assessed but in fact was not assessed and was assessed
subsequently and limitation begins to run from the time when such income could be assessed.,

Similarly, it has been held that the word debts of Section 33(1), Banking Companies Act,
19-19, is used sitt:plicitcr and unless there is something in the context or other parts of the section
which suggests a limited meaning, there would seem to be no reason why a word, apparently
used in the general sense, should he understood as limited to a particular moaning. The word
does not moan banking debts'.'

Where a case falls within the plain meaning of a provision of law, its application thereto
cannot be derived on any a knott consideration as to the supposed intentions of the Legislature!
But if no possible principle can be suggested why a distinction was made by Parliament by
virtue of Section 33 of the Industrial Disputes Act in the . case of employees whose cases were
pending before Industrial Tribunals, then the Court must lean against a construction which
imputes to Parliament an unnecessary inconsistency in applying one law to one-set of employees
and another law to another set of employees. Fortunately Section 3 is so clear that it is
unnecessary to strain the language of the Act in order to carry out the obvious object of
Parliament in amending Section 33-A of the main Act.'

Sales Tax OJ/iccr v. Kanfiaiya La!, AIR 1939 Sc 135 at p. 139.
United Stat,', v. Oregon, S L Ed 2nd 575 (Stark, J.); But see Scales s' Unit,-! St.,frs, 5 L Ed 2t 782 (language
ambiguous, history looked into). -
Li hag Singh v. Pa, era, AIR 1931 Pepsia ISO.

Kara,n;'ir s' State. AIR 1931 Pat 37.
Ka'9r nIna s' LT C,'m."	 .'s,-r, 13,anha, AIR 1934 Born 550 at P. 555.
Duartajas v. Dha,an, Chant, AIR 1931 Cal 553.
Jairans Duo v. Rryiona! T,,uo;'.',I, AIR 1957 Raj 312 (FB).
M,mh.alaksh,nj Mills v. F. Poled Oey, AIR 1934 Son, 247.
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In a case under Section 2(6)(h) of the Displaced Persons (Debts Adjustment) Act, 1951, the
debtor must he a displaced person while in a case coming within Section 2(6)(c,], the debtor may
be a displaced person or not. In cases coming within Section 2(6)(a) and (b) the creditor may be a
displaced person or not, but in a case falling under Section 2(6)(c) the creditor roust be a
displaced person. Under Section 2(6)(c), therefore, when a debtor is not a displaced person, no
question can arise about the debt having been incurred before the debtor came to reside in any
area now forming part of India.'

Section 73, IndianEvidence Ac't, entitles a Court to direct any person present in Court to
write any words or figures for the purpose of enabling the Court to compare the words or figures
so written with any words or figures alleged to have been written by such person. There are no
words limiting t(sat portion of the section to persons other than a person accused of an offence
and in the absence of such limiting words it is hardly open to the Court to read them into the
section.'

(iii) Even when language nsebl. inadvertently.—When we find that the Legislature has
expressed itself in clear and unmistakable language, we must give effect to that language,
although we may conjecture that it was used through inadvertence.' But this rule of
interpretation, viz, follow the language of the statute applies when the particular words and
terms are in issue. It does not hold the field when a state of law itself is required to be gone into
to understand as to what as Act of Legislature proposed to pre-empt by express legislation. This
is more so, when the legislative steps in so as to give informity and fixity to otherwise flexible
and fluid state of Law.'

2. Necessity for interpretation does not arise where language is plain—In construing a
statutory provision, the first and foremost rule of construction is the literary construction. All
that we have to see at the ver y outset is what that provision say? If the provision is
unambiguous and if from that provision, the legislative intent is clear, we need not call into aid
the other rules of a construction, of statutes.' The other rules of construction of statute are called
into aid only when the legislative intention is not clear.' When the language of a statute is
plain and unambiguous, that is to say, admits of but one meaning, there is no occasion for
construction. The task of interpretation can hardly be said to arise in such a case.' The moCt
common rule of statutory interpretation is the nile that a statute clear and unambiguous on its
face need not and cannot be interpreted by a Court and only those statutes which are ambiguous

B.S. Salt v. Malta Raw, AIR 1954 Psinj 105 at 106.

Saite,,dra Nath v. Slate, AIR 1955 Cat 247.
Brunch v. Minist erfor PaNic Works (335W), 7 CLR 372, 379, per Griffith, Cf.; Lurnsfrn v. Commissioner of Inland Rez'cnse,

1914 AC 877, 892.
Sen:ebai Yeshwanf lad/u;' v. Silo Ccvind., Yad.,:', AIR 1933 Bern 156.

(31/s.) Nba Jail Rta,i!al v. Sales Tax Officer, Kanpur, AIR 1973 SC 1034; Bharat General an.t Seeds Stors V. M.il:e',,lr.,

Sindl,, AIR 1992 Raj 189; Jitendcro Tyagi v. Delhi Administ ration, (1989)4 SCC 653..

Ifeaia! Ratanlal v. State of UP., (1973)1 SCC 216 at p. 821 (Hedge, J.); Urn Prakash Gupta v. Di,iJentrapal Gupta,

1932 All LJ 376 (SC).

See Maxwell: Interpretation of Statutes, 11th Ed. at p.4; U.S. v. Missouri Pacific Railway Co., 278 US 239 72 L Ed 322;

Commissioner of Immigration of Port of Ne::' York v. c,ottlirle, 265 U.S. 310; 65 L Ed 1031; Rssset Motor Can Co. V. U.S.,

261 US 514 :67 L Ed 778, quoted in Corpus Juris, Vol. 59 at p. 953. Where the language is plain and admits of no

more than one meaning the duty of interpretation does not arise and the rules which are to aid doubtful meaning

need no discussion; Canunette v. U.S., 242 US 470: 61 L Ed 442; Ha,nitton v. Rathtone. 175 L'S 414; Run Pr.ubus/u v.

Sa:itri Dcvi, AIR 1953 Pun] 87 at p.90 (FIt); Cea,ucil ,if8l.':x,x,;uthie Systc.'n of islet wine, Punjab v.Ssehi,:.ut,u,r, 1993(3) IT

(SC) 727: AIR 1994 SC 1761; P_ut ,,oLur Tu,:lsuji lt.unk.ur v. union of India, 1594 Mali Lj 631.
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and of doubtful meaning are subject to the process of statutory interpretation. l It is not
allowable, says Vattel, to interpret what has no need of interpretation.' Absolttta Sen tantia
expositore non indigent (plain words need no exposition). Such language best declares, without
more, the intention of the law-giver, and is decisive of it.' And, no question of main
interpretation rises when the Court does not interpret the words used by the Legistature.'

Where the words of the statute are clear enough, it is not for the Courts to travel beyond
the permissible limit under the doctrine of implementing legislative intention.'

When the legislation is unambiguous the doctrine of telescoping and the doctrine of
pragmatic construction and contemporaneous construction have no application.'

3. If language plain. consequences to be disregarded.—Where the language of an Act is clear
ana explicit, we must give effect to it, whatever may be the consequences, for in that case the
words of the statute speak of the intention of the Legislature.' If any statutory provision is
capable of only one construction then it would not be open to the Court to put a different
construction upon the said provision merely because the alternative construction would lead to
unreasonble or even absurd consequences. The question of consequences and considerations of
policy would be relevant only where the provision sought to be construed is capable of two
constructions.' In such a case the Court is not concerned with the results which may ensue from
giving to the plain meaning of the words used by the Legislature. If these results are
unfortunate, it is for the Legislature to take action to remedy the defects of the law as enacted;
it is not for the Courts to usurp the functions of the Legislature and by straining the meaning,
and ignoring the clear terms of the law to seek to evade consequences which, in the opinion of
the Court, may prove ill-fraught.' The effect of the words is a question of lawn

1. So I EerIe ad Stat story Co,isiruct a,,, 3rd Ed., Vol. 2 at p. 316, Article 4502 'Where the words of an Act of Parliament
are clear, there is no roost for applying any of these principles of interprelation, which are merely presumption, in
cases of ambiguity in the statute', J'er Scott, LI., in Creuf9rd v. Universal I,Isxrance Co., Ltd., (1936)1 All ER 151, 166
(1936)2 KB 253, 291; Ci', Pr,rLsh Gupta s. DiyzYenlrapel Gs;'la, 1952 All Li 376 (SC); Sr'creiary I a Go;'cr',,ue.',t Pu'i'ib
v. lager Singh, 1977 Rev LIZ104; Sail. Kishori Bela Stud,) v. T,,blo'ega MenIal, (1960)2 Cat HN 27S; Tara Detl v.
SI.rteof IVB., 79 Cal ',VN 996 (53).

2. Maxwell Irteryretu'ioit of Statules, 1011, Ed. at p. 4; Piara Siugh v. Mub, M.al, AIR 1923 Lab 655, 656; Bamu v.
L,cLnoai, 111 PR 1913 at p. 417,

3. Sussex Peerage Case, )1S44)11 Cl and F SO. 143, cuted by Lord Ntacoaghlen in Vachcr v. Lou/on Society of
Ci''npoeilers, 1913 AC 107, 117; Narayaua Semi '. E'u;cror, AIR 1939 PC 47, 51. No single argument has more
seight in statutory interprntatioa than that a conutructiots is within the plain meaning of the words of the statute;
B ','a'de v. U.S., 213 CS 35 SOLEd 862 (per Reed, J)

4. l\'.,On,to,, v. Lore/an!, (1531)5 ER 499; A/sn,h, v. DanIel tta,u, AIR 1944 t.ah 349 (wrere the language of the lass' is
clear, there is no room for speculation and the Court is under an obligation to administer the law lilo,alin, ad
rem tal,ur); Rad!,a i3O4ra,, v. AIdes Ali, AIR 1931 All 294, 301 (FB); see Collca Ueelings, Ltd. s'. In !a,,t Re;'eune
Cc,'ouisioner, (1961)1 All ER 762 (even if it should not accord s, itt, international agreements); In/s/sri v. )'yanL,(i
VitOt Saa'a,dha, AIR 1966 Barn 64 67 Son, LIZ 612.

5. I'D At'orty Baja v. t'cnrrgrny,r/a,,, AIR 1990 Orissa 63; Co'm;mnussiou,'ruf t','alth't,' v. (Sort.) /f,vsh,s.rtsni s s., Lt'yun, AIR
1969 SC 1024 19S9 Tax 1.10 393 (1989) IT (SC) 52 (19S9)40 ELT 239 (1989)176 ITR 98 :)19S9)42 Tanman 133
(1959)75 CTR 194 (19S9)93 (2) Tasalion 1.

6. Rechnueth v. Slit,', AIR 1992 Pall) DC).
7. RrUresa'ar Dayrl v. La boar Court, (1962)1 Lab LI 5 (All); lndn/ui v. t'yankati VuIJ,cbi Senor/ha, AIR 1966 Bo,n 64, 69

67 Coin LIZ 612 (Patel, J.) Express ion "shalt bexteem,'] always to hive', has CffCCt of giving retrospective operetisn
c/ Statute; Tulsilui s'. Chu,ri Larl, AIR 1904 Re) 243 at p. 246 (Mcdi, J.); Stiri Rest v. Stale of."Ishrrishlra AIR 1961 SC
674.

8. K H. Glx'Ic V. Y.R. Dh.r(r','), AIR 1957 Cant 200 at p. 201; Gaiiga Bn.r Sing): v. Ss)j,Di, AIR 1939 All 1 .11 at p. 147 (I'8)
(iuiulla, J.).

9. Bairn v. L,chh:rra,,, Ill PR 1913 at p.117; ,'sGix,vell on lnter;'retatie,, if StRut's, 911, Ed. at p.4.
10	 C"ruyv I/roar/i.,,, Sul'ni.rrr';c Te/'gr.pt, Ce )1/91)1 QB7'), S5,;urI.in1ley, L.J.
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In R. v. Archbishop of Canterbury,' Lord Deman observed : "My brother Coleridge's
admirable argument has confirmed me in the opinion of the danger of exposing an Act of
Parliament, and the most simple construction of the plainest language........to the speculations
of those who will bring their forgotten books down and wipe the cobwebs from decretals and
cations before they can find one argument for disturbing the settled practice of 300 years.
Having then so expounded the enactment, it only remains to enforce and administer the law as
it is found to be, notwithstanding the consequences, international, political,' or otherwise;3 and
notwithstanding that it may be a very generally received opinion that the particular
enactment in question does not produce the effect which the Legislature intended,'' or "might
with advantaga be modified",5 "If" said Pollock, C.B., in Miller v. Salonions,' "the language
used by the Legislature he clear and plain, we have nothing to do with its policy or impolicy,
its justice or injustice, or even its absurdity',' its being framed according to our views of right or
the contrary; we have nothing to do but to obey it, and administer it as we find it; and I think to
take a differeht course is to abandon the office of judge and assume that of a legislator." "I do
not understand," said Lord Redesdale in the case of the Queensberry Leases,' "what right a
Court of justice has to entertain an opinion of a positive law upon any ground of political
expediency? The Legislature is to decide upon political expediency; and if it has made a law
which is not politically expedient, the proper way of disposing of that law is by an Act of the
Legislature, and not by the decision of a Court.of Justice." And although, as explained
elsewhere, it is allowable, and sometimes desirable for a Court which is called upon to
interpret statute to acquaint itself with the history of the statute, and of the circumstances
tinder which it was passed; and even to compare it with any similar statute passed in other
countries and to examine decisions of British and even of foreign Courts upon similar statutes,
still it must be borne in mind, as Pollock, C.B., said in Attorney-General v. Sillcni.' "if a statute,
in terms reasonably plain and clear, makes what the defendants have done a punishable
offence within the statute, we want not the assistance which may be derived from what
eminent statesmen have said or learned jurists have written...........we want not the decisions of
American Courts to see whether the case before us is within the statute." In Taylor v.

Corporation of Qldliani,'° Jessel, MR., stated : "Whatever I may think of the extraordinary
results which are so caused, it is my duty to interpret Acts of Parliament its I find them. I must
read them according to the ordinary rules of construction, that is, literally, unless there is
something in the context or in the subject to prevent that reading."

In Nolan v. Clifford," Connor J ., said : "The first and most important rule us the construction
of statutes is to give effect to words according to their grammatical meaning. If that meaning is

1. (1848)11QB665.

2. Atl,'rw'v-Ge,o'r,il v. 5111cm, (lS63)2 H & C 503 at p.510. Fetlock, CC., said "We have nothing to do with the political

consequences of our dccisioa, or the dissatisfaction which it may create in an quarter anywhere."

3. I-Ii,,d,'xwch v. Charlton, (lSoO)S HLC 166, Lord Campbell said "I may honestly say that we have a strong inclination

in our minds to support the validity of the will in the dispute which the parties 6mm fete made, as they believed,

according to Inc. But we most obey the directions of the Legislature."

4. Presto,, s'. s,,cI,5, (1870) LR 5 QB 394.

5. General Iron Co. v. Sloan., (13.61)15 Moore PC 131.

6. (1852)7 Ex 560.

7. Yates v. R., (1885)14 QED 660, per Cotton, L.J.

S.	 (1819)1 Do,v (HL) 491, 497.

9. (1363)2 H & C 503..

10. 4 Ch D 395, 405.
II.	 ICLR4S3.
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clear, then, whether an, alteration is made in the common law or the statute lass' or not, and
whether of a serious character or not, is of no moment, effect must be given to the words the
Legislature has used.

It may be that the provisions of law have been badly drafted in the statute and that it does
not express the real intention of the Legislature, but that is a matter with which the Court is
-ot concerned.' If the result of the interpretation of a statute by this rule is not what the
Legislature intended, it is for the Legislature to amend the statute construed rather than for the
Courts to attempt the necessary amendment by investing plain language with some other than
its natural meaning to produce a result which it is thought the Legislature must have intended.'
It is, however, another elementary rule that the.interpretation of an enactment is to be made of
all parts together and not of one part by itself. Such a survey is always indispensable even
when the words are plain, for the true meaning of any passage in statute is that which best
harmonises with the subject and with every other part, so that inconsistencies might be
avoided and operative effect might be given to every provision of the statute, if a reasonable
construction so permits. Where there is no other alternative but to admit that the fact is
inconsistent and unintelligible it is permissible to construe the Act in a manner which might be
regarded as dangerously near to the process of legislative enactment. If, however, an
intelligible construction can be put upon a provision, contained in a statute, there is no
justification for a construction which would necessitate the insertion of words which are not to
be found therein)

4. Ordinary and natural meaning not to be controlled by supposed intention.—When the
meaning of words is plain, it is not the duty of the courts to busy themselves with supposed
intentions'. A court cannot stretch the language of a statutory provision to bring it in accord with
a supposed legislative fntention underlying it unless the words are susceptible of carrying out
that intention.' It is settled lw of interpretation that the words are to be interpreted as they
appear in thethe provision, simple and grammatical meaning is to be given to them and nothing
can be added or subtracted) If the language of the enactment is clear and unambiguous it would
not be legitimate for the courts to add any words thereto,' and evolve therefrom some sense
which may be said to carry out the supposed intentions of the Legislature) The intention of the
Legislature is to be gathered only from the words used by it and no such liberties can he taken by
the courts for effectuating a supposed intention of the Legislature.' The general rule is not to

1. Islur S ingh v. Allah 20k/ru, AIR 1936 Lah 688, 699; Corpus Juno, Vol. 59 at p. 657 (because the Legislature did not use
proper words to express its meaning). 	 -

2. Ilalsbury Lures of England, 4th Ed,, Vet. 44, para 954; see also 151/ken v. Goods'S:, (1923)2 KB 86:93 CA (Bankss, L.J.);
Kartar Singh v. Pro,,: Sing!: Jagi, 65 l'unj LIZ 595.

3. Ran: Lu-k/ran v. Bhishcsar Menu, AIR 1948 Oudh 214, 216-217 (F8); Siddhesn'ar Pant v. Pnakash Ckaudra Dslta, 68 CWN
30; Public Prosecutor v. SuIt':: Errs, AIR 1956 Andh I'm 77,80 (Kurnmarayya, J.).

4. Narayanusrr'arni v. Emperor, AIR 1839 PC 47, 51, per Lord Atkin; Abdul Razaak v. I'arzrali Dcii, AIR 1942 All 394, 396
(ES); To) Krishna v. GuSh Conrn,ercisl Bank, AIR 1942 Oudh 483: 18 Luck 492; Fate!, Stolid. v. Err1'c,or, AIR 1940 Bind
97, 103; SOar 651 v. Pin Bus, AIR 1950 Sind 8, 13; Jairan,das v. Regional Transpo:t, AIR 1957 Ks) 312 (FB); Sarnt
Cha,rdra Mis,a v. A,,tani,n Zili: Parishad, 1962 All LJ 1111. See also Segal v. Roche/!e, 15 L 10 2d 428,434 (Harlan, I.).

5	 K Subt,a Rajs v. Slate of Andhra l'radcsh, AIR 1957 AndI, Era 890, 891.
6. Ma/rca Sugar Mills Cr.'., Ltd. V. Assc,si,,g Au;hority, 1976 Rev LIZ 161.
7. Ma/rd. Munskir V. 3rd Ar/SI, Dislrict Judge, Stuzaffar,,agar, 1978 All UsC 293, construction requiring addition of words

to be avoided; Fsklrr:rrlrii,: y . 5/ate of LIP., 1976 All LR 274 (FB); Srira,,: Ps,:: ls'arain Mcdlri v.5/ito of Brnntay, AIR 1959
SC 459.

S.	 'u'ajira.,n s' !.fu,,gi/al, 1976 N/I'Ll 259: 1976 Jab LJ 478 (FB).
9. Sri Pu,', 1/u": ,\'arai,t V. State of Bon:lua, AIR 1959 SC 459, 470; La/fl Roads,: v. State of Jainanu & Kashmir, AIR 1966 J Be

K 9 : 1965 Rash LI 324; Mr:nici3'21 Board, B/rih,'ara v. B1,o/a/al, ILR (1964)14 Ks) 617: 1964 Ks) LW 501; Thysur Dhar,na
v. CIT., ILR 1963 Mad 660.
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import into statutes words which are not found therein. Words are not to be added by
implication into the language of a statute unless it is necessary to do so to gn'e the paragraph
sense and meaning in its con]ext. If a matter is altogether omitted from statute it is not
allowable to insert it by implication. Where the language of an Act is clear and explicit effect
is to be given to it whatever may be the consequences. When there is no repugnancy, ambiguity
or inconsistency, and words used in the statute are clear and unambiguous the courts while
applying rules contained in that statute cannot either add to or detract from the particular text
appearing in the statute for the purpose of avoiding supposed injustice; interpreting law is
different from making law; even if the application of a rule of law which is couched in clear,
and unambiguus language causes injustice, a court of law whose function is only to interpret
and not to make hoe cannot refrain from applying that rule and replace it by a rule of its
own liking which according to them would avoid any injustice being done. The words of
the statute speak of the intention of the Legislature. Where the reading of the statute
produces an intelligible result there is no room for reading any words or changing any words
according to what may be supposed intention of the Legislature. If statute is passed for the
purpose of enabling something to he done but omits to mention in terms some detail which is of
great importance to the proper performance of the work which the statute has in
contemplation, the courts are at liberty to infer that the statute by implication empowers the
details to he carried out. The implication is to empower the authority to do that which is
necessary in order to accomplish the ultimate object.' Where the words of a section in a statute
are plain, the Court must give effect to them, and is not justified in depriving the words of their
only proper meaning in order to give effect to some intention which the Court imputes to the
Legislature from other provisions of the Act.' Where the language is plain and unambiguous the
court is not entitled to go behind the language so as to add or supply omission and thus play the
role of a political reformer or of a wise counsel to the Legislature.' The function of the court is to
apply the law as it stands. It is not for the Court to re-write the law even though the Court
notices anomalies and omission and considers the provisions as they stand unreasonable.' In such
cases it is beyond the province of the Judge to speculate as to what the real intention of the
framers of the statutc was.' Whore the words or phraseology used is plain and unambiguous,
the reference to the object and the intention of the Legislature is irrelevant and immaterial, to
find out what precisely those words, or phraseology may mean.' The court cannot indulge in
speculation as to the probable or possible qualification which might have been in the mind of
the Legislature but the statute must be given effect according to its plain and obvious meaning.'
And even though couttis satisfied that the Legislature did not dontemplate the consequences of
an enactment, a court is bound to give effect to its clear language.' Lord Herschell observed in

S,ni. Kis),ori Bali Mends! v. Trib.haiiga Mo,ida!, ( 1980)2 Cal HN 278.
See Less suanla 131irsti v. Stale of Route, (1973)1 SCC 225,5 5 2 pare 902 (,icr A.N. Ray, J.)

Reso;'pa v. Bit',, S,fepsi, AIR 1939 Born 61,63 ILR 1939 Bern 104; (recourse cannot be ha d lathe general heading Of

the provisions); Me!il.i! Dhi'ara!a! v. Nathii Ganpaii, AIR 1940 Nag 414, 416.
S.P. GiOO v. U,,ie'i efhitia, AIR 1982 SC 149 alp. 314.
Daks!,a'jlhi v.	 AIR 1982 Ncr 126 (DC).
Etheg!.i ,N.ind v. Sent.,o Mehe.'s,ssd, AIR 1935 La!' 550, 153: ILR 16 Lab 274; ..... . so Peel,;'., v. B,shni, AIR 1937 Let,
558 ( not to be gathered from the debates or eve,, the Statement of Objects and Reason,).
Kitsi due,,,1 Patel v. Redeker, AIR 1969 Sam 205 at p. 207 (Deshpande, ].) : ihus the son or daughter of the

deceased can only moan a son or daughter of the female dying intestate without regards as to Iron, wl,ich husband
they were horn to her.
Ce,3'se Jaeis, \'oL 59, at p.955
Crabs : Stetste Lu', 5th Ed at p.65.
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Cox v. Hakes' : It is not easy to exaggerate the magnitude of this clrec;e, ocvectl;el,.cc it must
be admitted that, if the language of the Legislature, interprr-led according to the recognized
canons of construction, involves this result, your Lordships must frankly yield to it, even if you
should be satisfied that it was not in the contemplation of the Legislature.'Whatever n-a'
have been the wisdom that guided the Legislature i'-. eoactin. ' - ',La nut tot die Court
to make surmises about it.' "W.t too words are explicit they, according to their Lordships of
the Priv'' (,'u :,._ d, 

in Comm ia s ion or, Income-fax v. Born bay 'Jr ist Corpora Co ii.' ''must rule
whatever may be the general considerations as to what Legislature, was minded or was likely
to do.' It has been held by their Lordships of the Privy Council that where the language of a
statute is plain and ambiguous it is idle to seek for a construction outside the limits of the
statute and by reference to the intention of the Legislature.' A statute is not to he construed
according to some notion of what the Legislature might have been expected to have said, or
what this Court might think it was the duty of the Legisistut e to have said or done. The duty
of the Court is to examine the language used, and to give effect to 

i
t, whether it approves or

disapproves of what the Legislature has provided or whether it thinks or not that the
Legislature might more properly have done or said something else.' No Court can, therefore,
proceed upon the assumption that the Legislature has made a mistake. The general
-presumption being that the Legislature intended what it has said, the Court cannot aid
deficiencies, if any, in a statute, or add or annul or by construction make up deficiencies found in
the enactment.' If the meaning and purpose of the statute are clear, the Court should not feel
helpless in giving effect'to them merely because there is an error or omission here or there.'

Where the meaning of the words is clear and does not admit of any doubt, it would not be
right to place an artificial or unnatural meaning on tho words on the ground that the words of
exclusion would otherwise be rendered unnecessary. It is not uncommon in modern legislation to
find the Legislature using words of exclusion as also words of inclusion out of abundant caution in
order to make its intention plain and ciear so that there may he no doubt or debate as regards
the true moaning of what it has said.'

In the absence of any ambiguity in the words uscci in a stuLsito, a Court will not be justified in
construing the plain words by reference to the intention of the Legislature.'

The Court must construe an enactment as it finds it, raid it cannot go outside the ambit of the
section and speculate as to what the Legislature intendud, where the intention docs not appear
in the language used by the Legislature.' Ills a fundamental rule of construction that it is the
duty of the Court to give effect to the clear and unambiguous language used by the Legislature,
and to give effect to the legislative intent as expressed by the language contained therein.

1. (1690)15 AC soc, 528; Rat,, Kiroda v. Srote, (1962)3 Gu( L  654; Ch,r coca,,, Ct,alarri fl/dr a P9;ri tSr/Lu, 1963 Jab I_j 355.
2. Municipal Board, Maihuca v. Dr. Red Ira Baltabh, AIR 1949 All 301, 302.
3. AIR 1930 PC 54, 55; Piece/ale. Se,;er,ilal, AIR 1936 All 222, 2fiS.
4. Fir Mrosajarz v. Bar/rays Si/La, AIR 1941 Sind 160, t&t, 155. (A priori consideration should not be troponed for

deciding a matter on which the salute is unambiguous); Faire Fat?, S'rcc v. .1st. ,Ours, A/C 1936 Pesh 160, 162.
5. Tindal V. Cetera,,, 3 CDR 150, 15-4, per Griffith, Ok, Dour-ri v. JciLrlr, AIR 1965 bits 14 ci p. 56 (i'Jarayana Pat, I.)

(F B).
6. Ca,rt, Prasad Bhayrt v. ,4,r,rg,ana,rda Sahu, ILR 1965 Cut 469.
7. Satyabha,na Devi v. Rain Fir/race, 1975 Jab Ll 57 (DB); Jrl/rrrr • J v iRr 6 rrq-.I1ia, 1960 Job U 494.
8. Vie/eva & Co. v. Stale of Gujar-it, AIR 1967 Guj 19 alp. 22 (P.N.Blragssari, J.) ccc also iIrri,d Stales v. Star/La, 67 I. lid

925, 927 (Holmes, J.).
9. tdim,rai C/rand Btu,s,rk v. Stale, AIR 1955 Cal 478.
10. Sharrkar Naga Jsta,re V. ,/Lfatri/'ulr Ba,rdu Ba,çuran, 54 Born LR 93.5 AIR 1953 lIon 121
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Where there is no ambiguity in the language the Court cannot speculate about the legislative
in tent.'

c clCa " : -t	 tcu:c ,elrnot be circumvented by any specious interpretation resulting
in increasing the burden oil 	 consumer.'

Courts not to itutkc an asS: it tap I lot: of in tent ion before cons triictio ii. —There is nothing more
dangerous and fallacious in interpreting a statute than first of all to assume that the
Legislature had a particular intention, and then having made up one's mind hat that
intention was toconciride that the intention must necessarily be expressed in the statute, and
then proceed to fhrd it.'

S. Wc-rds to ho given their natural meaning even if not consonant with legislative intent,—
In Curtis v. Stuo:u,' Fry, l..J., said s "If the Legislature have given a plain indication of this
intention, it is our plain duty to endeavour to give effect to it, though, of course, if the word
which they have used will not admit of such an interpretation, their intention must fail." And
then further oil Lordship, after explaining one possible construction, said : 'The only
alternative construction offered to us would lead to this result, that the plain intention of the
l- egisla t ure has entirely failed by reason of a slight inexactitude in the language of the section,
If 'se were to adopt that construction, we would he construing the Act in order to defeat its object
rr:her than with a view to carry its object into effect."

Wilhericue in his Statute Law says that 'Courts have felt constrained to give the 'cords of
statutes their natural meaning, oven when there was the strongest ground for supposing that
such a consequence was not consonant ivith the intention of the Legislature" (et pp. 10-1.5).

Lord 1 lerschell in Cox v. flakes,' said - It is not easy to exaggerate the magnitude of this
change; neverthcless it must be admitted, that if the language of the Legislature, interpreted
according to the recognizaod canons of construction, involves this result your Lordsh i ps roust
frankl y y ield to it, even if you should he satisfied that it was not in the contelnplat:on f the
Legislat-oee," or that it will lead to harmful results,'

6. Ordinal ) ' end natural meaning not to be controlled by intention of Legislature—In seeking
tire :r.cs.ning anit purpose of a law, the Court will not inquire into the motives of lIre members of
the Legislature in enacting it except as they are found ill Act itself. The. Court is net
concerned with the motives of Parliament in judging the character of a piece of leg.siatton
enacted by it but with whet it has actually enacted.' This is so even in the construclicn of the
provisions of the Constitution.'

"We are not concerned with any reasons sirich might a priori be supposed to influence them
(the Legislature), but are bound to interpret the language in which they have thought it fit to
express their intentions."

PraTtled Baithti Ga,,dlun v. Zil!a Pa,ihad, Ill:,!.,, AIR 1966 Boa, 29:67 Born LR 190 ILlS 1965 Boa, 566.

Vc:: i,ateret,rant v. Vijaio'oda Mttiiicip.:lily, AIR 1962 Asilt, Pra 342 at p. 366 (Na ra i ,nha a, J.). But it -, interpre:irrg the
law which provides the entranced penalty, the legal meaning of the phrases used thorein should prevail ever the
granirnatirtl construction. Thus, 'second offence' should be construed as that offence which his been cenrarilled
after the offender has been convicted for the first offence; Slate v. Badri, AIR 1-965 Re) 152, 1551 Iy.igi, I-I.
Richardson v. Atoll,,, 12 CLR 462, 470, per Griffith, Cl.
22 QLID 513, 519.

(1S90)15 App Cas 506 at p. 523.	 -

P,irushoita,,t tel v. I'rern Shouter, AIR 1966 All 377.

,'iieu-or Textile M;!ls Ltd. s'. Iliac,, of India, AIR 1955 Re) 114.

RMDC (Mysore) Priz'ate Ltd. v. Slate ofMysore, AIR 1962 SC 594 : (1962)1 SCA 546 : (1962)2 SCJ 620.

Lor.Jin, and lest A,urlra'i.su, ExpLaotst Co., 151 V Ricci, 4 CLR 617, 625, per Griffith, Cl.
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But though the motive with which Parliament acted is wholly irrelevant, the object
which its action discloses is vitally relevant.'

7. Ordinary and natural meaning of words not to he controlled by spirit of legislation—The
spirit of the law may well he an elusive and unsafe guide and the supposed spirit can certainly
not he given effect to in opposition to the plain language of the sections of the Act and the rules
made thereunder,'

8, Ordinary and natural meaning not to he controlled by considerations of public policy—It
has sometimes been said that a statute may be construed in accordance with public policy. If the
precise words used are plain and unambiguous, the Court is hound to construe them in their
ordinary sense, and not to limit plain words in an Act of Parliament by considerations of policy,
as to which minds may differ and as to which decisions may vary.' Clear language cannot be
allowed to he controlled by considerations of legislative policy. 5 It was argued by Setjeant
Stephen in Hine V. Reynolds,' that "It is a soud general principle in theexposition of statutes
that less regard is to be paid to words that are used than to the policy which dictates the Act,
and in R. v. Hipsn'cll,' Bailey J . , held that the word avoid' as used in 28 Geo. 3, c. 48, Section 4
"should receive its full force and effect" because it has been introduced into the statute "for
public purposes". The cgses cited by Serjeant Stephen in support of his proposition do not bear it
out and on several occasions this principle of construction has been called in question. In R. v. St.

Gregory,' Taunton, J . , said with regard to the dictum of Bailey, J . , in R. v. Htpswell,' "in that
case the judgment was rested partly on the consideration of public policy, a very questionable
and unsatisfactory ground, because men's minds differ much on the nature and extent of public
Policy."

As to considerations of policy, Coleridge, C.J., in Co,rhcal v. Muller,' makes some noticeable
remarks "In the absence of any judicial authority throwing li ght on the subject, the tendency of
my eon mind, right or wrong, is to suppose that Parliament meant what Parliament has clearly
said and not to limit plain words in an Act of Parliament by considerations of policy, if it he
policy, as to which minds may differ, and as to which decisions may vary. We may thus make
that which is a plain and simple enactment, I will not say inoperative, but doubtful and
obscure, if considerations are to be introduced into the construction of it when it is entirely
uncertain whether they were present in the minds Of the Legislature when the enactment was
made."

In the Queenslrerry Leases," Lord Redesdale said : "I do not understand what right a Court
of Justice has to entertain an opinion of a positive law, upon any ground of pohtical expediency.
I have always been at a loss to conceive upon what ground a Court of Justice was entitled so to

1. fl:sstr,'):ao Steamship, Ltd. V. !statcetm, 19 CLR 295, 323.

2. R.0000jaya Sio ,ph v. Baijnath Singh, AIR 1934 SC 749 at p.752. (In the circumstances of the case the appellants score

'held net to he guilty of any corrupt practice under Section 123(7), Representation of the People Art, 1951l;

M.sheshk:unar v, Addl. Collector, Hosh.arr5ahad, AIR 1935 NIP 210: 1985 IdPLI 6(1DB).

3. Senior Superintendent, RAtS v. Gopi,u;h, (1973)3 scc 567 at p. 869 (Mitter, I.); Dwariko Singh v. Dy. Director of
Consotiditio,s, 1981 All LJ 484 (PB), para 50; Harhans Singh s', (Sort.) S'argret C. Bhingardez'i, AIR 1990 Mad Pro 191

(1990) Jab LJ 97: (1990) M.PLJ 112 (PB).

4. Lokshrs:a,ran v. Ariyoyi, 1979 Ker Li' 126 (FO).

5. (1810)2 Scott NR 419.

6. (t823)980C466.
7. (1834)2 A &E 99.
S.	 (1323)8 B & C 466.
9. (1873)3 CPD 4.12,
10. (1819)1 Dow (ML) 401.
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act. The Legislature is to decide upon political expediency; and if it has made a law which is
not politically expedient, the proper way of disposing of the law is by an Act of the
Legislature, and not by the decision of a Court of Justice. "It is the province of the statesman, not
of the lawyer, to discuss, and of the Legislature to determine, what is best for the public good,
and to provide for it by proper enactments. It is the province of the Judge to expound the law
only.' A Court of law is not concerned with the policy of the administration, nor with the
effect of a piece of legislation on any section of the society. Courts have to administer the law
as they find it and they cannot twist the clear language of any enactment to avoid the real or
imaginary hardships in which it may result.' Courts should carefully refrain from extending
their powers on grounds of public policy. The public, if it is of opinion that a certain course is
opposed to public policy, should make its views clear through constitutional channels, i.e., the
Legislature.3

It is the duty of the Court only to search faithfully for the intention of the Legislature, and
not to speculate as to its motives, or criticize its policy. It is as unwise as it is unprofitable to
cavil at the policy of an Act of Parliament, or to pass a convert censure on the Legislature.' "No
doubt in arriving at the intention of Parliament it must, in the absence of intractable language
to the contrary, be assumed that nothing absurd or unjust is intended, but a Judge has no right to
brand as absurd or unjust any policy which he personally might not approve. That would be an
invasion of the domain of another branch of the Government."

In any event questions of fairness or policy are not matters which the Court can take into
consideration when the language of the enactment leaves little or no room for doubt.' Viscount
Simon, in Kitty-Emperor v. Bereri Lal Sarnia,' felt bound to point out that 'the question
whether the Ordinance is intra vireo or ultra circa does not depend on considerations of
jurisprudence or of policy......Again and again, this Board has insisted that in construing
enacted words we are not concerned with the policy involved or with the results, injurious or
otherwise, which may follow from giving effect to the language used..."Considerations of
policy are inadmissible, except so far as they are the result of construction of the words of the
Act itself,"

In Hardy v. Ferthergill,' Lord Selborne said "It is not, I conceive, for your Lordship, for
any other Court, to decide such a question as this under the influence of considerations of policy,

See Street on Ultra Vires, 1930 Ed. at pp. 439, 440; M.rdho Sara,, v. E,,: j aror, ILR 1944 All 42 AIR 1943 All 329, 36

(Fb); So/i0 Rain v. Emperor, ILR 1943 All 238: AIR 193 All 26,36 (PB); liarS!, Chandra v. Rex, AIR 1949 All 15; A/a':d.

Ham! V. Commissioner of Income-tax, AIR 1931 Lah 87,91: ILR 12 Lah 129 (FB); Chandra Shankar V. Sskhlal, AIR 1651

All 3S3, 356 (Se long as distinction is found to exist according to the recognised rules of interpretation, it has to be
recognised and effect haste be given to it); sce also At,d,,l Atajid v. Na yak, AIR 1951 Born 440.

Ki,1,,r Nall, v. Shag S6gh, AIR 1937 Lah 504, 906: ILR 1937 Lab 143.

Hrv'n:traj Milha,sa! v. Emperor, 26 Cr LJ 234 : 84 IC 58.

l'achcr & Sans, Ltd. v, Lesdat Society of Compositors, 1913 AC 107.

McCo:rtey v. King, 26 CLR 9, 45.

Piare Dasa,IJt v. King-Emperor, 1944 FCR 61, 98; Co0'us June, Vol. 59 at p. 957 (because of sense supposed policy of

lass); see also Australian Alliance Assurance Co. v. A.G., Qu,e,:si:e,d, AIR 1918 PC 352, 354; see also Schnell v. Ec.lrkl, &

so':s, 5 L Ed 2d 546 (Clark, J.).

1945 I'CR 161, 177.
Hardy s'. Ferll:ergill, (1SS8)13 AC 351, 358, per Lord Selbomee;s re also Gibson and Hours, Ltd. v. Lesson, 24 Cl R 140,

I SS.
065S)13 AC 351, 356 quoted in State of Tasmania v. Ti Ce::a:ca'altiz of Ai,sIra Ito amid SImS' of Victa,ia, (19/•l)1 CUR
39 339
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except so far as that policy may be apparent from, or at least consistent with, the language of
the Legislature in the statute or statutes upon which the question depends.

The Courts are not concerned with the policy of the Legislature or with the wisdom thereof.
A perusal of Section 243, Government of India Act, 1935, shows that the constitutional
safeguards provided in Section 240 of the Act were not made available to police forces whose
conditions .of service were to be governed by the Acts relating to those forces; and it is not
necessary to discuss as to why the meagre safeguards which were available to other civil
servants were not made available'to police forces.'-

Where the language of Section 94-C, Defence of India-Rules, 1939, is clear no useful purpose
will be served by speculating on the why and wherefore of the distinction betweer. transactions
which take place outside the Stock Exchange and these that take place within it. On the
language of Section 94-C it is not possible to read any intention, express or implied, prohibiting
transactions which take place outside Stock Ehange. It is rather undertandable that while
members of an association should agree to be bound by certain rules in their dealings, inter se,

their relations with outsiders should be governed wholly by the terms of their contract with
them.,

In his Construction and Interpretation of Laws,' Black states that "it must always be
supposed that the legislative body designs to favour and foster, rather than to contravene, that
public policy which is based upon the principles of natural justice, good morals, and the settled
wisdom of the law as applied to the ordinary affairs of life.' The settled wisdom of the law as
applied to the ordinary affairs of life includes the Constitution, statutes and judicial decisions.
The Directive Principles in the Indian Constitution would, fbr instance, afford a valuable guide
in ascertaining the meaning of doubtful provisions of an enactment. The policy of the State as
evidenced by prior Acts is of material assistance in resolving a doubtful statutory meaning. In a
number of instances statutes reflect a legislative effort over a period of years to achieve a
certain end or purpose. A review of the history of the statute may reveal such an effort and its
result in the form of a course or trend of legislation regarding the particular subject under
consideration.

From this source a legislative or statutory policy may be ascertained and identified. The
general policy of the State regarding a particular subject will often be found to have a basis in
the common law.

It is presumed that the Legislature intends its enactments to accord with the settled
principles of public policy, not to violate them. If on a consideration of the effects and
consequences of the proposed constructions of the statute it is disclosed that one of the proposed
constructions would controvert the settled principles of public policy, while no such result would
follow from the other, the Legislature must be presumed to have intended that the resonable
and beneficial interpretation should be applied to its Act. But it is only when the construction is
doubtful that the principles of public policy can be involved. As observed in Fiillinwider v.
Southern Pacific P.R. Co-, "We may grant, if a policy exists, that it may be used to resolve the
uncertainty of a law, but it cannot be a substitute fora law.' In Opinion of Justice, , the Supreme

kt,'us R.i,, v. LIsiid Provinces, AIR 1954 All 457; see also H . C. Mehra v. Commissioner of Income-tax, AIR 1066 Psi 137

at p. ISO.
Ccu;ral tlrckcrs'v. FR. Marthy, AIR 1951 Mad 699.

2a4 Ed. at p. 134.
245 US 409.
7 Mass 523.
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Court of Massachusetts declared that "the natural import of the words of any legislative Act
according to the common use of them when applied to the subject-matter o the Act, is to he
considered as expressing the intention of the Legislature : unless the intention, so resulting from
the ordinary import of the words, be repugnant to sound, acknowledged principles of national
policy, and if that intention be repugnant to such principles of national policy, then the import
of the words ought to be enlarged or restrained, so that it may comport with those principles;
unless the intention of the Legislature be clearly and manifestly repugnant to them. For
although it is not to be presumed, that a Legislature will violate principles of public policy,
yet an intention of the Legislature repugnant to those principles, clearly, manifestly and
constitutionally expressed, must have the force of law."

If the language of the statute is clear then there is hardly any occasion to resort to any
other means of interpretation. It is plain that what has no need of interpretation or what
interprets itself, there is no necessity to go outside the Act in order to understand the policy of
the law. In cases where the object or the policy of the Act is not expressly disclosed in any part
of the Act, it is permissible to consider contemporaneous events to find out the true policy. In
ascertaining the legislative purpose where the language used is ambiguous or admits of more
than one moaning, recourse can be had among other things to the circumstances existing at the
time of the passage of the law, the occasion for the new Jaw and the evil intended to be cured,
the remedy intended to be applied, the law prior to the enactment under consideration and the
consequences of the interpretation proposed.'
- The policy of the law can be taken into account when the statute being dealt with is not

explicit. To adopt any other method of construction would be to impose upon the subject the
political, moral, social, or religious views of the Judges, instead of construing and ascertaining
the definite intention of the Legislature.

There should, moreover, be no greater modification of or departure from the established
policy than the statute expressly declares.' Thus the repeal or omission of the restrictive clause
did nut wart-ant the conclusion of a legislative intent to enact affirmatively the thing which
that clause had prohibited.

The rule in Income-tax law that no appeal shall lie unless the tax has been paid is a rule of
public policy to make the realisation of taxes easy and has nothing to do with the merits of the
controversy or the nature of the cause on the basis of which alone the right of appeal depends.
This rule cannot be construed so as to destroy the right altogether, and it should be so read as to
harmonise with the right of appeal and yet t7o implement the intention of the Legislature in
providing for an easy recovery of the tax.'

It may also be noted that even though a public policy. may exist, the process of discovering
it may he quite tedious. The fact that it may change should also be borne in mind.

9. Ordinary and natural meaning not to be controlled by equitable construction.—Equitable
construction was the principle of expanding the written laws by the fundamental conception of
equity.' Equitable construction was generally of two kinds, expansive and contractive. The

1. But see t to.tt,'n v. The Cetkctor, 15 L Ed 518; \V hat is termed the pot ICy of ttui Government w ith reference to —y

particular epislat on is generally a very uncertain thing, upon eI;klt all Sorts of opinions, each Va riai,1 from the

other, may be termed by different persons. It is a ground erect, too unstable upon ml; rh to rest the jut! 6 mes t of

the Court in the interpretation of statute."

2. Chirr tap.rlti flch.ria!r v. Gopal Krint,,ra Reddy, AIR 1966 Andti l
i
ra 51 at p. 55 (Ekbote. I.)

3. Mrir,lr'ck v. Mon1ilns, 22 L Ed 429.

4. Krr'!,iron: f!hujar, to! ,. Co,nnnnsio,tcr of income-tax, AIR 1963 All 472.

5. [3! Con,irr 61.
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former is thus defined by Coke Equity is a construction made by the Judges that takes cases out
of the letter of the statute, yet being within the same mischief, or cause of the making of the
same, shall he within the same remedy that the statute provideth and the reason thereof is,
for that the lawmakers could not possibly set down all cases in express terms.' The latter is
explained by Plowden in his note to Eyston v. Studi? by a quotation of the maxim of Aristotle
"Equity is the correction of the law in those particulars wherein, by reason of its generality, it
is deficient." Equitable construction had a place in English Jurisprudence over a lengthy period
of time, and apparently it meant different things at different times. In Sheffield v. Ratcliffe,,

it is said "If you ask me then by what rule the Judges guided themselves in this diverse
exposition of the self-same words and expressions? I answer, it was by liberty and authority
that Judges have over laws, especially over statute laws, according to the reason and best
convenience, to mould them to the trust and best use." Again, we have Lord Chancellor
Ellsmere's wile set forth in the case of the Postn.iti of Scotland.' "That words are taken and
construed sometimes by extension; sometims by restriction; sometimes by implication;
sometimes a disjunctive for a copulative; a copulative for a disjunctive; the present tense for the
future; the future for the present; sometimes by equity out of the reach of the words, sometimes
words taken in a contrary sense, sometimes figuratively as conti,ieno pro conk'nto, and many
other like; and of all these, examples be infinite, as well in the civil as in common law." Taking
these pronouncements at face value the Judges assumed the power to construe statutes as they
saw fit, or as Sedgwick puts it, "according to their ann idea of policy, wisdom and
expediency."5

In Veici;tiiii v, Ceiiali, 8 Coleridge, C.J., allowed himself to be affected by considerations of
natural justice which is perhaps more difficult to ascertain judicially than the policy of a
statute,

In Br: idling v. Barrington,' Lord Tenterden, C,J,, said 'Speaking for myself alone, I cannot
forbear observing that I think , there is always danger in giving effect to what is called the
equity of the statute, and that it is much safer and better to rely on, and abide by, the plain
words, although the Legislature might possibly have provided for other cases had their
attention been directed to them."

No question of beneficial construction arises where the words of a statute are quite
unequivocal.8

In Edwards v. Edwards, 9 Mellish, L.J., said "If the Legislature says that a deed shall he
null and void to all intents and purposes whatsoever, how can a Court of Equity say that in
certain circumstances it shall he valid? The Courts of Equity have given relief on equitable
grounds from provisions in old Acts of Parliament, but this had not been done in the case of
Modern Acts, which are framed with a view to equitable as well as legal doctrines," In Curtis

v. Perry," the plaintiff prayed that certain ships which stood registered in the name of one

1. 1 Co. Inst. 24b.

2. 2 Plos,'d 459, 455.

3. Hobart, 316.
4. 2 Howell's State Trials, at p. 675.

5. Sedgwick Sinsior'e Co,rsirsciicn, 265.

6. (IS.39)21Q0D 166.

7. (18276 B 9., C 467; see also Ce,,,,) Rat,,., Cot iah v. lammu BapasisB, 1955 AndS WR 496.

8. Ja,asnsih v. Dilla, AIR 1963 Cl 26 at p . 34 (Debabrata Mukerjen,J.).

9. (1876)2 CS D 297.

10. (1602)6 Ves. 739.
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Man should he declared to he his separate property, although it appeared that the ships had
always been treated as part of the property of a firm of which he was a member. Lord Eldon
held that the plaintiffs prayer must be complied with, because the statutory enactment was
precise and clear to the effect that every ship was to be considered as the property of the person
in whose name P stood registered, and that if a transfer was made of the ship, it must he made
in a prescribed form. As the requirements of the Act had not been complied with, the Court
would not interfere. But while Courts of Justice cannot dispense with or override tb; express
provisions of a statute by construing its express terms as subordinate to considerations of common
law or equity, there are certain cases in which it had been hold—

(1) that people may contract themselves out of rights given to them by statute, 'Cut  not in
terms made indefeasible,'

(2) that people may contract not to set up a defence given by thestatute,'
(3) that a person may waive or be stopped by his conduct from setting up a defence given

him by statute.'
These provisions, it may be noted, are applicable only in cases where the statute merely

deals with procedure or gives a private right which may be renounced, and are not applicable
as against a specific mandatory or declaratory enactment.

An examination of the other cases on the subject would reveal that the learned Judges
viewed the process of interpretation as a means to the achievement of the legislative intent;
when this intent was doubtful or obscure, recourse might be had to the spirit and reason of the
law. To this extent the doctrine can he said to have continued as an effective aid to consiruction
in spite of its disavowal. A Court of law cannot give any relief howsoever equitable it might he
if it is in conflict with the express direction contained in the statute. No doubt in a court of law
what the Legislature intended to he done or not to he done call be legitimately ascertained
from what it had chosen to enact, either in express words or by reasonable implication, but a
certain amount of commonsense must he applied in construing statutes, and in order to understand
the meaning of the words used an inquiry insist be made into the subject-matter with respect to
which they are used and the object in view. While a statute susceptible of two or more
interpretations, normally that interpretation should be accepted as reflecting the will of the
Legislature which operates most equitably, justly and reasonably as judged by the normal
conceptions of what is right and what is wrong and what is just and what is unjust,' so long as
the words of the statute are vague or ambiguous and are capable of being construed in a manner
which is consistent vith the equity of the case,hey can be so interpreted; but equity does annul
a statute,' and, where the direction contained in the statute is clear and unambiguous it is not
open to a Court to disregard that direction. 1mm such a case it is for the Legislature to amend the
statute if it wants to afford the desired relief. The duty of the Court is merely to interpret the
law as it stands irrespective of the consequences and pass its orders accordingly.' One effectual
way of discovering the import of dubious expressions is to bear in mind the spirit and reason of
the law, for that helps to bring out the legislative intent. This is of particular cogency in
interpreting beneficial legislation, but it is not the same thing as equitable construction.'

1. Slme,-rardv.Gascoig'me, (193)2 Q13 279.

2. Might! v. Ga,malt, (19)2 QB 240; East India Co. v. Past, (1519)7 Moore PC 85.

3. ivil,o,j v. McIntosh, (1891) AC 129.

4. Ca/mi Rb,,, v. New Del/mt Mmamicipal Committee, ILR (1966)1 I'mmnj 145 67 l'enj LR 1190.

5. Rofa Ra,,, Ma/madev v. Aba Ma,uii Malt, AIR 1952 sc 753.

6. M . R. Melhotra v. State, AIR 1958 All 492,495; Ro,nac/sm,mdra Rae v. Lamko/mm,mimaraya;ma Las/ri, (1963)2 Avdh \9R 230.

7. K.T. RoOt,,5 Mills (Private), Ltd. v. M . R. Mchcr,AiR 1963 Born 146.
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10. Ordinary and natural meaning not to be affected by supposed anomalies.'—'Ifie Court is
not concerned with anomalies —. save at least in those cases in which it will lend to favour an
interpretation of a doubtful matter of law or an obscure language in an Act of Parliament or
other instrument which will avoid anomalies. The Courts duty is to relate particular facts to
established principles.'

Where the position is such that the meanin g of what the Legislature has said is clear and
unambiguous and the section leads to only one construction and to no other, the mere circumstance
that giving the section its proper meaning and effect is likely to lead to certain anomalies or
curious results would not be a consideration for the Court to reject that construction.'

If the printed word irresistibly leads to an anomaly then the Judges must regretfully allow
it to do so; the responsibility is not theirs. But if reason and convenience can do it, this result
will always he avoided. It is always to reason and convenience that the Cou rt leans.'

When the words of a statute are clear, it is iot within the province of a Court, simply with
a view to avoid apparent anomalies to put such an interpretation on the words as they are
incapable of bearing. It is for the Legislature to step in and to remove the anomaly if and when
it considers it fit to do so. 1 The provisions of the statute must be construed according to its plain
meaning, neither adding to it nor subtracting from it, and when the terms are clear and plain, it
is the duty of the Court to give effect to it as it stands,' and it is not justified in departing from
the plain meaning even though serious anomalies result or what the Court conceive to have
been the intention of the Legislature is not carried out.' In Commissioner of Stamp Duties v.

Simpson,' Isaacs, J . , laid down the following rule with regard to anomalies in taxing statutes
This, though an astonishing anomaly in a Finance Act, and one for which no reason can be

assigned, may be the incapable result of the inadvertent language of the Legislature, and it is
the duty of a Court to follow the language to whatever conclusion it leads, when sensibly read.
Such a position, however, must induce great caution before assenting to that construction. No
doubt in a taxing Act an import requires clear and unambiguous words; but even taxing Acts must
be read reasonably."

11. Ordinary and natural meaning not to be affected by considerations of reasonableness.—
If the-provisions are clear and unambiguous, a Court of law has nothing to do with
the reasonableness or unreasonableness of such statutory provisions, except so far as it
may help it in interpreting what the Legislature has said.' In a case where the technical
Language 'used was precise arid unambiguous, but incapable of reasonable meaning, the Court
held that it was not at liberty, on merely conjectural grounds, to give the words a meaning
which did not belong to them.' There remains no scope for logic when the language of the

,'dow'osce (Inspector of Taxes) v. Drabs5, (1955)1 All ER 93.

Prarnod K,,rnir v. Ce,,,rnissicsu'r of Wealth-tax, AIR 1966 Born 166,169 (Doss!, J.).

J3ha1rarn,,,a v. Koiarn Raj, AIR 1935 Hyd 140.

Gau5a 34gae v. R,','ii 1',',i4,ot, AIR 1940 Al! 507,510: ILR 1940 All 771 (FO); Ram Singh v, 5l,a,ikar LaI, 1972 NtPEJ 405,

413,419(03) (SR. Vyas, 1).
Pa,durang v. Sh,unrao, AIR 1941 Born 272, 273 (ii is not open to read into the enactment words which are not there

One disregard words which are actually to be found in it); Coed:cr & Cori;'ariy v. Co,,,,,rissioreof Excess Profits Tax,

Madras, AIR 1949 Mad 407, 410: ILR 1949 Mad 550.
Gre Clara,, UI v. Shins Nar.ai,',, AIR 1913 Oudh 162 (FB); Shrininisachar'guls v. Ha,,uwa,,lh JOo, AIR 1935 Andhra 10.

24 CLR 209, 221t
CalceiL, Corporation v. Siab-Pe.sl ,,,asl,'r, Dhara,n!ola, AIR 1950 Cal 417; Di,,i,'dar v. F,a,,drs,,,, AIR 1960 StI' 345, 354

(FB) (b'asdoy, L)
See XIaxsnoll: lni,'rj rrhiiiori of Stain!cs, 11th Ed at p. 16.
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statute is plain.' It is not competent to a Judge to modify the language of an Act in order to bring
it in accordance with his views of what is right or reasonable.' In fll'ety v. Del,' Sir John Jervis
said "If the precise words used are plain and unambiguous, for in our judgment, we are bound to
construe them in their ordinary sense, even though it do lead, in our view of the case, to an
absurdity or manifest injustice. Words may be modified or varied, where their import is
doubtful or obscure. But we assume the functions of Legislature when we depart from the
ordinary meaning of the precise words used, merely because we see, or fancy we see, an absurdity
or manifest injustice from an adherence to their literal meaning." In B. v. A'lamisel,' Lord
Coleridge stated that it was the business of the Courts to see what Parliament had said,
instead of reading into an Act what ought to have been said. Blackstone says':"If Parliament
would positively enact a thing to be done which is unreasonable, there is no power in the
ordinary forms of the Constitution that is vested with authority to control it." Where the main
object of a statute is unreasonable, the Judges are not at liberty to reject it for that were to set the
judicial power above that of the Legislature, in which would he subversive of all Government.'
There is no instance of any British Statutes having ever been declared void or not binding if it is
contrary to reason.' In La' v. Bode,' it was argued that certain Acts of Parliament had been
obtained by inserting in them false recitals. "1 would observe" said Willes, J., 'that these Acts
of Parliament are the law of the land, and we do not sit here as a Court of Appeal from
Parliament. It was once said that if an Act of Parliament were to create a man 'judge in his own
cause the Court might disregard it'.' That dictum, however, stands as a warning rather than as
an authority to he fol1ovcd. If an Act of Parliament has been obtained improperly, it is for the
Legislature to correct it by repealing it, but so long as it exists as law, the Courts are bound to
obey it." The same view was expressed by the Judicial Committee in Lrthr;mdor Co. v. Beg."

The 'reasonableness" of the provisions of a statute is not to be judged by a priori standards
unrelated to the facts and circumstances of a situation 'which occasioned the legislation."'

The word "void" should, hoscever, be distinguished from "unconstitutional' 'which means
violation of some specific provisions of the Constitution. The expression 11 unconstitutional" as
applied to an English Act of Parliament, merely means that the Act, in question, is opposed to
the spirit of the English Constitution; it cannot mean (as it might if applied to a French or an
American Art) that the Act is either a breach of law or void". A law on a subject not within the
competence of the Legislature is a nullity, and term "void" is applicable to such a law; while a
law on a subject within the competence of the Legislature but repugnant to constitutional

1. Alssssicipml B,',m,,t, Al,mt!oen V. Dr. Radlsr EaRthS, AIR 1949 All 301,302; PrabSu Mm! v. Clumn,t;m,m, AIR 1938 Lab 638,6 10.

2. Abcl V. Lee, (1871) LR 6 CF 365, 371, per Willes, J.

3. 11 CE 373, 391, 900led in Co,s,nissioner ofSl,msn;s De!0 (N.E.lV.) v. Eisn;'on, 24 C/F 209,216

4. (1531)23 QuO 29, 32.

5. 1 Comm 91.
6. Blackstone, I Comm 91; see Dr. Bonhanm's case, (1610)3 Co., Rep 1130, where Lord Coke says that "Where an Act of

Parliament is against common right and reason, repugnant, or impossible to he performed, the common law would

control it and adjudge the Art to be void.' Day v. S,mnm16c, (1615) Hob S7; City of Losm,tosm v. Reed, (1700)12 Mad Rep
6S7; Dwches5 of Fla n,ittesi v. Fl eet wood, (1714)10 Mad Rep 115.

7. Logos v. Bsrstoms, (1312)3 Moore PC 297.
8. (1371) LR 6 CF 530.
9. P5w v. S.r:',s;tge, (1615) Itoh 87.

10. (1093) AC 104; Dee) Singh v. Tar,, C/timid, AIR 1962 Him Pro 8.

It.	 R.sgSss!',sr floss! s'. Unite of lst,ti.s, AIR 1962 SC 263, 274.

12.	 Dseev La;; cfCes'ti:n!iess
lnt.-29
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prohibitions is unenforceable, and unconstitutional.'
The meaning and intention of a statute must be collected from the plain and unambiguous

expressions used therein rather than from any notions which may be entertained by the Court as
to what is just and expedient.'

Where a Court varies the literal meaning of statute by reasonable interpretation, the
construction chosen shouly case, be reasonable within the text of the Act.

Nor is it open to a Court to place a certain section or a clause in a section and read it as a
proviso to another section for ascertaining its moaning and then assigning the same meaning to
it in its original place.'

12. Ordinary and natural meaning not to be affected by considerations of hardship,
inconvenience, etc.—Hardship or inconvenience cannot alter the meaning of the language
employed by the Legislature if such meaning is clear on the face of the statute or the rules.' If
the language is plain and admits of one meaning only it has to be given effect to, even if it leads
to apparent hardship,' or to the possibility of injury fesulting.' No consideration of hardship
can, therefore, justify a departure from the plain meaning of a statute.' Thus the rule cannot be
discarded simply because a literal construction of Clause (2) to Article 286 of the Constitution
will result in discrimination against local trade because all Bihar purchasers would purchase
goods from out of Stale sellers and not from local sellers. If there is any real hardship there is
Parliament which is expressly invested with the power of lifting the ban under Clause (2)
either wholly or to the extent it thinks fit to do. The Court cannot be called upon to discard the
cardinal rule of interpretation for mitigating a hardship which may he entirely fanciful when
the Constitution itself has expressly provided for another authority more competent to
evaluate the correct position to do the needful.' The contention that if an appeal does not lie
against an order imposing penal interest under Section 18-A(6), Indian Income Tax Act, 1922, it
would cause irreparable hardship to an assessee cannot he accepted. The scheme of Section 18-
A(6), on the other hand, clearly shows that there cannot be any prejudice to the assessee.' A
statute cannot be extended to meet a case for which provision has been clearly and deliberately
omitted. Whereas the Legislature has definitely made provision in Section 83(3) of the
Representation of the People Act, 1951, for the amendment of the particulars, it deliberately
omitted to make any SuCh provision for the statement of the material facts to be given in ifie

I.	 M.P.V. Sundarara,nicr & Co. s'. State of A.!'., AIR 1958 SC 468.

2. GorS:da,, Nair Nce!ui.anu', lair v. Narayani Amnia, ILR 1935 TC 147: AIR 1935 TC 235 (PB); S ,,zCswaraszr'a,ni V.

Ronulinga ftaja, AIR 1960 Arrdh Pra 17,19 (Blrimasankaram, J.)..

3. Tars,, Sen UcLa s'. 51,5', AIR 1949 Assarn 50.

4. Ca,nn:iosiencr ci Acrics!tur:I t,:co,ne-tax v. Keahab Chandra Mania!, 1950 SCR 435, 446, (jer Dan, J.); Ilasheohar Dan v.
Oman Chand, AIR 1933 LaIr 615, 617 (contusion and hardship of lithe weight); Calcohta Corporation v. Kumar Ar,,,,
Clundra, AIR 1934 Cal 862 (it is not permissLaIe for a Court of lass' to attempt to abridge the effect of those words by
considera liens of iflCoflver,ieace resulting front multiplicity of Proceedings in Court); 5 t,ri Nat!, V. Puran Ma!, AIR
1942 All 19, 24 (PB); so,' also b':,tkora,, Rai s'. Got'i,,d Nall, Tia'ari, ILR 12 All 129,137 (PB); Ran, Prakash V. Sar'ilri Dor'i,
AIR 1958 Puoj 87,90 (SB).

5. Kapildco Ran, v. I.K. Ua, AIR 1994 Assa,n 170; D.D. Joshi v. Union of IntO, (1953)2 SCC 233: AIR 1983 SC 420; Motor
Owners (nSnranc,' Co., Ltd. v. Jolaiji Kesharji ModE, (1982)9 Bihar Cr C (SC) 95.

6. Kanshi Ra,n s'. Slat,- of l'n.:i', ILR (1961)2 Pun) 823; Bashi Ram v. Ma,itri Lot, AIR 1965 All 498, 501 (Dosai, J . ) Suit by
land lord wit I, permission of DislI. Ma t istrale which is rescinded on appeal or rovisod by Ionant.

7. Raja Ran, s'.StaOof UI'., Ali, 1966 All 192: 1965 All LJ 1110 (FB); Shale of Molt, 3,, Prdest, 5'. Violmu Prasad Sharma,
AIR 1966 SC 1593; i'l:h(,a CLara,,,tas Ba/a/i v. Shin, Palm, AIR 1966 Oriss,, 1.

8. Bengal lnuns,shi, Co v. Slate ,f flier, AIR 1955 SC 661, 655.
9. Ilod,lu Sod ham ;,nis:,.: 'uy 5. C,,,i,oisio,,,'r of I,;co,sc-lax. AIR 1955 And 0 l'ra 223.
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election petition. It thus appears that the intention of the Legislature was not to allow any
amendment to ho made with regard to the statement of the material ficts on which the
petitioner relies for challenging the election. No doubt, if the language of an Act is sufficiently
clear, the Court shall give effect to it, however inequitable or unjust the result of such a
construction may seem to the Court to be. But if the Court can avoid construing an Act so as to
cause what the Court regards as injustice it certainly ought to do so.' The argument alt
inconvenienti is of no use when the language of a statute is plain.' Where the language is plain,
or where, upon regarding all relevant provisions of the Act, no ambiguity is discernible in the
wOrds used in a statute, effect Will have to be given to the words of the statute, however serious
an encroachment on the rights of an individual would it lead to.' A legal enactment must be
interpreted to its plain sense and so long as its language is clear and unambiguous a subject cannot
be penalised fof construing it literally and not interpreting it in a mariner not warranted by its
plain language.' When the Legislature places upon the statute book a provision in terms which
are entirely plain and without ambiguity, it is the duty of the Court to give effect to the
provision, unless b y doing so it is obvious that it would lead to an absurdit y .' Therefore',
opines Craios,' "if a too literal adherence to the words of enactment appears to produce an
absurdity or an injustice, it will be the duty of the Court of construction to consider the state of
the law at the time the Act was passed (Grover's case),' with a view to ascertaining whether
the language of the enactment is capable of any other fair interpretation,' or whether it may
not he desirable to put upon the language used it secondary" or restricted' meaning, or perhaps
to adopt a construction not quite strictly grammatical.' But this deviation from the plain
language of the statute must he very cautiously adopted. Lord Greene observed in Griindt v.

Great Boulder Proprietor;! Gold Mines'3
"Although the absurdity or the non-absurdity of one conclusion as compared with

another may he of assistance and very often is of assistance to the Court in choosing between
two possible meanings of ambiguous words, it is a doctrine which has to he applied with
great care, remembering that Judges may be fallible on the question of an absurdity and in

Shea 51,50cc Pea ad v. Oe:st Sham,,, AIR 1955 Pat 51,$6.

Ja,,,iy tiratsz xv L',n:yasha,,kar, AIR 1941 flow 327, 323 ILR 1941 Boat 544; see also K,,,gE,,,;'cror V. Bettor, t.,,l Sharn,a,

1945 FCR 161,177: (or wjlh the resulfs injurious or otherwise).

Solyttttarayttt:aw:.rihi v. Papaytjrt, AIR 1941 Mad 713; A,,and Prahasit V. tIaraS, Orb, AIR 1941 All 162, 173 (FE).

Mavohar Rot,, Krjsh,,a v. G.G. De,ai, AIR 1951 Nag 33, pam 16.

McI. Wa Bai v. Ron Astor, AIR 1935 Lah 423.

Ve,,.iatcs,tora v. Ve,,katr'sa, AIR 1911 Mad 419 (FE). In which case we have to look to the prehoble intention of the

Legislature and to place such construction as will fairly execute tt,a F intention; L,,tJhr Rah.,n:a,, v. W.,I;sr

AIR 1943 Cal 59, 61.

5th Ed. at pp. 62,63 after quoting the observations of Brett, 14., in B v. Tet:hridge Ozorcc,'rc, (1931)13 QED 339, 742

"II the inconvenience, is not only great, but what I may call an absurd inconvenience, by reading an enactment 1,,

its ordinary ser,se, whereas if you read it in a manner in which it is capable, though not in its ordinary sense, there

would net be any incenbcenience stall: there would he reason why you should not read it according to its ordinary

grammatical meaning."
(1874)1 Ch 0132, 195, per Breit, J.
River Wear Co,urnissia,,ers v. Ada,,,son, (1876)1 QBD 546, 5.19, Uessel, MR.).

Bc jn,rle St. Sepulchre's. (1361)33 LI Ch 372, 375, her Lord Westbury).

Itt Es parle Walton, (1631)17 Ct, D 746, 757, Lush, L.J. said: 'In order to prevent absurdity we must read the word

'surrendered in a qualified sense.' A!tri,,ch.,n, Electric Co. s'. Sale U.D.0 ,(l936)34 LGR 215.

Willia msn v. Evans, (I876(1 Es D 277,234, her Field, J

1948 Ch 145, 155, 159.

S.
9.
10.
It.
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any event must not he applied so as to result in twisting language into a meaning which it
cannot bear it is a doctrine which must not be relied upon and must not he used to re-write
the language in a way different from that in which it was originally framed.
When the language of a statute in its ordinary meaning and grammatical Construction leads

to a manifCst contradiction of the apparent purpose of the enactment, a construction may be put
upon it which modifies the ioe,771ng of the words and even the structure of the sentence.'

13. Courts not to modify language so as to bring it into accord with its own views of
expediency, justice and reasonableness.—In Abel v. Lee.' Willes, J . , said : "I utterly repudiate
the notion that it is competent to a Judge to modify the language of an Act of Parliament in
order to bring it into accordance with his views as to what is right and reasonable.

It is not open to add to the words of the statute or to read more in the words than is meant,
for that would be legislating and not interpreting a legislation.' If the language of a statutory
provision is plain, the Court is not entitled to read something in it which is not there,' or to add
any word or to subtract anything from it.'

"We assume the functions of legislators when we depart from the ordinary meaning of the
precise words used, merely because we see, or fancy we see, an absurdity or manifest injustice
froin an adherence to their literal meaning'

If the language of a statute, is clear unambiguous, the Court cannot alter a statute on the
ground that its effect will be harmful.'

In Miller v. Salmons,' Pollock, GB., said "If the meaning of the language be plain and
clear we have nothing to do but to obey it—to administer it as we find it, and I think, to take a
different course is to abandon the office of Judge, and to assume the province of legislation.

When the language of the statute is clear, unambiguous and in express terms, then all that
is required is to expound those words in their natural and ordinary sense, unless in doing so, some
absurdity or some repugnance or inconsistency with the rest of the provisions or statute would
result in which case it will he permissible to modify the construction for avoiding that
ehsurdity and nothing more.'

14. Courts not to introduce legal fictions—A legislative fiction has to be strictly confined to
the area assigned to it by the Legislature, and must he harnessed only for the specific purpose
for which it was created. For example, the fiction created in Section 57(8) of the Motor

.,is0o,,,,nad Jane V. 'Olsen, 12 Cr LJ 216 10 IC 787 li_BI.
(1871) L R 6 C 365, 371. Quoted in higgins V. Berm, (1908)6 CLR 618, 626 where Griffith, C.J., obsen-ed: 'So it is
entirely i?relevant whether it is right or reasonable that a tree-holder should be liable to contribute'; see also Lord
Krisinia Bank Ltd. v. Inspector-Cen,-ral of Regis!ral ian, 1976 Rem LT 374.
Mahesh C/moire v. Tarach.nd, AIR 1955 All 374, 356 (F'B); Karen, C/mod v. Cur DayA, AIR 1960 A 512, 513 (Dhawan,
l). Re-writing the statute is not open; l',aIilad V. Clue(Executive Officer, AIR 1966 lOom 29,33 (Tambe, J . ); Fire, Hansraj
7iathura,n v. Firer LaIj'i Baja & Sons, AIR 1963 SC 1180.
CU,f Commissioner, limier V. Brij Niu'es tins, (1963)2 SCR 145,151 (Ay) , ar, J,); Conga lien, V. Chhirk.,nda Rein, AIR 1964
Pun( 260 ILR (1964(1 Prmnj 555,
Municipal Board, Bara Ban/,i v. Fa/rul h-lose,,, ILR (1961)2 All 951.
Alley v. Dale. 20 UJCP 235, (per Jervis, C.J.).
l'orshotiarn Let v. Pro,, Shanker, AIR 1966 All 37/7,38 1 (Dhawan, I.).
7 Ex 475, 560.
Kainapoti Venkat Ramiah v. Chol!sj,,,lli Sjlara ' ni,:!,, AIR 1961 Andh Era 208, 211 (60) (Chandra Reidy, C.).); Rama
Sol:t,arayau i, v. Re,,ganinial, AIR 1962 Mad 450,456 (FB) (Ramchandra Iyer, CJ.) Unless the absurdity is such that it
,lrnounts to repugnance; see also united Slates v. .l'srri,'.u, Trucking Association, 84 L Ed 1345, 1351: 310 US 534 (Reed,
).); Caina Hotels, Lid. v. Slate of Cofarat, (1980)21 Ccl ER 9131DB).
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Vehicles Act is onl y for the purpose of applying the same procedure in disposing of an
application for a new permit and an application to vary the conditions of a permit. Once the
application to vary the conditions of a permit is granted, the fiction has no longer any part to
play. It cannot he extended to or transplanted in another area and put to another use, namely, by
giving a right of appeal under Section 64(9). Similarly, to say that the Government is not
carrying on business for purposes of Section 20, C.P.C., or Clause (12) of the Letters Patent, even.
when actually it is engaged in the business of transport is to introduce a legal fiction into the
law, which the Legislature alone can do and not the Courts' for introducing a fiction involves
reading something into the law which is not there. In fact, the words carries on business in
Section 20, would lose their meaning if they are not applied merely because the defendant
happens to be Government.'

15. Courts not to supply casu6 omissus.—The Court cannot, while applying a particular
statutory provision, stretch it to embrace cases, which it was never intended to govern. 2 In
interpreting a statute the Court cannot fill in gaps or rectify defects. It cannot ignore the
obviousobject and the intention of the Legislature, apparent from the context, and so interpret
and construe it as to enlarge the scope of its application b y importing into it, meaning by
implications which do not necessarily arise. The sole object which the Legislature had in view
while enacting Section 238, Indian Contract Act, was to provide for those circumstances under
which it was intended that a principal should be liable for the acts of his agent and nothing
more. The section does not apply to the circumstances in which the personal liability of an
agent may not arise.'

An interpretation which has the effect of adding certain words and clauses to an enactment
should be avoided,' unless the section as it stands is meaningless or of doubtful meaning.'

The Courts of law are concerned only with the construction and interpretation of statutes,
and if a particular class be not covered by the express words used in any particular enactment, or
by necessary implication, the particular provisions cannot he extended to that class. Joint and
pot pattedars are not interchangeable terms and a pot patteclar has no right of pre-emption
under the zabte s1tiknudaran.5

16. Evasion of an Act cannot be prevented if language is plain—An Act evaded is not an
Act infringed, and an arrangement which is designed to defeat the intentions of the Legislature,
and enable a person to accomplish indirectly what he could not under the Act in question have
done directly," will not necessarily be held on that account invalid by Courts of law.' The
Courts will, however, always examine into the real nature of the transaction by which it is

Pratap N'arain v. Rain Narai,i, 1981 All L) 762 (FB), whore the Court introduced a toga! fiction.
J.i,,arda,i R.sa v. Deputy Tra,,9ert Co,,,,,riio,,er, Kak,,uja, AIR 1965 Andh Pro 115; Brair . .. .oil,' & Co. v. Ew9L'oecs'

Stale Insurance Corporation, AIR 1968 SC 413; Pars sees wane Narnbudripad V. I,s9'eclin5 Assistant Cr,u,,,isr io,,er of

Aricssllural 1,,conte-lax and Sales tar, AIR 1968 Ker 262 (FB).

P.C. Biswas v. Union of India, AIR 1956 Assarn 85; Daya Nand Mishra v. Slate of ttihar, (1992)2 Pal LJR 716.

Tars PatiU v. Slate of West Bengal, 79 Cal WN 996 (SB).

Haji Maha,nmad v. Altar AU, AIR 1955 Hyd 150.

Ba,,, C/sandra v. Jhu,nar,nal, AIR 1938 Assam 171, 173; Fakhradd,n v. Stale of UP., 1976 All LR 274 (FB); Ta,,,sran,

Ta5e,sg v. State o( Assam, AIR 1992 Gru 124 (DE).

Enlist India Genera! Insurance Co., Ltd. v. Ca;:lain !l!'anSi,zgh. AIR 1959 SC 1331, 1335; Fakhrud,l,,, v. Slate of UP. 1976

All LB 274 (FR); fslusiici;al Council, Ehi!wara v. Stale of Rojali'.an, AIR 1994 Raj 142 (DE).

Gor'i,,draa v. Ertthadrappa, AIR 1956 Hyd 50.

Barton v. Stair, (1874) LR 6 PC 139; Dario v. Stephen, (1890)24 QBD 529; Si,n,nons v. Re5is1rar of j'rl'alea, 1900 AC

323; R. v. BoIlj,u,,l, (1900)2 QO 163. 	 -
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sought to evade an Act) Evasion can only he effected by acts which are clearly casua umissus

having regard to the moaning of the enactment as ascertained by the Courts, and not of course by
individual judgment : fbr Parliament would legislate to little purpose, said Lord Macnaghton

'if the objects of its care might supplement or undo the work of legislation by making a
definition clause of their own. People cannot escape from the obligation of a statute by putting a
private interpretation on its language."'

Fraud upon an Act.—'It is a well-known principle of law that the provisions of an Act of
Parliament shall not be evaded by shift or contrivance' If a contract be framed so as entirely
to defeat the object of an Act of Parliament, such a contract, although not within its express
prohibition might very well be held to be impliedly forbidden by it. A Court of law will not
tolerate such an evasion of an Act of Parliament as amounts to a positive Fraud upon the Act',
such an evasion being "a fraud on the law or an insult to an Act of Parliament".' But the phrase
"fraud upon an Act" is somewhat unfortunate and there is, as Turner, L.J., said in Alexander v.

Brame,' "perhaps no question of law more difficult to determine than the question, what
particular acts, not expressly prohibited, shall be deemed to be void as being against the policy
of a statute. It is no doubt the du fy of the Court so to construe statutes as to suppress the mischief
against which they are directed and to advance the remedy which they are intended to
provide, but it is one thing to construe the words of a statute, and another to extend its operation
beyond what the words of it express.' Prohibitory statutes prevent you from doing something
which formerly it was lawful for you to do and whenever you find that anything done is
substantially that which is prohibited, it is perfectly open to the Court to say that it is void,
not because it comes within the spirit of the statute, or tends to affect the object which the
statement to prohibit, but because by reason of the true construction of the statute it is the thing
or one of the things, actually prohibited.' But if the statute has been passed for some one
particular purpose, a Court of law will not countenance any attempt which may be made to
extend the operation of the Act to something which is quite foreign to its object and beyond its
scope.'

1. Re Watson, (1890)25 QBD 27.

2. Nelherseal Co. v. Bourne, (1889)14 AC 228, 247.

3. Fox v. Bhishop of Chester, (1824)2 B and C 635, 655, (per AbSxlt, C.J.).

4. Wr'ght V. Dories, (1876)1 CEO 638.

5. Fore. Bishop of Chester, (1829)1 Dowl, and Cl (HL) 416, 429, (per Lord Eldon).

6. (1855)7 DM and G 525, 539.
7. Phi/poll v. St. George's Hospital, (1857)6 HLC 338, 348.

8. Macbeth v. /sithey, (1874) LR 2 Sc App 352.
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1. Departure from ordinary and plain language when permissible.—(i) Language of statutes
not always that of a rigid grammarian—The golden rule of plaid, literal and grammatical
construction has, however, to he road subject to the qualification that the language of statutes is
not always that which a rigid grammarian could use. Though the courts are hound in certain
situations to subordinate the plain meaning of the statutory language yet it is not unoften courts
are equally constrained to read down the plain language of a section or give it a restricted
moaning when contrary approach may be clearly opposed to the object and scheme of the Act or
may lead to an absurd, illogical or unconstitutional result. However this mode of construction
Should not be adhered to, if it does not fit into the legislative history, if it is opposed to the

I.	 Lyons r. Tucker, (tSSU)C Q9D 660, 6F1 (Per Grove, J).
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intention of the legisture and the purpose of the legislation. It is not necessary to try sections of
a statute upon rules of grammar. But if a section has to he tried upon a rule of grammar then the
obvious thing to do is to require that the application of qualifying words should be confined to
the subject which immediately precedes them.' However, the courts should guard themselves
against adjectives getting the better of the noun. Adjectives are attractive forensic aids but in
matters of interpretation they are directing intrudersdAn interpreter should not, when faced
with the delicate task of interpreting an equivocal term in a statute, go b y the letter of the law;
he should steadily pierce the somatic veil and look for the true meaning with the aid of the
rule of presumption that the Legislature does not intend to overthrow suddenly any
fundamental periodical norm, in particular, the rule of law that binds and distinguishes a
civilised community from savage society. This presumption is rebuttable but only by inexorably
plain language. A flexible term in a statute should not, therefore, be so interpreted as to impair
the rule of law or make any fundamental departure from the general system of law.'

(ii) Grammatical and philological disputes as obscure as any question of lain—In Waugh v.
Aldrt1elon, 5 Pollock, C.B., said "In my opinion grammatical and philological disputes (in fact,
all that belongs to the history of language) are as obscure and lead to as many doubts and
contentions as any question of law, and I do not, therefore, feel sure that the rule, much as it has
been commended, is on all occasions, a sure and certain guids' There may be a controversy as to
what the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words used with reference to the subject-
matter is.

(iii) Human In ngu age an imperfect tacit/sin of humanau theugh t.—This rule hid 0s says
Suiher!a;idd "although it uses many words to disguise it, the basic fallacy that words have
meaning in and of themselves. Shakespeare exposed this fallacy long before the semanticist
elaborated his thesis, when ho said, "That which we call a rose by any other name would
smell as sweet'. A word is but a symbol which may stand tot' one of an innumerable number of
objects. It is only as custom and usage and agreement attach a particular meaning to a particular
word that it has any significance in relation to either a tangible or an intangible object. Thus
the words used in a statute are always of uncertain meaning. At the risk of misleading the
reader, a logis!alive draftsman must select a word familiar to himself and strive to use it in a
fashion which will create upon the reader the intended impression of the thing for which the
ivord stands. Thus, the assertion that a statute which is clear and unambiguous needs no
interprela lien is, in fact, evidence that the Court has considered the meaning of the statute and
reached a conclusion on the question of legislative intention. In many instances this will be a
proper conclusion, but frequently it merel y disguises the Court's unwillingness to' consider
ev;dence other than the Court's own impression of what the legislative intent is. Courts should
net lose sight of the fact that statutory interpretation, whatever it may be called so far as the
function of Courts and Juries is concerned, is a fact in issue. Where available, the Courts should
never exclude relevant evidence on that issue of fact."

Sue! ,sniiouiy of India Lid. v. Bihar A5'rirulinoal Produce Market Board, AIR 1990 Pat 146 (Fe), following Conimr. of
t\'ca!ih Tax v. S,,it. Haoh,suthu,i 'I Pm Begum, AIR 1989 SC 1024; Ajay I'radhan v. Slate of MI', AIR I9SS SC 1375;
Ati:hil,'sh lamar v. i'n'n: Beh.ari, AIR 1989 SC 1247,

Six/a! v. Bnj Naraimu, AIR 1933 MC 175, 178. (That is not only the rule of grammar but also of common speech
except inhere bad diction is invetvcd[; Irax'adju Fix/i/ia Co. Ltd. v. Bugim'ammdas, 13 IA 121, 127.
Sanjexu Co/a' Mfg. Co. V. Mis. Bharat Cokimp' Coil, LI.!., AIR 1953 SC 239:1983 scj 233.
tlaIjh.mii S/n9h v. Nabi Pun, AIR 1962 All 43,51 (FS); MX. Raa5a,uaiha,i v. Coot. rf Mnjras, (1955)2 SCR 374.
5 Ex 352, 356.
Suibcriand S/a/mOors Comet rm,cl,o,u, 3rd Ed., Vol. Ifat p. 316.
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It will he an unjustifiable mode of construction of a statute or a statutory rule to refuse to
give effect to the plain and natural moaning of the words used, merely because the meaning
that will so follow can have been much better expressed in simpler language.

Human language, at best, is an imperfect medium of human thought. The greater part of the
time of Courts is consumed in trying to find out what the Legislature meant, even where the
Couts and Legislature speak the same vernacular.' Crawford quotes at length from D,'naz'ies on

Staiutcs at pp. 227-278. thus
All new laws though penned with the greatest of technical skill and passed upon the

fullest and most mature deliberation, are considered as more or loss obscure equivocal until
their meaning be fixed and ascertained by a series of particular discussions and
adjudications. Besides the obscurity arising from the complexity of the objects and the
imperfections of human faculties, the medium through which the conceptions of men are
conveyed to each other adds a fresh embarrassment; the use of words is to express ideas.
Perspicuity, therefore, requires not only that the ideas should he distinctly formed, but
that they should be expressed by words distinctly and exclusively appropriated to them.
But no language is so copious as to supply words and phrases for every complex idea, or so
correct as not to include many, equivocally denoting different ideas.....and this unavoidable
inaccuracy must be greater or less, according to the complexity and novelty of the objects
defined.....No human wisdom can prepare law in such a form, and in such simplicity of
language as that it shall meet every possible complex case that may afterwards arise.
Whatever skill and forethought the most profound of human law-maker may have called
to his aid, it will he found that even such law-giver, though he possesses the highest of
intellectual gifts will not possess grasp of mind enough to draw up ...... an enactment so
perfect at the time it is drawn, that no doubtful case shall not afterwards arise to its
meaning. And as time wears on, and the wants and habits of societ y become changed, as
they ever will change with the progressive march of intelligence ....... the intcrpretatioas,
suitable to a past age, will become more and more i:nprac bcabic to the present as to all new
questions ... These are propositions so well confirmed by experience that statesmen and
lawyers now agree upon the wisdom of preparing such instruments with general outline, in
language clear and easily understood, rather than of attempting ininu e details, however,
elaborately extended; the tendency of which is found in experience to contract, and often to
confuse the expression of intent. It is found to be far easier to obtain the intent of the
Legislature, when laws are brief and clear, and to rely upon good faith and conimonsense for
their construction, than to be embarrassed at every step with details, which prevent the
application of general principles, because the specific case has not been enumerated and
singled out by the lawmaker... It has been shown that it is impossible to word laws in such
a manner as to aholutely exclude all doubt-s, or to allow us to dispense with construction,
even if they were worded with absolute (mathematical) precision, for the time for which
they were made. because things and relations change, and because different interests
conflict with each other.
Mr. Justice Holmes in delivering the opinion of the Supreme Court of United States in

Bostotl Sitnd and Gravel Co. v. U.S.? observed : It is said that when the moaning of language is
plain, we are not to resort to evidence to raise doubts. That is rather an axiom of experience
than a rule of law, and does not preclude consideration of persuasive evidence if it exists. If

1. Rn utha Kriiinu u, J! ,i,n,'a,xi v. It, ;n!tnga Rn/u. (1958)1 Andh 5CR 290.

2. State v. Elba, 12 La Ann 3'?0, quoted in notes by Crawford Statutory Ceualruct inn, at p. 276.

3. 278 U.S. 41: 73 L Ed 170.
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Congress has been accustomed to use a certain phrase with a more limited meaning that niight
be attributed to it by common practice, it would he arbitrary to refuse to consider that fact when
we come to interpret a statute."

Crawford in his Statutory Construction at p. 284 opines "It would, therefore, seem that in
determining the legislative intent, the Court must not overlook the effect of the Statute
seemingly applicable to the case at hand. When all other aids fail, this consideration should
surely provide a method by which the Court can determine with reasonable certainty what is
the intention of the Legislature. At least, this view is in accord with realit y—that all statutes
are subject to interpretation—that all statutes must first have their meaning ascertain'ed, and
then their applicability determined, and if found appli6able, applied.

This rule embodied the old maxim aboluta scuitciutia expositore non cyst (plain words need
no explanation), or in other words, language that is unequivocal and unambiguous does not
require an interpreter. There is an exception h1 the application of this maxim to statutes. The
exception is as follows

"A case within the letter is not within the meaning of the statute if it is not within the
intention of the Legislature, and a case not within the letter is within the meaning of the
statute, if it is within the intention of the Legislature."

The rule of construction embodied in the Latin maxim is that the Legislature meant what it
has actually expressed, and the underlying principle is that the moaning and intention of a
statute must be collected from the plain unambiguous expression used therein rather than from
any notions which may be entertained by the Court as to what is just and expedient.t

According to Craies' from this rule several consequences follow
Firstly, that no statutory enactment may he treated as null and void.
Secondly, that a statute may not be extended to meet a case for which provision has

clearly and undoubtedly not been made, in other words cumsus o;uissus is not to be created or
supplied.

7'Iurdh1, a court declines to interfere 'for the assistance of persona who seek its aid to
relieve them against express statutory provisions.

Fourthly, a court of law cannot interfere to prevent a mere evasion of an Act of
Parliament,	 -

The novelty of a provision is not a sufficient ground for disregarding the plain words of an
enactment,5

(ie) Frequent disagreement ' of Judges as to whether meaning plain or not.—Paton in his
Jurisprudence says : "Judges frequently disagree as to whether a section is plain or not, and even
where it is agreed that the meaning is plain, each may differ from the other as to what that
plain meaning is. The doctrine that the intent of Parliament should be followed does not take us
very far, for it is agreed that the subjective intention of Parliament cannot be considered, and
that that intention must be gathered from the statute itself."'

The following Supreme Court rulings are notable:

1. ti.innerjec Interpretation of Deeds, Wills and Stat isles in British India, (TLL) at P. 27,
2. I.K.Cettcn Spinning and Weaving Milks. State of UP., AIR 1961 SC 1170; Sai,iz'a,i Rafts. Ma,thaz, Sang, (1963)3 Cuj LR

817,

3. Statute Lam,', 5th Ed. at pp. 66-76.
4. Am,sira!j,m,, A l!Sm,mre Assurance Co. v. AG., Queenstan.t, AIR 1916 PC 352, 354.
5. 1946 Ed. sip. 185.
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(i) the appropriate interpretational canon must be purpose-oriented.

(ii) a return to the rules of strict construction, when the purpose of the Ctatute needs it, is
desirable.'

(iii) "courts listen largely to the language of the statute but where.....clearing up of
marginal obscurity may take interpretation surer if light from dependable sources were
to beam in, the court may seek such aid.......The Court, in its comity, with the
Legislature, strives reasonably to give meaningful life and avoid cadaveric
consequence."'

(iv) "Need for departure from the rule of plain interpretation arises because sometimes the
Legislature does not say what it means.'

2. Cases in which departure from plain meaning perrnitted.—Maxwell on Illtelprefatwil cf

Statutes says 'General words admit of indefinite extension, or restriction, according to the
subject to which they relate and the scope and object in contemplation. They may convey
faithfully enough all that was intended, and yet comprise also much that was not; or be so
restricted in meaning as not to reach all the cases which fall within the real intention. Even,
therefore, where there is no indistinctness or conflict of thought, or carelessness of expression in
a statute, there is enough in the vagueness and elasticity inherent in language to account for the
difficulty so frequently found in ascertaining the meaning of an enactment, with the degree of
accuracy necessary for determining whether a particular case falls within it." The extent to
which the Courts will go in ascertaining the real intention of the Legislature where general
words are used, and will, if the object and purpose of the Act necessitate restriction, restrict
them accordingly, is referred to in Hardcast!e on 'Iiiterpretatioii of Statutes' (at p. 193) where
he cites from a very old case, Stied/Lug v. Macgail, 5 decided in 1660 'The Judges of the law, in
all times past, have so far pursued the intent of the makers of statutes, that they have
expounded Acts which are general in words to be but particular where the intent \','as
particular .......... The sages of the law heretofore have construed statutes quite contrary to the
letter in some appearance, and those statutes which comprehend all things, in the letter they
have expounded to extend but to somethings, and those which generally prohibit all people
from doing such an act , they have interpreted to permit some people to do it, and those which
include every person in the letter they have adjudged to reach to some persons only, which
expositions have always been founded upon the intent of the Legislature, which they have
collected, sometimes by considering the cause and necessity of making the Act, sometimes by
comparing one part of the Act with another, nd sometimes by foreign circumstances, so that
they have ever been guided by the intent of the Legislature, which they have always taken
according to the necessity of the matter, and according to that which is consonant to reason and
good discretion."

In the Argos (Cargo Ex.) Gaudet V. Breleu,' their Lordships of the Privy Council observed
"It is avery useful rule in the construction of a statute, to adhere to the ordinary meaning of the

State of MV. v. S.R.P. Agarwat, AIR 1979 SC 888; C.I.T. v. B.21. Bliattacharfee, AIR 1979 SC 1725,

A.O. Thanjavur v. S.N. Ayyar, (1979)3 SCC 466.
Krishna Chandra Cangopadhyaya v. Union of India, AIR 1975 SC 1389.
G.C. Patel v. Agarwat Produce Market Committee, AIR 1976 SC 263.

(1660) Planed 204.
Baste!! v. Goldsborougti Mont & Co., Ltd, (1906)3 CLR 444, 456.
LR 5 P 134 quoted with approval in Riddle v. King, 12 CLR 622,637-38, (rcr O'Connor, J.); sic also Colini v.

Eastern Railway Co., 2 Ex, D. 253, 260; R. V. Godstose Rural Council, (1911)2 KB 265; Ministerjor Lands V. Pries;h,,

(1911)13 CLR 537, 543.
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words used, and to the grammatical construction, unless that is at variance with the intention of
the Legislature, to bo collected from the statute itself, or leads to any manifest absurdity or

repugnance, in which case the language may he varied or modified so as to avoid such
inconvenience but no further.'

Sutherland, J . , observed in Vancarnp & Sons Co. v. /inrcrican Can Co., The words being
clear they are decisive. There is nothing to construe. To reach elsewhere for a meaning either
beyond or short of that which they disclose is to invite the danger, in the one case of converting
What was meant to be open and precise, into a concealed trap for the unsuspecting, or, in the
other, of relieving from the grasp of the statute some whom the Legislature definitel y meant to
include. Decisions of this court, where the letter of the Statute was not deemed controlling and
the legislative intent was determined by a consideratiorl of circumstances apart front plain
language used, are of rare occurrence and exceptional character, and deal with provisions
which, literally applied, offend the moral sense, involve injustice, oppression or absurdity, or
lead to an unreasonable result, plainly at variance with the policy of the statute as a whole,"

In Rex v.Vasenj, 5 Lord Alverstone, C.J., said : "Where the language of a statute, in its
ordinary meaning and grammatical construction, leads to a manifest contradiction of the
apparent purpose of the enactment, or to some inconvenience or absurdity, hardship or injustice
presumably, not intended, a construction may he put upon it which modifies the meaning of the
words, and the structure of the sentence." It is open to the Court, in cases where there is a
manifest contradiction of the apparent purpose of the enactment or where the literal
construction is likely to lead to a result not intended by the Legislature, to modify the meaning
of the words, if necessary even by departing from the rules of grammar or by giving an unusual
meaning to particular word s.r

In interpreting a statute an intention contrary to the literal meaning of words of the statute
should not be inferred unless the context, or the consequences which would ensue front literal
interpretation, justify the inference that the Legislature has not expressed something which it
intended to express, or unless such interpretation leads to any n;crrifest absurdity or repugnance
With this superadded qualification that the absurdity or capugnance must be such as
manifested itself to the mind of the law-maker, and not such as may appear to be so to the
Tribunal interpreting the statute.'

We should not readily acquiesce in a non-natural construction which limits the operation of
a section so as to make the remedy given by it not commensurate with the mischief which it was
intended to cure.a

In North v. Teti rplin,° Jcssel, MR., observed that "anyone who contends that a section of an
Act of Parliament is not to be read literally must be able to show one of the two things, either

73 F Ed 311, 313; see also Rarna Iyerv. Tatuk Land Board, 1977 Ret LT 903.
Poles ter & Co., Ltd. v. Addl. Commissioner of Sates Tax, Nor' Delhi, AIR 1978 SC 897 at p 904; Commissioner of Income
Tax BOrne, Rsnnchi v. SIn-i Drrngan'nnat Tainwata, Upper Roar, Rrnnrhi, (1991)1 Bl.JR 478.
(1905)2 KB 743, 750; see also King v. Lyon, (19C6)3 CLR 770, 787.
Maxn-eIl !rrI,r0-n.uOn: -f Statutes, 12th Ed. at p. 228; Premier Astmcbi!es. Ltd. V. Rats Chandra, AIR 1900 Bern 390;
i-larsen Singh v. St.rtr'ef Ptrrtjab, AIR 1961 Pun) 3-4,39,40 (P13); ta/rn-ar Singh Bind,.n v. State of UP., AIR 1966 All IFS
(court can mcrdnly language of statute in order that the section makes good sense and does not toad to absurdity or

manifest injustice); C. WS. (India) Ltd. v. Comrrnisstoner of Income-lax, (1994)73 Taxman 174 (SC).
B.S. Bali v. Ba;s!in lOans, AIR 1954 Pun) 105.
K. vJnstir-es oFLir'er'en,l, 11 Q0D 638, 649;MiniaterfarLarnds v. Priestly, (1911)13 CLR 537, 553.
8 QBD 247, 253.
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that there is some other section which cuts down its meaning, or else that ti-te section itself is
repugnant to the general purview of the Act.

(a) Grammatical and ordinary sense of words not followed where words tcclmnical.—The

cannon of construction which permits a Court to construe words in order to bring them in
accordance with the intention of the Legislature is applicable only when general words are
used and those general words can be restricted to the fitness of the matter, and not when the
words used are express and precise, in which case it is not open to the Court to speculate as to
what the intention of the Legislature might be because a case not covered by the exact and
precise words used has arisen.'

If the context definitely suggests that the relevant rule of grammar is inapplicable, then
the requirement of the context must prevail over the rule of grammar.'

The terms 'dismissal and removal in rank' in Article 311 of the Constitution are all
technical expressions employed in the Article, and it is not right to interpret them in the
popular or grammatical sense.'

(b) Plain Imleaning subject to context.—The literal import to particular language may be
subject to modification and variation by the context, that is, the language surrounding and
accompanying the terms in question. In his Construction nod Interpretation of the Laws,' Black
attaches this comprehensive meaning to the context : 'When we speak of the 'context' it is not
meant merely that different words or clauses in the same sentence must be compared with each
other, or successive sentences he read together. But in a wider sense, one section of statute may
stand as context to another, whether it immediately precedes or follows it or is more widely
separated from it, provided it bears upon the same general subject-matter.

"The office of a good expositor of an Act of Parliament," said Coke in Lincoln Collci' cone,'

"is to make construction on all parts together and not of one part only by itself. P'J,'mmio euiin

sliitxtmtt pttrteitt mete intelligere potent ant tiztant lotion interuni att7ite interuni pertegerit.	 In 1
Inst. 331 b, he again says, "It is the most natural and genuine exposition of a statute to construe
one part of a statute by another part of the same statute for that best expresseth the moaning of
the makers ............and this exposition is ex i'isccrilots tettis.

In Limsilci s'. Coinntissioner of Inland Pnt'i'enttef Haldane, L.C., said "The duty of Judges in
construing statutes is to adhere to the literal costruction unless the context renders it plain that
such a construction cannot be put on the words. The rule is especially important in cases of
statutes which impose taxation."'

'Words", says Professor H.A. Smith,' "are only one form of conduct, and the intention
which they convey is necessarily conditioned by the context and circumstances in which they
are written and spoken. No word has an absolute meaning for no word can be defined in roche or
without reference to some context."

Knhi,ot, L;rinan Bhile V. State of Itonby, 50 Born LR 758,
R,-5'io,aI R.F.G., Bo:uI'y v. SeikeLsh,,a Met,! Mafaci ing Co., AIR 1962 SC 1536.
Rn 'tOur Si'ri v. Stat,' of hOar, AIR 1954 Pat I87.

2nd Ed. at pp. 242-11

(1593)3 Co Rep 591xcf. Re Debtor, (1910) Ch 423, 431.

119141 AC MS. 596.
C',nissi,',,'r if Slop lAthes (N.5W.) V. Sirnpso, 24 CI.R 209,215-216.

I oral of the C',ipartive Legislation, No% 	 1927, Iterprct.tio is English ad Cuut	 nI	 S.',, 01,,,',

MY, v. B.6..hu Pehhajrai Da'arkadas, 1976 MCLI 317 1976 lb 1.1 380 (DB).
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Although words occurring in a statute may be plain and unambiguous, they have to be
interpreted in a manner which would fit in the context of the other provisions of the statute and
bring about the real intention of the Legislature.' Repelling the argument that what is not a
final order must be an interlocutory order, (Section 397, Cr. P.C.) the Supreme Court said, "on
the one hand, the Legislature kept intact the revisional power of the High Court, and on the
other, it put a bar on the exorcise of that power in relation to any interlocutory order. In such a
situation, it appears to its that the real intention of the Legislature was not to equate the
expression 'interlocutory order as invariably being converse of the words 'final order'.2

Words and phrases used in one section have to be examined not in their seclusion but with
regard to their impact on other provisions of the same statute and in harmony with the aim,
scope and object of the Act.'

In cases where the expression is indefinite, the well-recognised rule is to endeavour by
examination of the context, and a consideration of other provisions of the Act and of other
enactments in pari inaterio, to ascertain the real intention of the Legislature and then to give
the expression that meaning which will best carry out that intention.' When the intention is
not expressly stated it must he gathered by implication, not from any technical phrase or term,
but from the general context.' In Brett v. Brett,' Sir John Nicholl said : "To arrive at the true
meaning of any particular phrase in a statute that particular phrase is not to he viewed
detached from its context in the statute; it is to be viewed in connection with its whole
context." The duty of the court is to interpret the words that the legislature has used; these
words may he ambiguous but even if they are, the power and the duty of the court to travel
outside then,. on a voyage of discovery are strictly limited.' As Lord lierschell said in
expressing the opinion of the Judicial Committee in ColqiiIioiin 's. Brooks,' "It is beyond
dispute......that we are entitled and indeed hound when construing the terms of any provisions
found in a statute to consider any other parts of the Act which throw light upon the intention of
the Legislature and which may serve to show that the particular provision ought not to be
construed as it would be if considered alone and apart from the rest of the Act." And again in
Cox v. Hakes, the same learned Lord said "It cannot, I think, be denied that, for the purpose
of construing any enactment, it is right to look not only at the provision immediately under
construction, but sic on any others found in connection with it, which may throw light uponit
and afford an indkation that general words employed in it were not intended to he applied
without some limitation." In the construction of all instruments it is the duty of the Court not to
confine itself to the force of a particular expression, but to collect the intention from the whole
instrument taken together. The word 'instrument' may sometimes include awards by Industrial
Courts.'

1. Mad/u, Liniaye v. Slate of Maharashtra, 1978 MaE LJ i (Sc) :1978 MPUJ 24 (SC).

2. Mad):,, Lim,:ye v. Stale ofM.h.:rasl:tra, 1978 MaE LJ 1 (Sc) : 1978 MPLJ 24 (SC).

3. Nation,) Indnt,4aI Corporation v. Registrar of Companies, AIR 1963 I'unj 239; State cf M.P. v. Bakad:,r PelSa;rai

Dwn,kadas, 1976 M.PLJ 317 : 1976 Jab LI 380(08).

4. Phillips v. Lynch, 5 CUR 12, 20.

5. Lane v. Atkin. 30 CLR 437, 442.

6. 3 Adams, 210, 216.

7. Banga!mc Wale Ssp;ly a,:d Sc::,'cçC 1/cod v.A 10japp.:, AIR 1973 SC 548 alp. 553.

8,	 Vas:ntev Ara,:d Knlk':vni v, Lxccu/i:s' E,r,'in,w, M.S.E 9., 1994 Mc): 1.1 960,

9	 14 App Cas 493 506; Dorclhy v.A/n/lick, AIR 1933 Pa) 240 nip. 241.

10.	 15 App Cas 506, 529.
Ii.	 Pars/sO:,,,, V. V.1/, PolIc y, AIR 1966 SC 856.
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The Legislature should be taken to have meant what it said, but it sometimes happens that
owing to the difficulty of expressing thought with absolute accuracy, whether in an Act of
Parliament or in any other document, the intention has not been clearly indicated by the words
used. In such a case the intention is to be gathered from the whole scope and purpose of the Act
or document reading it altogether, and, in so reading it, full effect must be given to every portion
of it)

It was said by Lord Romilly, speaking for the Privy Council in the case of The Lieu The
meaning of particular words in an Act of Parliament, to use the words of Abbot, C.j., in Rcx v.
Hid!,' is to be found not so much in a strict etymological propriety of language, nor even in
popular use, as in the subject or occasion on which they are used.' The document to be construed
must be read as a whole, and in interpreting particular words these cannot be read without
reference to what comes before and after.' In Minister for Lands, N.S. W. v. Feremms,' Isaacs, j.,
said : 'There is no statutory definition of the word holder'. It is constantly used by the
Legislature throughout the statute, and therefore it is obeying the very first principle of
construction to read the whole instrument before pronouncing upon the interpretation of any
single section, and still more of any single word in that section."

Division of a statute into parts or chapters is a mere matter of convenience.'Me object of
such division is not that each part or chapter should be read independently of each other or as
a complete Code by itself. It is a fundamental principle of interpretation that a statute must be
read and construed as a whole, notwithstanding that every section in a statute is a substantive
enactment in itself.' In construing a statute the Court is not to look at any single phrase in it, but
to its whole scope, in order to arrive at the intention of the law-makers. If a literal
interpretation of any part of it would operate unjustly, or lead to absurd result or be contrary to
the widest meaning of the Act taken as a whole, it should be rejected. The Court has .ilivevs to
ascertain the intention of the Legislature of the whole enactment and it sometimes becomes
necessary to do a certain amount of violence to the language in which a particular p.iasage is
couched in order to give effect to the intention to be gathered from the enactment as a i hole.'
Statutes must be construed so as to admit all part of them to stand if possible. In the exposition
of statutes the established rule is that the intention of the law-maker is to be deduced from a
view of the whole statute and every material part of the same.,

Every clause of a statute must he construed with reference to the context and the other
clauses of the Act,' and no clause, sentence or word should he considered superfluous, void or
insignificant. Hence if grammatical or literal cnstruction would lead to absurdity, repugnancy,
or inconsistency, it should not be adopted.

No canon of statutory construction is more firmly established than that the statute must be
read as a whole. This is a general rule of constructionapplicable to all statutes alike which is

1.	 CEeiicr V. R!ack;'ood, I CLR 39,55 (pr O'Connor, J.).

E	 ER 2 PC 525, 530.

3. (1822)1 B & C 123.

4. Toronto Suii,rt',,i Ra i lway Co. v. Ton',,to Ce0'ouitom, (1915) AC 590, 597.

5. 23 CI.R 322, 332.

6. L,ikoh,ni Narai,i v. A.N. Puri, AIR 1954 Cot 338.

7. Vuijeppa V. Emperor. (1935) Cr C 1109 (FB) B,',ii).

S.	 IIajdeiif'lit v. Doicy, dc., Ati,iiuO Co., 23 L Ed 995; Ke/, i000i v. Morphy, 24 L Ed 814.

9. Etiinicipat Corporation of City of Eti,t'/i ". Cot't,,m Rn,, Hano,,,a,,iha Rae, AIR 1976 SC 1398; Carlo' K,i,,r v. Dy.

Cow,,iiooio,icr, ['aim/a, AIR 199300 1-1 295(00)

10. Chauqauiami v. Yu,,00, ILR 30 Pal 690 AIR 1951 0,11177; CIi,'r,,j v. Soihyammd)ia's. 1976 Ken LT S7.
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spoken Of construction ex viaceribus act us. The rule of statutory construction is so firmly
established that it is variously styled as elemental)' rule' and as settled rule'. The only
recognised exception to this well-laid principle is that it cannot be called in aid to alter the
meaning of what is of itself clear and explicit.

A mere literary or mechanical construction would not he appropriate where important
questions such as, the impact of an exercise of a legislative power on constitutional provisions
and safeguards thereunder are concerned. Two rules of construction have to be kept in mind

(I) Courts generally lean towards the constitutionality of a legislative measure
impugned before them upon the presunition that a Legislature would not deliberately
flout a constitutional safeguard or right, and that the Legislature understands and
correctly appreciates the need of the people. In other words, laws are directed to
problems made manifest by experience and its discrimination are based on adequate
grounds.1

(2) while construing such an enactment the court must examine the object and purpose of
the impugned Act, the mischief it seeks to prevent and ascertain from such factors its
true scope and meaning.3

While bearing in mind the words of the Privy Council in AIR 1959 PC 244, against the
interpretation based on the presumed intention of the Legislature, one is not precluded from
examining the provisions of the Act to find out what the intention was. The definition in
Section 3(2)9') of the Madras Estates Land Act I of 190S was bodily lifted from Madras Act II of
1894 and in that enactment the definition would have made no sense if the area involved was
smaller than a village.l

But all the same a court is not authorized to deviate from the force a particular expression
unless it finds, in other parts of the instrument, expressions which manifest that the author of
the instrument could not have the intention which the literal force of a particular expression
would impute to him.' Tindal, C.J., delivering the unanimous opinion of the Judges in the House
of Lords in case of Warburton v. Loveland,' laid down the principle in these words "No rule of
construction can require that when the words of a statute convey a clear meanin g .—It shall be
necessary to introduce another part of the statute, which speaks with less perspicuity, and of
which the words may be capable of such construction as by possibility to diminish the efficacy
of the other provisions of the Act." Applying these principles to the interpretation of Sections
89, 92 m.d or the Australian Constitution, Barton, in the case of The State of Tnsnuulia V. The
Ce i';";m:.:.shi: cf Australia and the State of Victoria, said "Seeing that Section 89 has an
absolutely clear meaning, the rules of construction do not require us to introduce another part of
statute which speaks with less perspicuity, and to apply that part to the construction of

1. See (h1/s) Philips India Ltd. v, Central Go1'). Lab,,,,, CouO, AIR 1985 SC 1034; Slate of Pan/lb V. KaI,'asl Singh, (1994)2
EFR I IF & HI (FE).

2. (Sf/s.) Spedra Engineering Corporation, E,,5iseen 0 Confraclo,a, Bhopal V. 5),),' of Afadhya t"r.lJesh, AIR 1985 MC 111
1954 Jab Lj 601 :(1968)19 Reports 282 (19S8)2 Arb LR 212 (DO).

3. AI/s, ViaJ!.l(,St.njfal & Co. v. State of MR AIR 1970 SC 129; Nyda,Si,,g!l V. Union of Indrl, AIR 1988 SC 1979 (19SS3
IT (SC) 443; (.51/s.) Anlraplli Fit  Ltd. v. Elite of Bib,,,, 1989 Pal LI R 199, relying on Sk.i,,,!,a !,ls000,,ce Co., Ltd. V.

PollUtes Chs,,d,ar,l,1,l,l, (1 9S7)2 SCC 654; and S.P. jain KnSII,,,l V. Mohan Gupta, (1987)1 SCC 191; Bu4ichbig Scl,,,,iOo
(F) Lid. v. P.T. Ates 1'h,,,,i, (1977)2 8CC 835.

4. M. Ran0,,.', Ct,e//j v. A,,,th'a State. (1955)1 NII.J 516.

5. Lorj,,c, v. So,ail, 12 CLR 501,508-509.
6	 2 Do,,' and CI 490, 5(93.
7.	 1 CLR 329, 357.
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Section 89. That would have the effect of diminishing the clearness of Section 89, and appears
to me to be an absolute inversion of the rule which is applicable in such a case. The same
opinion was again reiterated by Barton, J . , in Ryder v. Foley, I Where his Lordship, with
reference to Sections 6, 11, 12 and 15 of the Queensland Act, observed "While recourse cannot be

had to Section 6 to make Sections 11, 12 and 15 less clear the clearness of those last sections can
he called in to remove any apparent ambiguity in Section 6.'

In Walsh v. Alexander, 5 Isaacs, J . , said : "If the meaning of the words of an Act is clear and
unambiguous, it must be given effect to regardless of consequences, but we have to inquire
whether the meaning suggested satisfies the intention of the Legislature, ascertained from its
words as appliecl to the subject-matter. We have to find the meaning of the expression referred
to within the four corners of the legislation—a connected, though uneven, series of statutes"
But as observed by Griffith, C,J., in Alaatierl v. Commissioners of Taxation' : "But when a
provision in a statute is free from ambiguity it does not seem to be consistent with recognised
canons of construction to call in aid some other provision for the purpose of first suggesting and
then resolving a doubt." "It is only when," as the Court said in l'alsner's case,' "an), part of an
Act of Parliament is penned obscurely, and other passage can elucidate that obscurit y , recourse

ought to he had to such context for that purpose."
The natural meaning of the words must he adopted in the interpretation of a section. It is

only when there is ambiguity as to the meaning of the words used in the section that a court
would he justified in referring to other provisions in the Act for ascertaining the intention of the
Legislature.'

An ambiguous expression cannot be held to control the otherwise clear meaning of the term

to be interpreted.'
In Craics on Statute Latt',' it is, however, observed that this rule of construction is never

allowed to alter the meaning of what is of itself clear and explicit. But it may he noted that
the language of a pact of an Act, plain and unambiguous when isolated and read by itself, may,
when read with reference to the entire Act, be rendered doubtful and obscuce.

The correct position as put by Jessel, MR., in Br'ntltj v. Ret It,' ritam,' is "there is no doubt a
rule applicable to Acts of Parliameitt as well as to other legal instruments, that you ma y control

the plainest words by reference to the context. But then, as has been said very often, you must
have context even more plain, or at least as plain as the words to he controlled."

(c) Grammatical construction covering objects : Legislature presumed not to intend.—

Maxwell says : "There are certain objeits which the Legislature is presumed not to intend; and a
construction which would lead to any of them is therefore to he avoided. It is not infrequently
necessary, therefore, to limit the effect of the words contained in an enactment (especially
general words) and sometimes to depart, not only from their primary and literal meaning. but

1. 4 CLR 422, 411-42.

2. 16 CLR 293, 309.

3. 3 CLR 211, 237.

4. (175-1)1 Leach 355, cited by Ftardcastte in his work on Interpretation cf Statutes, at p. 111; see also State of Tasrnanra'.

The Conn',on,.....,,jt), of Australia ant Slate of Victoria, I CLR 329, 357; 113.ior v. FcL2, 4 CLR 441

5. Nochu Vorkik v. Cochi,, Tituntala Der'aswsn,i, AIR 1952 IC 337.

6. 5,tyceso, v. Cei!aecl, 23 CLR 134, 160.

7. 1952 Ed. at p. 93.

8. P'cple cv ret Onondaga County Sating Birth v. Butler, 147 N.Y. 164.

9	 (l.SrE)t Ch 10 ;SS, 592
Int.-30
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also from the rules of grammatical construction in cases where it seems highly improbable that
the words in their wide primary or grammatical meaning actually express the real intention of
the Legislature. It is regarded as more reasonable to hold that the Legislature expressed its
intention in a slovenly manner than that a meaning should be given to them which could not
have been intended."

It is a settled rule in the interpretation of statute that general words will he taken to have
been used in the wider or in the more restricted sense according to the general scope and object of
the enactment.' For instance, it will be taken that general words are not to be applied
extraterritorially. General words in the Act should net he so construed as to give an effect to it
beyond the legislative power, and thereby render the Act unconstitutional.' It yill also he
presumed that the Legislature did not intend to interfere with international usage and,
therefore, unless express words are used, a statute will not be held appl i cable to a foreigner
residing outside the territorial limits of the country enacting the statute. Interpreting the void
'debtor' in the English Bankruptcy Act of 1869, Cotton, L.J., said 'We must not give to the
general words an interpretation which would violate the principles of law admitted and
recognized in all countries."

(d) Grammatical cot:struc(ien going beyond specific object of statute—Where an ambiguity
arises as to whether the Legislature has used a general expression in its narrow or in its wider
sense, the Court will place that meaning upon the expression which will most effectually carry
out the object of the section. In such cases it becomes necessary to examine the context, the
subject-matter, and the objects and purpose of the enactment as disclosed b y its provisions.'

The general words in a statute must always he construed in relation to the matter in hand—
the subject-matter of the enactment. The principle is well stated by Turner, L.J., lit cc Poland,'
where the learned Judge says : "There can he no doubt that the general words in an Act of
Parliament must he construed in accordance with the circumstances to which the Act was
intended to apply.

The second rule is that general words in a statute will ordinarily he construed with no wider
meaning than is necessary to carry into effect its objects and purpose.'

Where the statute has a specific object the general words should he restricted to that object.
Thus the provisions of Section 2(1) of the Factors Act, 1889 : which enacted inter aba that any
mercantile agent entrusted with goods or the documents of title to goods shall be entitled to
pledge the same provided they are in his possession with the consent of the owner, were not to
authorize the mercantile agent to pledge household furniture.'

Words occurring in the statute are to be taken not in an isolated or detached manner
dissociating from the context, but should be read together and construed in the light of the

itit, Ed. at p. 781; J% Bharat Colt Storage v. State of Ha,-yo,ra, (19S(t)92 Pan) LR 253 (DE).
Hardwslle, 183-94.
Ex porte Slain, 12 Ch Dot p. 533; 10% Krioh,ro Pu,,igral,j v. ltr,eitc,tz Panda, 1992 Cii 1j 1036 (On).

Macleod v. Alt. Gen. for New South Wale,. (1891) AC 455; Grenade County SapervOorn v BrogUe, 112 US 251, 269;
Ju,,,b,,,:a Coil Mine v.Viclo,ia,: Cal Miner's Anon,, (190S)6 CLR 303,
!3o,,k of float ratiO a. Flail, 4 CUR 1514, 1535, 1,,7 O'Connor, J.
LR t Ch 358; are also Bank of Anal ra!ia a. t?.:/t. 4 CLR 1514 (Interpretation of the words 'debtor' and 'creditor); Owing

v. Niahi,nara, ( 1937)5 CUE 233, 233. The abject of the Federal parliament in Section 233 was to prevent the evasion
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457, 451.
t'i'ad:iergtc,r a, Nca!e, (1007)96 LT 756; and see Pearson a. Rose and Young, (tSSt)t KS 275;i'dlirg a. At'arga'e U.D.C.,

(1950)1 KS 636.
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purpose and object of the Act itself.' To ascertain the legislative intent, all the constituent parts
of a statute are to be taken together and each word, phrase or sentence is to be considered in the
light of the general purpose and object of the Act itself'. The whole scheme of the Legislature
has to be determined by applying some objective standard which is said to he the standard of an
average prudent man. The procedure which is prescribed in Bihar Land Encroachment Act for
dealing with lands of the description mentioned in Clause (d) of Section (2)(ii) is extraordinary
and arbitrary, thus obviously coming within the inhibition of the Constitution. A narrow
construction cannot he put upon the clause.'

(e) Grammatical Construction going beyond subject of stutute,'—A statute is not to be
construed merely with reference to grammar but should be construed reasonably in particular to
give effect to the intent and purpose of the legislation, if the language permits.'

(f) Gnsniznaticizl construction going beyond scope of the Act—The same general principle,
that the words of a statute should be construed with regard to the object of the statute, appears
to govern the class of cases which establish that enactments requiring railway or other
companies to make, to persons interested in hereditaments taken or 'injuriously affected' by the
companies, full compensation not only for the land but for all damage sustained by reason of the
exercise of parliamentary powers, are limited to cases where the damage ivould have been
actionable but for the Act.' On the same principle, a statute which made in unqualified terms
an act criminal or penal, would be understood as not applying where the act was excusable or
justifiable on grounds gEnerally recognised by lass'.'

(g) Grazuznaticnl construction extending operation of statute—Sometimes to keep the Act
within the limits of its object, and not to disturb the existing law beyond what the object
requires, it is construed as operative between certain persons, or in certain circumstances, or for
certain purposes only, though the language expresses no such circumscription of the field of its
operation.' Thus Section 3 of the Distress for Rent Act, 1737, which gave to landlords a right of
action to recover double the value of goods fraudulently carried off the premiss to avoid a
distress, was held to apply to goods of the tenant only and not to those of a stranger.'

(It) Grammatical construction leading to implicit alteration of laze—One presumption is
that the Legislature does not intend to make any substantial alteration in the law beyond what
it explicitly declares, either in express terms or by clear implication. Maxwell observes "It is
in last degree improbable that the Legislature would overthrow fundamental principles,
infringe rights, or depart from the general system of law, without expressing its intention with
irresistible clearness, and to give any such effect to general words, simply because they have a

Darslu,i Singh v. Slate of Punjab, AIR 1953 Sc 83; Soc Bank Lit. V. Sailor Dull Co., AIR 1966 Sc 1953.

19j'pal InI v. Stale of Madras, AIR 1953 sc 274; ltd1 Bhskm v. 5.0.0., Siaan, 33 Pat 690 AIR 1955 Pat 1 (S B); Ae;i,ii
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Brij Bhxkan v. 5.0.0., Siu'on, ILR 33 Pat 690: AIR 1955 Pat 1 (SB).

M. Salyanara'jana v. Slate of Karnataka, AIR 1936 sc 1162 : (1906(2 scc 512 (19S6)2 Supreme 339 ILR (1956)1
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meaning that would lead thereto when used in either their widest, their usual, or their natural
sense, would be to give them a meaning other than that which was actually intended. General
words and phrases, therefore, however wide and comprehensive they may be in their literal
sense, must usually be construed as being limited to the actual objects of the Act."'

(i) Grammatical construction defeating manifest purpose of enactment—A statute consists
of two parts, the letter and the sense. 2 "It is not the words of the law", said Plowden, J . , in
Attorney-General v. Lockwood? 'but the internal sense of it that makes the law, and our law
(like all others) consists of two parts, viz,, of body and soul, the letter of the law is the body of
the law and the sense and reason of law is the soul of the law; quia ratio legis est anion legis.

Therefore, as Pollock, C.B., points out in Waugh v. Middleton,' it is by no means clear that, "if
it were laid down as a general rule that the grammatical construction of a clause shall prevail
over its legal meaning, whether a more certain rule would be arrived at, then if it were laid
down that its legal meaning shall prevail over its grammatical construction.....But the rule
adverted to is subject to this condition, that however plain the apparent grammatical
construction of a sentence may be, if it be properly clear from the contents of the same document
that the apparent grammatical construction cannot be true one, then that, which upon the
whole is the true meaning, shall prevail, in spite of the grammatical construction of a part of
it,''

"The mere literal construction of statute," said Lord Selborne in Caledonian Railway v.

North British Railway, 5 "ought not to prevail if it is opposed to the intentions of the
Legislature as apparent by the. statute and if the words are sufficiently flexible to admit of
some other construction by which that intention can he better effectuated." One of the rules of
interpretation is that Courts are competent, in extraordinary circumstances, e.g. where the
language falls short of the whole object of Legislature,' to enlarge the meaning of an expression
in statute in order to give full effect to the intention of that statute as appearing from the
various provisions contained in it/ if the purpose for which the legislation is brought into
existence can be advanced by doing so or the mischief that it intends to curb can be curbed by it.
A little stretching of the language in such circumstance is permissible, but there must not he
unnecessary straining of the language or the words, which must be given their plain and natural
meaning.' In rare and eceptional cases where the plain meaning of the words used would lead
to absurd conclusions or would he destructive of the very purpose for which the legislation
sought to be interpreted happens to he enacted, the Court can depart from the rule that it is the
duty of the Court to gather the intention of the Legislature from the words used in the statute.,

Turner, L.J., observed in the case of Hawkins v. Galliercelebo

"Regard must be had to the intent and meaning of the Legislature. The rule upon this
subject is well expressed in the case of Stradling v. Morgan, in which ease it is said, 'that

t.	 Maxwell on !ulerprclslion of Slaii./,s, 10th Ed. at p. 82.

2. Lyons v. Tnckrr, (1880)5 QBD 6&t.

3. (1842)9 lit & %11378,465.

4. 5 Ex. 352, 356.
5. (1881)6 AC 114, 122.
6. Municipal Co,7,os-s/ion, Dcliii v. Ci.s ,ax jii Lot, (1950)82 J'unj LR 7 (FE).

7,	 Cyasir/iandra Mclirslra V. Llsiirrrsity of Ah/ahal,,iJ, AIR 1964 All 251 at p. 256 (V. Bhargava, I . ) : ' Marks for general

impression here allotted'.
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the Judges of the law in all times past have so far pursued the intent of the makers of
statutes, that they have expounded Acts which were general in words to he but particular,
where the intent was particular..:' From which case it appears that the sages of the law
heretofore have construed statutes quite contrary to the letter in some appearance; and
those statutes which comprehend all things in the letter, they have expounded to extend
but to something; and those which generally prohibit all people from doing such an Act,
they have interpreted to permit some people to do it, and those which include every person
in the letter they have adjudged to reach to some persons only; which expositions have
always been founded upon the intent of the Legislature, which they have collected,
sometimes by considering the cause and necessity of making the Act, sometimes by
comparing one part of the Act with another and sometimes by foreign circumstances, so that
they have ever been guided by the intent of the Legislature, which they have always
taken according to the necessity of the matter, and according to that which is consonant to
reason and good discretion."
Lead Blackburn approved of this rule in Bradlauçh v. Clarke, saying

"I think in modern much more weight has been given to the natural meaning of
the words than was done in the time of Elizabeth; and in some cases in which the old Judges
have given effect to the general intention as overruling the particular words, a modern
Court would have given effect to the particular words as showing that the intention really
went further than what was supposed. The Civil Code of Canada, Article 12, well
expresses what I think is the principle, and also the qualification which I think must now
he put on the older authorities. When a law is doiil'lf;il or atiihiguotts it is to be interpreted
SO as to fulfil the intention of the Legislature, and to attain the object for which it was
passed. The preamble, which forms part of the Act, assists in explaining it.' It is upon this
principle that it is held, as I think it has always been held, that where a statute svas
passed for the purpose of repealing and in part re-enacting former statutes, all the statutes
in pari ,t:ateria are to be considered in order to see what it was that the Legislature
intended to enact in lieu of the repealed enactments. It may appear from the language used
that the Legislature intended to enact somEthing quite different from the previous law, and
where that is the case effect must he given to the intention. But when the words used are
such as may either mean that former enactments shall be re-enacted, or that they shall he
altered, it is a question for the Court which was the intention."

"Where it is obvious that, by the more carelessness, or omission of the draftsman,
language has been used which, if taken as correct, would have the effect of defeating the
manifest purpose of the Act, the words which brought hout the result should he construed,
if possible, in a sense which would not lead to the consequence of defeating the manifest
intention of the Legislature"
When the clearly expressed intention of a Colonial Ordinance was to give any subject of the

Queen, resident in the Colony, the power of disposing by will according to English Law of
property both real and personal property, which otherwise would devolve according to the law
of the Colony, and where a section of the Ordinance was operative for the purpose, except that
it concluded with the provision, "as if such subject resided in England," the effect of which

I. (I883)8 AC 334, 373; we also Cox v. HOe's, (1890)15 AC 506; Easi,'emn, etc.. Co. s'. Co,,,;'t ii: Ce,'e'rxl, etc., (lS9S) AC
571; R. v. West Riding etc., Council, (1906)2 KB 676; Banhwy 6. hank of Alonts'cai, 1913 AC 613; Rhotta's Claums,

(1922)2 AC 339; 5ccrrt.mg of St.slefoe He,ns' Affairs s'. O ' Brien, 1923 AC 603.
2.	 So/sen v. Dnsico,',he, It AC 672, fotkasoed in Ss'een, v. Fit: Hor,tiucs, 4 CER 716, 732; sec rise 51,5. E','i,r,, Old's

Tsons;ort Co'cperatire Secici5, Lit. V. Do. R,''isi,'.mr, Coopers/re Societies, 1977 NEW 136, case of ;'urSce's error.
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would he to leave both the ice silos and irw doi,iicilii in operation, thus reducing the section to
a nullity, it was held that the concluding words ought not to be so construed as to destroy all
that had gone before, and therefore should be treated as immaterial, the powers conferred not
being affected by the question of residence in England

In Atninrini v. State of Bthar,i it was pointed out that the mere unskilfulness or ignorance
of th draftsman cannot reduce the statute to a nullity except where the language was
absolutely intractable. Rules of grammar have to yield to commonsense. It was held that the
word 'payable in Section 12(1) of the Bihar Finance Act 17 of 1950, may grammatically refer
only to the fares and freights payable to the owners, yet to give effect to the meaning of the
statute it should be held to mean that it refers not only to the fares and freights but also to the
tax payable to the owners by the passengers and consignors of goods carried by motor vehicles
belonging to such owners.

In Fcrrando v. Pearce," it was observed The sentence grammatically may bear the
construction first mentioned but to ascertain the proper construction the Court must look at the
purpose of the Act.'

'Looking at the purpose for which the War Precautions Act was passed under the power of
the Commonwealth Parliament to make laws with respect to the naval and military defence of
the Commonwealth and of the several States, and the 'control of the forces to execute and
maintain the laws of the Commonwealth,' the title of the Act (which can assist, but not
control, the interpretation), and the Act as a whole, including Section 5 and all its sub-sections,
it appears to me that oil true interpretation of Section 5, the authority given by Parliament to
the Governor-General to do any act under the section is subject to its appearing to him necessary
or expedient with a view to the public safety and the defence of the Commonwealth".

Where no dfinitions of the terms used in the Constitution are given, they must be deemed
by the Constitution to have been used by the Constitution-makers in the sense in which such
terms are understood in Common usage and understanding, according to the institutions of the
country in which they originated or have obtained that meaning under prevailing law.
'Criminal proceedings, within the meaning of Article 361 need not necessarily be judicial
proceedings as defined in Section 4(11)(m) of Cr. P.C., nor is it necessary that a case should be
pending before a Magistrate. l'he word 'proceeding' as used in the Article is much wider than
the words 'judicial proceedings' which include any proceedings in the course of which evidence
is or may he legally taken on oath. A criminal proceeding is any proceeding or step taken in a
Criminal Court in accordance with some requirement of a procedural law governing such Courts.
The words 'criminal proceedings in Article 361(2) refer to the point of time when something is
done to move The Court to take cognizance of the offence against the President, Governor, The
word 'whatsoever' used with the words 'criminal proceedings' in Clause (2) of Article 361
enlarges the scope and extent of the immunity to a stage prior to the taking of cognizance. There
is a fine distinction between taking cognizance of an offence and institution of criminal
proceedings. Institution of criminal proceedings should be looked at from the point of view of
something done to commence such proceedings. The point of time between the filing of a police
report and the act of the Magistrate in taking cognizance is that which differentiates the

1. Salmon v, Di'icseibe, 11 AC 627,

2. 21 Pat 493 AIR 1952 Pat 339,

3. 25 CLR 241, 273-274.
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5. Section 51(n) of the Constitution.
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institution of criminal proceedings and the taking of cognizance. It will thus he seen that the
two things necessary to make the application under consideration a complaint are present, viz.,
the allegation that Mir Osman Ali Khan, Ex-Ruler of Hyderabad, has committed offences
under Sections 346 and 370, l.P.C. by detaining in his residence a number of women, men and
children and asking the Magistrate to take cognizance of it. The order of the Magistrate asking
the police to make an enquiry and submit a report is thus contrary to the inhibition contained in
Clause (2) of Article 361. Any interpretation of Article 361(2) must be such as to he consistent
with the immunity afforded to executive heads)

The object of an enactment cannot he said to be frustrated by pulling an interpretation
warranted by tim words if the Government could by mere notification extend the provisions of
the Act to any person or class of persons to which the Act for the time being does not apply)

Statute having more flaIl one pa r1 'ese.--Statutes can and frequently do have more than one
purpose. In such cases it is the predominant purpose that will largely influence the choice of
construction, and the predominant purpose of a law should be gathered from the whole Act.

(j) Grammatical construction leading to unjust results—The result of a proposed construction
is a consideration that may affect an obvious meaning. Ambiguity or want of sense may arise
'.here the effect of literal interpretation is contrary to the principles of justice, good conscience

and morals) In the rutter of M,'ii,'r,' the Court said : 'Uncertainty of sense, however, does not
spring alone front of expression. 'Ilie legislative intention, if expressed, is the law
itself. It is always presumed, in regard to a statute, that no unjust or unreasonable result was
intended by the Legislature. Hence, if viewing a statute from the standpoint of the literal sense
Of its language, it works such a result, an obscurity of meaning exists, calling for judicial
construction. Where a particular application of statute in accordance with its apparent
intention will occasion great inconvenience or produce inequality or injustice, another and more
reasonable interpretation is to be sought.

In Plunistead Board of Works v. Spacknian, Brett, MR., said : "'Vhere the words of on Act
of Parliament, being read in their ordinary meaning, are capable of an interpretation which
will work manifest injustice, yet if it is possible within the bounds of any grammatical or
reasonable construction to read the Act so that it will not commit a manifest injustice, the Court
ought to construe it upon the assumption that the Legislature did not intend, by the word that it
has used, to enact that which will perpetuate a manifest injustice. The said statement was, no
doubt, made in the course of a dissenting opinion, and in the House of Lords the judgment from
which the Master of the Rolls dissented was affirmed, on the ground that a manifest injustice
did not arise from the construction put upon the Act by the Courts of Appeal, because the House
was of opinion that a public benefit was conferred, before which any hardship upon
individuals must give way. But the principle stated in the passage cited above was untouched
by the House of Lords.r

In the case of Nokes v. Doncaster Anialganxated Collierics/ the Court again said : 'The
Golden Rule is that the words of a statute must prima facie he given their ordinary meaning.

1. Rici,,i v. State, AIR 1955 Hyd 241.
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We oust not shrink from an interpretation which will reverse the previous lair; for the
purpose of a large part of our statute law is to make that laii'ful ivh;ch would 110t he nit lul
without a statute, or conversel y , to prohibit results which would otherwise follow. Judges are
not called upon to apply their opinions of sound policy so as to modify the plain meaning of
statutory words but where, in construing general words the meaning of which is not entirely
plain there are adequate reasons for doubting whether the Legislature could have been
intending so wide an interpretation as would disregard f ,itla,uenttl principles, then we cony be
justified in adopting a narrower construction. At the same time if the choice is between two
interpretations, the narrower of which would fail to achieve the manifest purpose of the
legislatien, we should adopt a construction which ivould reduce the construction to futility and
should rather accept the bolder construction based on the view that the Parliament would
legislate only for the purpose of bringing about on effective result.' With regard to a statute
authorising compulsorily acquisition of property, Barton, J . , in Duncan v. Tijeedere, observed
"The Act is strangely phrased, but it is necessary to give it the fairest and most reasonable
meaning possible, always remembering that previsions compulsorily acquiring or authorising
the compulsory acquisition of any property of the subject must be restricted carefully to the
meaning expressed or necessarily implied." Where the litL'ral construction would lead to an
absurdity or would necessarily create difficulties and injustices the Legislature would be taken
net to have intended or contemplated such a result. In such cases it is necessar y to deviate from
the literal meaning of the words and out of respect to the Legislature put a reasonable
construction upon them.'

(k) Grammatical construction leading to absurdity, repugnancy or inconsistency—f he rule
is thus stated by the Irish Judge, Burton, J , , in IVirbiuten v. Le'clind,' in terms quoted and
approved by Lord Fitzgerald in Bradltugli v. Clarke, , "1 apprehend it is a rule in the
construction of statutes that in the first instance the grammatical sense of the words is to be
adhered to. It that is contrary to, or inconsistent with, any expressed intention or declared
purpose of the statute, or if it would involve any absurdit y , repugnancy or inconsistenc y , the
grammatical sense must then be modified, extended or abridged, so far as to avoid such an
inconvenience, but no further. Crompton, J . , also expressed his doubts about the rule ill
Woo,ln'art v. Wafts, , in these words : "I do not understand it to go so far as to authorize us,
when the Legislature have enacted something which leads to an absurdity, to repeal that
enactment and make another for them if there are no words to express that intention.'' Lord
Bramwell made further reference in Hill v. East and West l,idit Deck Co.,' to the opinion of
Cromption, J . , in respect of the above rule in the following terms:" I have often heard Lord
Wensleydale lay that rule, which he quoted from a judgment of Burton, J . , in Ireland, and I am
now content to take it as a golden rule, though I heard Crompton, J . , say in reference to it, that
he did not set any value upon any golden rule, that they were all calculated to mislead people,
and I am not sure that this will not result from what is put at the end of what I have just read,
namely, that you are to abide by the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words unless that
would lead to some absurdity. That last sentence opens a very wide door. I should like to have a
definition of what is such an absurdity that you are to disregard the plain words of an Act of

1.	 23 CLR 510, 522, on appeal 26 CLR 276 (I'C).
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Parliament. It is to be remembered that what seems absurd to one man does qot seem absurd to
another.'

The canon as to departure from the grammatical meaning was thus stated by Lord Blackburn
in Caledonian Railway Company v. North British Railway Cotrtpany, 	 There is not much
doubt about the general principle of construction. Lord \Vensie) dale used to enunciate (I have
heard hint many and many a time) that which ho called the golden rule for construing all
written engagements. I find that he stated it very clearly and accurately in Grey v. Parser;,' in

the following terms : 'I have been long and deeply impressed with that wisdom of the rule,
now, I believe, universally adopted—at least in the Courts of law in Westminster llatl—that
in construing wills, and indeed statutes and all written instruments the grammatical and
ordinary sense of the words is to be adhered to, unless that would lead to some absurdity, or
some repugnance or inconsistency with the rest of the instrument, in which case the
grammatical and ordinary sense of the words may he modified so as to avoid the absurdity and
inconsistency, but no further. I agree in that completely, but in the cases in which there is real
difficulty this (rule of construction) does not help its much, because the cases in which there is a
real difficulty are those in which there is controversy as to what the grammatical and
ordinary sense of the words used with reference to the subject-matter is. To one mind it may
appear that the most that can he said is that the sense may be what is contended by the other
side and that the inconsistency and repugnancy is very great, that you should make a great
stretch to avoid such absurdity, and that what is required to avoid it is a very little stretch or
none at all. To another mind it may appear that the words are perfectly clear, that they can
bear no other meaning at all, and that to substitute any other meaning would be not to interpret
words used, but to make an instrument for the parties and that the supposed inconsistenc y , or
repugnancy is perhaps a hardship—a thing which perhaps it would have been better to have
avoided, but which we have no power to deal with." And Lord Selbourne said in the same case
The mere literal construction of a statute ought not to prevail if it is opposed to the intentions

of the Legislature as apparent by the statute, and if the words are sufficiently fle\ihle to admit
of some other construction by which that intention can he better effectuat ed." You are to
attribute to the general language used by the Legislature a meaning which will not carry out its
objects but produces consequence which to the ordinary intelligence, are absurd. You mist give it
such a meaning as will carry out its ohjects" In Sirrtrrts v. Registrar of Prolittes,' Lard l-i.hlrouse,-
speaking for the Judicial Committee, said Where there are two meanings, each adequately
satisfying the meaning (of a statute), and great harshness is produced by one of them that has a
legitimate influence in inclining the mind to the other—it is more probable that the
Legislature should have used the word (evade) in that interpretation, which least offends our
sense of justice.' 5 "If the inconvenience is not only great, but.....an absurd inconvenience, but
reading an enactment in its ordinary sense, whereas if you read it in a manner in which it is
capable, though not in its ordinary sense, there would not be any inconvenience at all, there
would be reason why YOU should not read it according to its ordinary grammatical meanin g . '

I.	 (I8SI)6 AC 114 at p. 131.

2. (1857)6 IILC 61, 106.

3. The Duke of BrrcrlricIi, 150.0.86, per Litidky, U.

1.	 (1000) AC 723, 175.

5. But see CopcII v. Great Weat,r,r Railrrsrv, (1 583)11 Q0D 348, where Brett, t R., said '1 protest the suggestion

that where the wor,Is of at Act of Parliament are plaits, the Court is to make any alteration iii them because

injustice may eitier,vise be done."

(,.	 R. v. To,theirtge 0,' so,', sir, (1684)13 QOD 342.
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'The General rule' said, Willes, J . , in Christopherson v. Lotinga, 'is stated by Lord
Wensleydale in these terms—viz., to adhere to the ordinary meaning of the words used, and to
the grammatical construction, unless that is at variance with the intention of the Legislature,
to be collected from the statute itself, or leads to any manifest absurdity or repugnance, in
which case the language may be varied or modified so as to avoid such inconvenience, but no
further.' Continuing his Lordship Willes, J . , said : "1 certainly subscribe to every word of the
rule, except the word 'absurdity', unless that be considered as used there in the same sense as
'repugnance', that is to say, something which would be so absurd with reference to the other
words of the staute as to amount to a repugnance." This rule was thus expressed by Jesse'l, MR.
"Anyone who contends that a section of an Act of Parliathent is not to be read literally must be
able to show one of two things—either that there is some other section which cuts down its
meaning, or else that the section itself (if read literally) is repugnant to the general purview of
the Act.''

In Vacher & Sons, Ltd. v.Lendon Society of Compositors,' Lord Macnaghten observed
"Nowadays, when it is a rare thing to find t preamble in any public general statute, the field
of enquiry is even narrower than it was in former times. In the absence of a preamble there can, I
think, he only two cases in which it is permissible to depart from the ordinary and natural sense
of the words of an enactment. It must be shown either that the words taken in their natural
sense lead to some absurdity or that there is some ether clause in the body of the Act,
inconsistent with, or repugnant to, the enactment in question construed in the ordinary sense of
the language in which it is expressed."

The aforesaid view ,of Lord Macnaghten was reaffirmed by Lord Atkinson in City of London

Corporation v. Associated Newspapers, Ltd.' "The duty of a Court of law is simply to take
the statute it has to construe as it stands, and to construe its words according to their natural
significance While reference may be made to the state of the law, and the material facts and
events with which it is apparent that Parliament was dealing, it is not admissible to speculate
on the probable opinions and motives of those who framed the legislation, excepting in so far as
these appear from the language of the statute'. That language must indeed be read as a whole.
If the clearly expressed scheme of the Act requires it, particular expressions may have to be
read in a sense which would not be the natural one if they could be taken by themselves. Bttt
subject to this the words used must be given their natural meaning, unless to do so would lead to
a result which is so absurd that it cannot be supposed, in the absence of expressions which are
wholly unambiguous, to have been contemplated."

If a too literal adherence to the words of 'the enactment appears to produce an absurdity,
it will he the duty of the Court of construction to consider the state of the law at the time the
Act was passed,' with a view to ascertaining whether the language of the enactment is capable
of any other fair interpretation,' or whether it may not be desirable to put upon the language
used a secondary' or restricted' meaning, or perhaps to adopt a construction not quite strictly

(16-I)33 LId' 123.
s'. Ta,n;li,, (18S1)S QIID 253,

(1913) AC 107, 117 . i IS.
(1915) AC 671, 692; Sn' abin Inland Rc;'cue Commissioners v, Herbert, (1913) AC326, 332,1w lord Haldane, L.C.
Ge;cr' case,(1875)I Ch H 182,198; Par-rub 0,') v,S,nccJ,j,Ln,;aui Sal, 1983 Pat L)R251 (Da).
Ri-cr We Cern,nissio,,,',-s v. Alamo,,, (1876)1 QBD 546, 549.
En p,irie St. Sepulchre's, (186-1)33 Lj Ch 373, per lord Westbury.
In En j',O' Alton,, (1881)16 Ch D 745, 757, Lush, L.J. said "In order to prevent absurdity 's'e must read the nerd
s,,rrc'edered in a qualified sense"
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grammatical.' It appears well settled therefore, that a grammatical construction has to be
avoided if it would lead to absurdity or inconvenience or anomalous position.' Another rule of
interpretation which is equally well-settled is that where words according to their literal
meaning produce an inconsistency, or absurdity or inconvenience not intended, the Court will be
justified in putting some other signification which ill Courts opinion would bear. , If one
sticks to the strictly grammatical construction of proviso (1) to Section 364(i) of the Calcutta
Municipal Act, 1934 and if it was intended to serve only an owner in occupation with a notice,
the word occupier' would not merely be rendered superfluous but without any significance. Such
an interpretation would lead to the absurd result that unless the building is occupied by the
owner himself, the Magistrate would not be entitled to pass an order of demolition without
serving any notice, on any one, because in that case there would be no necessity at all of service
of any notice oil occupier- One has in the circumstances necessarily to look for a different
mode of construction which will give the section a coherence and a meaning even though such a
construction might run the risk of making the sentence grammatically incorrect. The real
meaning of the proviso is that the Magistrate is to direct notice to be issued both on the owner
and the occupier, and that they are to be given full opportunity of adducing evidence and of
being heard in their defence.'

The same canon of construction also applied to rules made by the authority of Legislature:
"We must construe the rules as nearly as possible literally. We must construe them as

strictly as they will bear, so as not to lead to the absurdities which have been pointed out;
short of that it must be construed to its full context."'
To ascertain the literal meaning it is equally necessary first to ascertain the juxtaposition

in which the rule is placed, the purpose for which it is enacted and the object which it is
re,lUired to subserve and the authority by which the Rule is framed. This necessitates
examination of the broad features of the Act.'

(1) Intention dependent upon tine and circunts tan ces wider ic/i ic/I Act enacted—i he time
when, and the circumstances under which an instrument is made, supply the best and surest
mode of expounding it.7

In the Direct United States Cable Co. Lid: v. Anglo-American Telegraph Co., Lint.,' Lord
Blackburn says : "The tribunal that has to construe an Act of a Legislature, or indeed any other
document, has to determine the intention as expressed by the words used. And in order to
understand those words it is material to inquire what is the subject-matter with respect to

which they are used, and the object in view"

V,'dliaois v. Evans, (1876)1 Ex D 284, per Field, J.; Sajja v. Habib RailEr. 1979 CLR U & K) 32 (100 literal ,i construction

avoided); see also Crates on Stat ute Lao,, 7th Ed. at p. 87.

Ra,nasand Rannnunarayani Raidas v. Stale of/nt p., 1979 MI'LJ 498 1979 Jab LJ 574 (DB).

Union of lnintia v. SIC. S/nd6-. (1977)18 Guj LR 919; Thritiorruza KnIt yarD/none Devanwons v. Aliyonnn:cr As.;n, 196 Kee

UT 111 (DII).
In Milra Sadani & Co, sn Corporations njCalcottn, AIR 1954 Cat 284, Proviso (1) to Section 361 runs Provided also

that the Magistrate-

(i) slsalt not make any order under this section willsout giving the owner and occupier of the slrsnctnnre to be

demolished or altered, full opportunity or addociug evidence and of being heard in his defence:'

The Fanny Al. Ca evil, (1688)14 AC 455.

Lt. Cot. l'rillnti Pal Singh V. Union of India, AIR 1992 SC 1113.

lns Vicnwns's bind Co. v. Table Cape Marina bo"d, (161o) AC 92, 98, per Lord I-talsbury, IC.,' see ulorn R. v,

(1.950)15 QB 200; Fernn;ay Peerage Claim, (1556)10 ER 1054 (FlU).

(I877)2 App Cas 394, 412.
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in R j or'r Wedr Crsninijssjo,i grs v. Adamse,i, 1 the seine learned Lord said "In all cases the
object is to see what is the intention expressed by the words used. But from the imperfection of
language, it is impossible to know what that intention is without inquiring further and seeing
what the circumstances were with reference to which the words were used, and what was the
object, appearing from those circumstances, which the person using them had in view; for the
meaning of the words varies according to the circumstances with respect to which they are
used.'

The same noble Lord said later in the same year in Edinburgh Street Tramiiays v.Torbain

"I quite agree that in construing an Act of Parliament we are to see what is the intention which
the Legislature has expressed by the words, but then the words again are to he understood by
looking at the subject-matter they are speaking of and the object of the Legislature and the
words used with reference to that may convey an intention quite different from what the self-
same set of words used in reference to another set of circumstances and another object would or
might have produced." A notable illustration thereof is to be found in the case of Cole quolioun

V. Brooks? wherein Lord Herschell observed : ",..,,The claim of the Crown is based upon the
terms of Schedule D which imposes the tax upon the annual profits or gains arising or accruing
to any person residing in the United Kingdom, from any trade whether carried on in the United
Kingdom or elsewhere. The respondent does not reside in the United Kingdom, profits did arise
or accrue to him from a business carried on elsewhere than in the United Kingdom, therefore,
says the learned counsel for the Crown, the case is within the very terms of the Act, and he
must be held liable to assessment. I think it must be admitted that the words of the statute do
prism facie support the contention. I think that giving to the language of the enactment its
natural meaning the facts stated do apparently bring this case within it." But his Lordship did
not accept the contention of the Crown and inter aId remarked "It is beyond dispute, too, that
we are entitled, indeed bound, when construing the terms of any provision found in a statute to
consider any other parts of the Act which throw light upon the intention of the Legislature and
which may serve to show that the particular provision ought not to ho construed as it would he
if considered alone and apart from the rest of the Act." his Lordship further observed : "The
true meaning, the exact scope and significance of any passage occurring in a statute may be found
not merely in the words of that passage but on a comparison of the same with other parts of the
statute, and the intention of the Legislature ascertained in that way."

Indeed it is a familiar rule of construction that, although the court is prima fade bound to
read the words of an Act according to their ordinary meaning, if there are other circumstances
which show that the words must have been used by the Legislature in a sense larger than their
ordinary meaning, the Court is bound to read them in that sense. 5 Thus Clause (I) of Section 438,
Cr. P.C. being construed in terms broad and unqualified, these terms of width and amplitude
ought not generally to be cut down so as to read into the language of the statute restraints and
conditions which the Legislature itself did not think it proper or necessary to impose. 5 The

1. (1377)2 App Cas 743 at p. 763, quoted in the Municipal Council of Sydney v. Cornrnonweatlh, I CLR 208, 239.
2. (187)8 AC 58, 68.
3. (ISS9)14 AC 493, 503.
4. Se' in this connection AgEo,r Chandra v. Rajnandni, ILR 60 Cat 289 : AIR 1933 Cal 233. "Regard must be had to the

intent"; hl,iw,sno V. G,iiS,'r,'oh', (18,55)24 LI Ch 332, 333; approved by Lord t ilsbury in Eulsnon Co. v. Cossplrol)er.
General. (1895) AC 571, 573, cited in Soil Penal's case, ILR 48 Cal 557 (FO); referred to Dina Noir v. Raja Soh, AIR
1923 Cat 74, 78.

5. Barl,,so v. Ross, (1590)24 QED 381.
6. Curbalh Singh v. Stile of Punjab, 1930 CLR (SC) 153: AIR 1950 SC 1632: 1980 Cr LI 1125; Pradeep Ko,nar Son) v.

State of M.P., 1990 Cr L( 2055.
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width or ambit of a provision cannot be circumscribed by taking into account facts of individual
case.' The language of a statute, even if wide, should not be understood as atelnpting something
beyond the competence of the legislative body that enacted it.'

In construing a statute effect must be given to the intention of the Legislature as gathered
from the object and the circumstances under which the enactment came to be introduced.' Not
only are courts required to construe any particular provision on its language and the setting but
also it is their inexhorable duty to ensure that the interpretation is not repugnant to thescheme
of the Act and not a derogation of public policy or public interest underlying the enactment.'

The mere fact of a special provision being made established that there was no public
mischief to be dealt with in relation to these companies, and the generality of the later Act
should be cut down accordingly.' But no further effect should be given to the Act than the words
require except so far as is necessary to achieve the purpose of the Legistatured

(2) Addition of words.-- When an examination of the context discloses that certain words
have been inadvertently omitted from a statute, such words as are necessary to complete the
sense will be supplied but words should be supplied in a statute only when the omission is
palpable and the word omitted is clearly indicated by the context.'

To promote and advance the object and purpose of the enactment, to avoid patent injustice,
anomaly or absurdity or to avoid invalidation of a law, the court is well justified in departing
from the so-called golden rule of construction and in supplementing the written word if
necessary.' In the case of Khan Cltattd Ti/eke Rain v. State of Pinijab,' a Full Bench of the
Punjab High Court has held that it was a recognised principle of interpretation that for the
purpose of giving a meaning to the clear and definite intention to the Legislature some words
may in suitable cases be read in the provisions to avoid reducing the provisions to an absurdity.
Even supplying of words not there to understand the provisions in any restricted or larger sense,
us the case may be, to avoid mischief or injustice, would be called for. It seems, however, that
the power to add words should not he exercised unless there is ahniost a necessity in order to give
the section a workable meaning" much less, when the language of the section does not justify
the addition.' In the Full Bench case of l'akruddin v. State of UP.," rejecting the contention

tic/ira Ga,ulhi v. I/a) Na,ai,,, AIR 1975 SC 2299.
Stale of I'unjab v. Salya pal Dang, AIR 1969 SC 943.
SitE, Selty v. Mun6ou,ua, 1953 M',VN 269; S:ola 5 Sr/,v. Stale of Puijt, 1977 MO LJ 1 1977 MI'LJ 105 1977 lGa:t U

(Cr) 41 (SC).
Vide AundaI Annual v. Sadasivan Filial, AIR 1987 5€ 2113, followed in (Snit.) Us/ia Devi v. Slate of MudS Pm, AIR 1993
MadE Era 268 (FE).
Lackey v. Edmunds, ( 1916(21 CLR 336, 351,
Tore, v. Viola, (1918)1 Ch 75, per Swinlen Eady, LI.
Boise Street Car Co. v. Ada County, 50 Idaho 301, quoted by F. McCaffrey : Statutory Construction, p.56; Raeche,rd s'
Secretary of State, AIR 1936 Sind 108, 112; Mokska ,ç usda,,, Narasiah v. Estates Abolition Tribunal, Chitloer, 1955 Aedh
WR 49.
See (Mis.) Ctrdhariial & Sons v. Baibir 0,6th Mat/air, AIR 1986 SC 1499 : (1986)2 SCC 237 : (1956(1 Root LR 314
(1986)1 SCJ 422 (1989)2 Supreme 69: (1966)1 Cur CC 1070 1986 SCF B R C 249 : (1956)30 DL T 68 (19S6(2 Rent
CR361; Gaya Prasod v. Sureoh I/ursa,, 1992 JUl 143(05); Js56lan,ge Niwad Co. v. Punjab ?,'stjo,uil Bank, 1992 JUJ 10.

9. AIR 1966 Punj 423: ILR (1966)2 Pun) 447 (05).
10. Ru,,,a lyer v. Tatuka Land Beard, 1977 Km UT 903.
11. Sheam Kishori Dc-el v. Municipal Corporalio,,, AIR 1966 SC 1678 :1966 OUR 449; Abdul WahidKSa,, v. Dy. Director,

Co,,selidutio,i, AIR 1968 All 402, 404-405 (FE) (Jagdish Satuai, J.); Rashs,i Parihar v. Cangaran, Band:t, 195S JUJ 427
(NIP).

12. J:ccob, B.C. v. Republic of India, AIR 1963 SC 550; Faruq ,4ti Skew v. Cheaslia,,, Daa, AIR 1563 All 280.
13. 1976 All LB 274 (FE).
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that the words 'for sale' should be read after the words 'store and 'stores' in Sections 7 and 16 of
the Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, the Court held that it can add words in a provision of
law if they are necessary for giving the existing words a meaning, i . e., if the meaning is not
clear; it is permissible to add words only to make obvious what is latent, hut, otherwise it is not
permissible for the Courts to add words to a provision enacted by Legislature.

But in the absence of overriding reasons inherent in the statute the Court is not justified in
adding words to a statute, nor to stretch them in order to give effect to the intention of the
Legislature.

Where the meaning is clear and explicit words cannot be interpolated. They should not be
interpolated even though the remedy of the statute would thereby he advanced, or a more
desirable or just result would occur. Even where the meaning of the statute is clear and sensible,
either with or without the omitted word, interpolation is improper since the primary source of
legislative intent is in the language of the statute.'

Order XXI, Rule 1, C.P.C., does not postulate the joint concurrence of all the decree-holders
as a condition precedent of satisfaction of the decree. The rule does not contain the words all' or
'jointly at one time', and they cannot be added. All that it connotes is that payment must he
made to the decree-holder, or decree-holders and if they are shown or proved to have separate
interests, separate payment to each of the decree-holders of their respective shares in the
decretal amount is not barred nor prohibited.'

(.) Dcd'tios of nerds—Maxwell says 'Notwithstanding the general rule that full effect
must he given of every word, if no sensible meaning can be given to a word or phrase, or if it
would defeat the real object of the enactment, it may, or rather it should, he eliminated. The
words of a statute must be construed so as to give a sensible meaning to them, if possible. They
ought to he construed nI rca magis valeat qiiani perent.

(4) Conjunctive and disjunctive words—The word 'and' in a statute may he read 'or' and vice
versa, Whenever the change is necessary to effectuate the obvious intention of the Legislature.'
The Courts should, however, have recourse to this exceptir'o.11 rule of construction only when
the conversion of the words 'and' and 'or' one into the other, is necessary to carry into effect the
meaning and the intention of the Legislature; or produces unintelligent or absurd result. It has
been held that neither the language of Section 12(1) of the U.P. Urban Buildings (Regulation of
Letting, Rent and Eviction) Act, 1972, nor its context justifies interpretation of the word 'or'
occurring between Clauses (a), (It) and (c) of that sub-section as 'and'.' The word 'and' appearing
in Rule 7 of the Rules under the same Act cannot be construed as 'or', did the memorandum has to
be signed by the appellant or the applicant and by his counsel where a counsel is engaged. 7 In
spite of the use of the word 'and' Clauses (0 and (ii) of Rule 3(b), Bihar Forest. Service Rules,
1953 have to be read disjunctively otherwise it will lead to absurdity. It has been held that
the disjunctive 'or' used in the third column against item (8) of Section 167 of the Sea Customs
Act, 1878, cannot be held to be used in the sense of a conjunctive so as to limit the power of the

I.	 TOarinz v. Stale orh'o,uSay, AIR 1954 Sc 496.

2. S. Narayanasaa,tii V. C Paranioshwaran, AIR 1972 sc 2234.

3. DJ:andey Proud v. S,ncal AIR 1954 All 739.

4. Maxwell Ieie7pseialiosi of Slat ala, 11th Ed. alp. 228.

5. RajNast.t.in Prasad Sisdnu v. Stale of Bihar, 1952 BLJ 143 (OS); Stale of Es/air v. S.K. Ray, AIR 1966 SC 1995.

6. Joists Croft Hots,' v'. Ro,sl Control and Eric/jots Officer, Atlahab,ad, 1973 All LJ 1127.

7. Vinod Ch,indra Shnl,ta V. Assatid Ku,nar Gupta, 1953 ALJ 674.

S.	 E'aJ 7,a,,,O,s l'ras,ad Si ' s/so v. Stole of SOar, 1982 BLJ 143 (Da).
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Customs Officer to imposition of fine not exceeding one thousand rupees.' It has been held that
the word 'or' occurring in the definition of 'manufacturing process' must ho , treated as 'and' to
satisfy the definition of 'manufacturing process' in Section 2 of the Factoric5 Act, 1948.' When
the statute is criminal or penal in its nature, the better view point with respect to the use of the
rule is that conjunctive words should not be construed as disjunctive, and vice ucisa, when the
effect would be to aggravate the offence or increase the punishment.'

(5) Singular and plural words—When necessary to give effect to the intention of the
Legislature, words in the singular may be construed as plural, and vice ,'ernm. But when the
examination of a statute indicates that it was carefully drawn, the use of the plural term is not
to be deemed a more inadvertence. The rule that 'singular' includes 'plural', is also applicable
to definition clauses,

(6) Correction of verbal or clerical errors—It falls within the province of the Courts to
correct verbal and cleicaI errors, in statutes, when as it is written it involves a manifest
absurdity, and.the error is plain and obvious. The power is undoubted, but it can only be
exercised when the error is so manifest, upon an inspection of the Act, as to preclude all manner
of doubt, and when the correction will relieve the sense of the statute from an actual absurdity,
and carry out the clear purpose of the Legislature.'

(7) Inaccurate, inapt and awkward lat:gttage.—If the legislative intent can be spelt out
fairly from the words of the statute, the Courts should give effect to that intention by looking
at all the language used, the purposes to be accomplished, and other Acts in pari triateria, in
spite of the fact that the statute is couched in inaccurate, inapt and awkward language.' Want
of skill in drafting a provision does not go to the root of the matter and should not affect the
correct interpretation of the statute.'

(8) Statute nit/tout rtteartirtg.--"Whether a stste.xo he a public or a private one, if the terms
in which it is couched be so vague as to convey no definite meaning to those whose duty it is to
execute it, either ministerially or judicially, it is necessaril y inoperative. -Ili-  sty must remain
as it was, unless that which professes to change it, he itself intelligible." All permissiblo aids
to construction should be used to ascertain the meaning of the statute, but if, alter such effort, it
is found to be impossible to determine, with any reasonable degico of certainty, svh,tt the
Legislature intended, the Act will he declared to be inoperative and void,'

It is often a difficult thing to determine whether a particular set of facts falls within a
particular description but that fact does not in itself show that the description is uncertain. It
was held that the meaning of the words substantially identical goods' and 'terms and
conditions substantially identical' in relation to the sale of goods, as used in the definition of
'ceiling date' in Clausu 2 and 3 of the Prices Regulation Order No. 1015, is not so vague and
uncertain as to make the order invalid as not fixing a price. Even , if some other clauses of the
order are bad, which was not decided, the validity of Clause 3 is preserved by the operation of

.'dliandas f,tar,tas v. A N. Satlauathao,, AIR 1955 Ban 113.

M.P. Electricity Board, Jabalpur s' Stale of M P., 1982 Jab Lj 1.

State v. lValIers, 97 NC 489; see also Snnda,u' lSm ' naiaju v. Raaaclu,idriah, 1655 Aisdh WR 64.

Siddeshwar Alukhrrjee v. Bubhaneshs'ar, 1965 StIR 452.

.1,, re Frey, Rein 128 Pa 593, quoted by F. McCaffrey Statutory Construction, at p.55.
In cc Washington Park, 52 N. Y. 131; Hocia,,, V. I'imk'uy, 51 NY 211, quoted by Francis, J . ; NleCafIrey:S ,;tulorv

Construction, at p. 51.

Cull, Sugar Mills v. State of LiP, AIR 1960 All 136 .1 p. 141 ILR (1990)1 All 157 (FE).

Drake v. Dude, 15 NC 110, quoted by Francis, I; McCaffrey Statutory Co,mstrurtia,,, at p.55.

United Slates v. Cohen Croney Co., 225 S'S 51.
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Section 5(5) of the National Security Act, 1939-43 and Section 460)) of the Interpretation Act,
1901-1904. It was observed that Clauses 4, 6, 7 and 8 are not connected as a matter of legislation,
whatever may be said as to their interrelation from the economic point of view.

3. Principles summarised—General words may in certain cases properly be interpreted as
having a meaning or scope other than the literal or usual meaning where the scheme appearing
from the language of the Legislature, read in its entirety, points to consistency as requiring the
modification of what would he the meanings apart from any context or apart from the purpose
of the legislation, as appearing from the words which the Legislature has used, or apart from
the general law'

In an oft-quoted passage from Maxwell on Statutes, the matter is put in this way 'Where
the language of a statute, in its ordinary meaning and grammatical construction, leads to a
manifest contradiction of the apparent purpose of the enactment, or to some inconvenience or
absurdity, hardship or injustice, presumably nf intended, a construction may be put upon it
which modifies the meaning of the words, and even the structure of the sentence.' This may be
done by departing from the rules of grammar; by giving an unusual meaning to particular words;
by altering their collocation; by rejecting them altogether, or by interpolating other words;
tinder the influence, no doubt, of an irresistible conviction that the Legislature could not
possibly have intended what its words signify, and that the modifications thus made are mere
corrections of careless language, and really give the true intention. When the main object and
intention of the statute are clear, it must not he reduced to a nullity by the draftsman's
unekilfulness or ignorance of the law, except in a case of necessity, or the absolute intractability
of the language used.'

At another place the same author again says ' Notwithstanding the general rule that full
effect must be given to every word, if no sensible meaning can be given to a word or phrase, or if
it would defeat the real object of the enactment, it may, or rather it should, he eliminated. The
words of a statute must he construed so as to give a sensible meaning to them if possible. They
ought to be construed ut res notyis valeat quant pereat.

The rule is not restricted to repugnancy for as Maxwell says "It has been asserted that no
modification of the language of a statute is ever allowable in construction except to avoid at
absurdity which appears to be so, not to the mind of the expositor merely, but to that of the
Legislature; that is, when it takes the form of a repugnancy. But the authorities do not appear
to support this restricted view. They would seem rather to establish that the judicial
interpreter may deal with careless and inaccurate words and phrases in the same spirit as a
critic deals with on obscure or corrupt text, when satisfied, on solid grounds, from the context or
history of enactment, or from the injustice, inconvenience, or absurdity of the consequences to
which it would lead, that the language thus treated does not really express the intention, and

Frascr I-On!,i,ro ProprOtory, Ltd. N. Cody, 7e CLR 100, 117.

Watx,y Coo,)',', Reid & Co v. Scorers, (1915) AC 853, 891, per Lord Haldane, L.C.;,eo also Oro,u,nor;t v. Collins, (1915)

AC 1011, 1017, per Lord Lorehorn.
5,',' Tir.,ti, Sin5), v. Bsel,jttao SingS, (1933)2 SCR 457: AIR 1955 SC 830 ,vhere the passage is cited; Nasa/al Za;x'ri v.

ti,'s,/'ay Li[' Ins.',-,mnce Co. Lit,, AIR 1930 Sc 172; St.,tr of Sitar v. Cetnmis,ioneo of Income-Err, Rita', 1993 Tax LR 176

Int,'rpr,t.rti.'rr o(SOtot,',, 12th lid. at p, 225, "-c also Sitar Su Lai S,,nni, R!ajliea-s'rIf v. Silara,n, ILR 31 rot

296; Twit Sbi .eji v. ti.ctit;ar Singh, AIR 1933 SC 530, Earl Jos,rra,rce Co. v. Alma Ra,s, AIR 1960 Punj 236 at p. 213

(P13) (Cre'.'er, J );\ L','rttx v. Ram.,ctan/x,n, 1992(2) ELT 206; Drr,clorote of Erf'orcr'neoI V. DeC-a S j,tha1an,A I R 1991

SC 1773

NI., o,vII I,,tm,retatia,r of Sutr,t, li/t Ed, at r. 243; (SrnI.) U,/:a Do:) v. StrI,' of AIadh.r Era/est, AIR 199 P/ad/i

Era 268 (I'S).
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that this amendment properly does.'	 -

Con.;istently with what the learned author Maxwell has observed it now seems that the
Court need not yield to absurd constructions,' And, part of a section or sentence should he
interpreted, if possible without doing violence to the rules of grammar, so as to give a cogent
and clear-cut meaning to the section or sentence read as a whole, 3 and not nullify one part of
same clause while interpreting another.

4. Onus of proof—The onus of showing that the words do not mean what they say, however,
lies heavily on the party who alleges it. "He must' as Parke, B. said in Becke V. Snmith,6

advance something which clearly shows that the grammatical construction would be repugnant
to 'he intention of the Act or lead to some manifest absurdity.

1.	 NPmxweII : imtrprctatiomm ofSIal,ics, Ilih Ed. am p. 243.

2	 Satbi-, K.R. V. Regional Protida,,t Fu,,,t Co,,,nisiio,,er, AIR 1963 Mad 112.

3.Santhhu R,ta,, v, fld,,,i,,i5Irata, a,,d Chief Co,c,nisai,,er, AIR 1963 Tripura 1.

1.	 SimS/a' Nail, SarLar v. SI.,U ef I\'cst &ne.,, (1973)I Sec 56.

5. Riclu,da %,. McBride, (ISSI)S Qi3D 119.

6. (1S36)7 NI & W 1991,193.

in t —31
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1. Scope for ambiguity in language—Language is rarely so free from ambiguity as to he
incapable of being used ii, inure than one sense, and to adhere to its literal and primary meaning
in all cases would he to miss its real moaning in many. If a literal meaning had been given to the
lairs which forbade a laynrsn to lao hands' oil priest, and punished all who drew blood in
the street, the layman who wounded a priest with a weapon would not have fallen within the
prohibitions, and the surgeon who bled a person in the street to save his life would have been
liable to punishment. Oil literal construction of his promise Mohammed Il's sawing the
Venetian Governor's body in two was no breach of his engagement to spare his read; nor
Tamerlane's burying alive a garrison, a violation of his pledge to shed no blood. Oil literal
construction, Paches, after inducing the defender of Notium to a parley under a promise to
replace him safety in the citadel, claimed to be within his engagement when he detained his
foe until the place was captured, and put hint to death after having conducted him hack to it;
and the Earl of Argyll fulfilled in the same spirit his promise to the bird of Glenstave, for he
did not hang him until after he had taken him safely across the Tweed to the English Bank

When a court declares a statute is ambiguous", says Sutherland, ,' "it asserts that some
of the words used may refer to several objects and the manner of their use does not disclose
the particular object to which the word refers. A word is but a symbol which directs the
reader to a reference, but in this case the reference is not sufficiently accurate to make the
referent determinable for the litigation before the Court. It is then the function of the Court
to make the referent determinant or as determinant as possible from the information and
evidence which is presented to it. This and nothing more is t" ,-, problent and method of
interpretation, lit some cases the issue may he resolved with little, if any, effort and the
process of interpretation may go unmentioned in the judicial opinion. In other cases the
problem may be difficult and many pages may be necessary to disclose the basis of the
Court's judgment in selecting a particular meaning,

1	 St,rcwotl -, ic?crjn htini c-f Strictes, 11 t h Ed. at p. 17.
2.	 Statutory Construction, 3rd Cd., Vol. 2, Article 4503 at pp. 317-319.
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Since the Court's determination will necessarily result in some new meaning of the word
in issue the fairly common assertion that a Court will not apply the statute because the
meaning of its terms is uncertain or indefinite is impossible. Once a case is brought within
the jurisdiction of the Court, its decision will result in an additional meaning for the words
of the statute involved. A determination that the words are uncertain and, therefore, the
Court will not apply the statute means the same thing as it the Court had said the case
presented to it does not come within the terms of the Act, To this extent the Courts decision
makes the meaning of the statute more determinant and excludes from the possible area of
the statute's application the situation involved by the instant litigation. Inasmuch as the
Court cannot escape the consequence that its determination will affect the meaning of the
statute, it would appear to he a more appropriate exercise of the judicial function is if the
Court would face the difficult task and at the risk of being wrong, determine as best it can
what the Legislature intended. If the Court decides incorrectly, the Legislature may at
succeeding sessions correct the error. If it decides correctly, it will have saved the expense
and burden of the legislative process and Will have given judicial relief to those who were
in the beginning entitled to it."
0 Connor, J . , in Boc'tcll v. Geldiborough Mon & Co., Ltd.,' expressed himself thus

"It has been contended in this case that an ambiguity mmO appear on the face of a
statute before you can apply the rules of interpretation relating to ambiguities. In one sense
that is correct, and in another sense it is not. You frequently find an Act of Parliament
perfectl y clear on the face of it, and it is only when you appl y it to the subject-matter that
the ambiguity appears. That ambiguity arises frequently from the use of general words.
And wherever general words are used in a statute there is always a liability to find a
difficulty in applying general words to the particular case. It is often doubtful whether the
Legislature used the words in the general unrestricted sense, or in a restricted sense with
reference to some particular subject-matter. In Maxwell on Itttcrprc(atCr-t of Stattttes,

reference is made to this. The author says 'General words admit of indefinite extension or
restriction, according to the subject to which they relate, and the scope and object in
contemplation. They may convey faithfully enough all that was intended, and yet
comprise also much that was not; or be so restricted in meaning as not to reach all the cases
which fall within the real intention. Even, therefore, where there is no indistinctness or
conflict of thought, or carelessness of expression in a statute, there is enough in the
vagueness and elasticity inherent in language to account for the difficulty so frequently
found in ascertainin g the meaning of an enactment, with the degree of accuracy, necessary
for determining whether a particular case falls within it.' The extent to which the Courts
will go in ascertaining the real intention of the Legislature where general words are used,
and will, if the object and purpose of the Act necessitates restriction, restrict them
accordingly, is referred to in Hardcastie on Interpretation of Statutes, , where he cites from
a very old case, Stradling v. Morgan : "The Judges of the law, in all times past, have so far
pursued the intent of the makers of statutes, that they have expounded Acts which are
general in words to be but particular where the intent 'u as particular .The sages of the
law heretofore have construed statutes quite contrary to the letter in some appearance, and
those statutes which comprehend all things in the letter they have expounded to extend

1.	 (1906)3 CLR 44-I at 456 (Australia).
2.3rd Ed. at P.25 (4th Ed. at p.2l).
3. 3rd Ed. at pig3.
4. (ISCO)1 t'tossd 201:75 ER 308.
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but to some things, and those which generally prohibit all people from doing surh an act
they have interpreted to permit some people to do it, and those which include every person
in the letter they have adjudged to reach some persons only, which expositions have
always been founded upon the intent of the Legislature, which they have collected,
sometimes by considering the cause and necessity of making the Act, sometimes by
comparing one part of the Act with another, and sometimes by foreign circumstances, so that
they have ever been guided by the intent of the Legislature, which they have always
taken according to the necessity of the matter, and according to that which is consonant to
reason and good discretion."
(1) Previous interpretation—Where a statute uses a language of doubtful import, and has

been interpreted in a particular manner for a term of years, the interpretation given to that
obscure meaning may reduce the uncertainty to a fixed rule,' If the interpretation does not carry
out the intention of the framers of the Act by reason of unhappy or ambiguous phrasing, it is for
the Legislature to in)ervene,i and if the Legislature acquiesces in it by not amending it, it is
legitimate to infer that the interpretation accords with the intention of the Legislature.'

Even if there is some ambiguity in the language of the University Ordinaree or prospectus,
one should accept the interpretation placed upon it by the syndicate.'

(ii) Subsequent legislation—The construction of statutory provision cannot be modified and
the legislative intent with which that provision was enacted supplemented by a reference to
what the Legislature did later. But when the meaning of the words used in an enactment is
ambiguous or obscure, subsequent statutes might sometimes he used as what has been termed 'It

Pat liiitiieii tary exposition' of the obscure phraseology.5

(iii) /tsnlnguity it: Iwo cognate Acts of different classes—Where two Acts are to be read
together, it means in the first place, that if the earlier Act contains an ambiguity, recourse can
he had to the latter to explain the earlier Act, and secondly, that if there is ambiguity in the
earlier Art, it will be the earlier Act to which recourse may he had to explain a provision of
the later Act. It is not permissible to make what is clear in the earlier Act obscure and
ambiguous by reference to sometimes in the later Act.'

(iv) Ambiguity it: autlioritatirc text of the Act, where it is in two zcrsions.—Where
the Act (UP. Zamindari Abolition and Land Reforms Act, 1951) is in two versions, Hindi
and English, and there is ambiguity in the authoritative English version, it is permissible
to look into the Hindi text to remove the doubt or ambiguity, since it is the Hindi text in
which the Act was originally passed by the Legislature.' Hindi version of the Act can be used
in M.P. for explaining any ambiguity in the authorised English translation of that Act.' No bar

t.	 IjjaluIIa Ohs yan v. Chandra MoRan Sauwce, ILR 34 Cat 954, 969-70 (FB); John Sionniers & Sass, Ud. v. Prod, (195 3 ) All

ER 570.

1	 Ram Ns,da,t v. K.pt Dec, 1951 SCR 138,144; rCa also CIio,tdu Kutli v. Maha Devi, AIR 1928 Mad 534.

3. Rosa RaisOn v. Kpil Dec, 1951 SCR 138,144; ace also Chandu Kulli v. Malta Owl, AIR 1928 Mad 534.

4. ?,tias [a/la Chacko v. Slate of Kcr,i!a, 1967 Ncr 124 (K.K. Malliew, (.); ace also Principal, Patio College v. Rowan, (1966)1

SCR 974, 985 (Gajersdragadkar, C.J.).

5. Rain Krishna v. Jas pad Sob/w, AIR 1962 SC 1073,1079; Mcliraniciisinliji v. Slate of Bomt'iv, ILR 1965 Cu) 597 (1965)6

Ca) LT 655 (Calcutta); Naliairat Bask V. fl//say Sitsgh, AIR 1959 Cal 464 at p . 470 (SC Lola/ri, 1.).

6. 3(99. ,a's 'a. Johis Hssdaan & Co., Ltd., (1955)2 All ER 345; Raltauchand Hiracha,zd v. fr i ar Rao'az Jsa', (1991)3 5CC 67;

Raises/i Si,igh v. Chiila D,-ii, (1934(1 I3LJR 464 (1994)1 Pal I_JR 650.

7,	 01. 101a l'.iaI Paish i 'a. ISa, '4 of R,,sa,. ,-, 1976 All IN 353 (Fe).

5.	 Cia/atc/ia,id Kniisoo!al v.'SIaIe of AlP., 1992 MPLJ 7(10).
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in doing so.

(z ' ) SVhe,i language ungrammatical or in;ipropriatc.—WhcIi the language of the section is
not only ungrammatical but also inappropriate and keeping in mind that course have
repeatedly refused to add words to a statute unless the Act itself, on n consideration of what it
is intended to effect, makes it a matter of necessity so to do, it is unquestionably open to the
Court where, nonetheless, the intention of the section can be seen, to construe the section as
though the words were transposed if by so doing effect can be given to the intention. Since, as
the language stands, it does not make sense or affect the apparent intention of the section, and
since a construction which, in effect, transposes one word which may well have been
inadvertently remedies an otherwise obvious omission of a matter radically important to the
intention of the section, and obviates as well the necessity for concluding that the words to
express a vital condition have been altogether left out, the section should be construed as
though the word would' were transposed in the manner indicated.2

2. When language is ambiguous—A provision is not ambiguous merely because it contains a
word which in different contexts is capable of different meanings. It would he hard to find
anywhere a sentence of any length which does not contain such a word. A provision is ambiguous
only if it contains a word or phrase which in that particular context is capable of having more
than one meaning. By an ambiguity is meant a phrase fairly arid equally open to diverse
meanings. 2 Where the language is of doubtful meaning, or where an adherence to the strict
letter would lead to injustice, to absurdity, or to contradictory provision, the duty devolves
upon the Court of ascertaining the true meaning. It is in this area of legislative ambiguities
that Courts have to fill up gaps, clear doubts and instigate hardships which leaves a sufficient
discretion for the Judges to interpret laws in the light of their purposo, but it is not permissible
first to create an artificial ambiguity and then try to resolve the ambiguity by resort to some
general principles.' In the absence of any ambiguity, there is no question of taking 'any external
aid to the interpretation! The whrds of a statute when there is doubt about their meaning are to
be understood in the sense in which they best harmonise with the subject of the enactment and
the object which the Legislature has in view. Their meaning is found not so much in a strictly
grammatical or etymological sense of language, nor even its popular use, as in the subject or in
the occasion on which they are used and the object to he attained! The universal and the most
effective way of discovering the true meaning of a law when its expressions are dubious is by
considering the reasons and spirit of it or the cause which induced the Legislature in enacting it.
It is a well-understood rule of interpretation that in order to understand the true nature end
scope of an Act, it is tecessary to ascertain what the evils were which were intended to be
redressed by it! Again if the words used are 

at
 their meaning may be sought by

examining the context with which such words may be compared iii order to ascertain their true

Jetiiruasd v. Nagar Patik.t, 1980 Jab LI 494.
Solirbirn, v. Gi/eieie, (1941)2 All ER 817; L5dev. Barsta,d. (1836)5 LJ So 117.

Kirhiiess v. Je)i,i tt'i.Oen & Co., Ltd., (1953)2 All ER 345,366 (HL).

Mete, Orrner'a iiisooice Co., U.I. v. JiLirji Kcokeji M .'di, (1551)22 Go) LR 1203 (SC).

CIT., Madras v. 1,;dia,i Cant, Lid., ?rIidnin, AIR 1965 Sc 1473.
0,: ('rehash v. Dig Vij,'ndn 10!, 1952 AU 376 (SC) AIR 1952 SC 1200

hlaxwelhs.I,iierj retai;en of SIrloIn, 12th Ed. at p.76. adopted by S.R. Oar, C.J., in State of U.P. v. Teribit, AIR 1555

SC 414 at p. 416; The 513'deraLa.t (Suit) Electric Si.p('ly Co., Lit. v. Uiocni rf Jnda, AIR 1959 Pun) 199 "any other

sri 0 cinri reanoii." atso ,iCan;nf v. 0,Uri,ntia, AIR 1937 tIed 77, 52 (Na;esar, (.) 'ch i ld' jr Sect i on 435, Cr. P.

Cede. (nero Sections 125 and 126 of 1973 Code).
MCI'.. S,;d.ioi,a'ni,r an.t Ce. v. St.Ceef A P., AIR 1953 SC -1,68.
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ufrct and meaning.
Awkwardness is not ambiguity, nor do defined multiple meanings, each of which is

satisfied by the allegations of the information, constitute a want of definiteness.'
If the intention of the Legislature cannot be discovered; it is the duty of the Court to give

the statute a reasonable construction, consistent with the general principles of law. Courts
should not attribute to the Legislature the enactment of a statute devoid of purpose, but whcr
the language is clear and unambig9ous but at the same time incapable of reasonable meaning,
the Court cannot construe the statute to give it a meaning. The Court cannot attribute to the
Legislature an intent which is not in any way expressed in the statute.3

If the words of an instrument are ambiguous in the sense that they can reasonably bear more
than one meaning, that is to say, if the words are semantically ambiguous, or if a provision, if
read literally, is patently incompatible with the other provisions of that instrument, the Court
would be justified in construing.the words in a manner ivhich will make the particular provision
purposeful.'

If any doubt arises from the terms employed by the Legislature, it has always been held a
safe means of collecting the intention, to call in aid the ground and cause of making the statute

md to have recourse to time preamble, which according to Chief Justice Dyer, is a key to open
the minds of the makers of the Act, and the mischie g they intended to redress.' Lord
Macnaghten, after referring to . the Sussex Peerage case,' adds for himself this passage in
VacIi,m.r and Sons, Ltd. v. London Society of Compositors'

"No,,.,-a-days shen it is a rare thing to find a pmeamlple in any public general statute,
the field of enquiry is even narrower than it was in former times. In the absence of a
preamble there can, I think, be only two cases in which it is permissible to depart Irons the
ordinary and natural sense of the words of an enactment. It must be shown either that the
words taken in their natural sense lead to some absurdity, or that there is some other clause
in the body of the Act inconsistent with, or repugnant to, the enactment in question construed
in the ordinary sense of the language in which it is expressed:
When the terms of a section are obscure or ambiguous reference to the marginal note is

permissible.'
Other 1.20s in statute irtay be referred to—If the Imiguage is such that it is either

1. tin.,! S.:',, lEa lCsz V. Gm,rcliara,m Singh, AIR 1939 Pun( 5 78 at p. 583.

2. t9;Ect S!.:ics a'. Shircj, 359 US 255 3 L Ed 759, 792.

3. Ccq's JOe, Vol. 59 at pp. 957, 938, quoting SIcr a!ia Rn/cs v. KirUa?d,, CIC, t3'atcrn ks Cc rniss aces, 7 AC 702; En
'.Ie Waliemi, 17 CE D 764; John son v. Sowlicni Pacific Co., 196 L'S 1:47 L Ed 363; Northern ParRy Co. v. Conic,,,

239 US 3S2: 60 L Ed 342.

4. U,i,nm of latin a'. S.H. Sh,th, (1977)4 SCC 193.

5 .Srecx r,',ra5e case, (1644)11 Cl & F 65, 143, qanlrd with approval in Huldart Parker & Co. Proprietary LI!. v.
iO'rel:c..t, S CLE 320, 437.

6. Sown Peerage owe, (1644)11 Cl & F 55, 143; 65 RR 11, per Tindal, C.J. (cited in The Argos, Cargo ex. 1673 ER 5 PC
13-I, 153 by Sir hloulagoe E. Smith delivering the judgment of the Judicial Committee and by Lord I1alshur', L.0
in Ce,,ionie,er S.F., Income-tax v. I'cxscl, 1891 AC 531, 542. Preamble may be referred toter the purpose of solving
an ambiguity; Man! let)) Sixth a'. Trm,Oces, etc., Ca?n.lIa, IRIS Cal 343,365 (FE); see also Refusal v. Hmnmaw Singh, ILR 9
Lab 299; Cerj'or.atio,, of Calcutta a'. Kar,ar Arun C/end,,,, AIR 1914 Cal 562, 364; Sanna,,naI a'. Ko,aknsabai, AIR 131
Sled 629, 630.

7. 1913 AC 107,117,118.

S.	 Ga9' tr,:a a'. Emperor, AIR 1932 Nag 174, 176; ace 'leer Raw,,,, Pa; a'. t'/eg,'at Prasad, AIR 1929 All 53 (11/), (;cr
Ring, J.).
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ambiguous or capable of more than one meaning, the Courts must seek aid from the other
provisions of the statute itself, in order to arrive at the proper meaning of ti'e word used in that
statute; and that interpretation should be accepted which would result in properly carrying out
the intention of the Legislature in enacting that statute.

It is a recognised rule of construction that the words of the statutes, when there is a doubt
about their meaning, are to be understood in the sense in which they best harmonize with the
subject of the enactment and the object which the Legislature has in view. 2 If there is any
ambiguity in the use of a word, it has to be resolved in the light of the object of the enactment.'
If there were any doubt or ambiguity as to the correct interpretation of the provisions of a
statute, and the Court is dealing with benevolent legislation, the Court ought to interpret the
Act so as to prevent the mischief and to promote the remedy.

The fundamental rule of interpretation is the same whether one construes the provisions of
the Constitution or an Act of Parliament, namely, that the Court will have to find out the
expressed intention from the words used in the Constitution or the Act, as the case may be. If,
however, two constructions are possible, then the Court must adopt that which will ensure
smooth and harmonious working of the Constitution or the Act and eschew the other which
will lead to absurdity or give rise to practical inconvenience or make well-established
principles of existing law nugatory. 5 The attempt should he to harmonise the various

provisions of the enactment. 5 But the provisions of one section in the Act cannot he used to defeat
the provisions of another section in the same Act unless reconciliation is impossible.' It is a
settled principle of interpretation that in case of doubt the leaning must he in favour of the
subject and one should so harmoniously construe the provisions of the statute as to avoid
impairing obligations and to advance the object of the Act.'

Plain words have to be accepted as such but where the intention of the Legislature is not
clear from the words or where two constructions are possible, it is the Courts duty to discern the

intention in the context of the background in which a particular section is enacted. Once such an
intention is ascertained the courts have necessarily to give the statute a purposeful or a
functional interpretation. Now it is true to say that acts arrived at social amelioration giving
benefits for the have-nots should receive liberal construction. A construction that promotes inc

purpose of the legislation should be preferred to a literal construction. A construction which
would defeat the rights of the have-nets and the underdog and which would lead to injustice

1. 0,th.i:: Lot v. Groin Chamber, Ltd., AIR 1959 All 275,287; Sunder Dais Rho in v. The Regional Selltenvnt Con:,nissioner,

ILR (1959 0 R) 76 AIR 1959 Raj 102 (avoid anomaly or injustice); j-Lor'uat Sin5'6 v. State. AIR 1965 Gel 302, 307

(VaLiI, J.); S;otc v. F' 0i6 2 thai, AIR 1965 Guj 70,76 lMiabt:oy. II.
2.	 t'i;h,'i'a V. Gc:in:t ran, AIR 1933 Nag 193,197 (FE); State of LIP. V. Pani ?car.rn Lot, AIR 1966 All 63.

3 Ruihnaniioi v. Koih:Lit Rondo!, AIR 1959N18 187; Hart'ans S ingh v. Stateefl'i:njhb, 1972 Cur LI 158, 130 (NaruI,x I.);
R.L. S,ihni & Co. v. Union of India, AIR 1966 Mad 416,418 (Chandra Reddy, C.j ); RD. Saxena v. S;.iG' I,;ditrial Conrt,

1932 JLJ 702 (MP).

.1	 HR. Des,9 v. 13,10. tUtlizrala, AIR 1968 Item 62,67; So,onlial Ata,:ekial St:oth v. CIT., AIR 1968 SC 697.

5. Cito':Jro 0,t.. n'. SUte oft! P., AIR 1966 SC 1937: 1966 All LI 778; 8.:! 0,tu6nni Sah v. State of Bihar, (1995)1 CUR

469 (Pat) (DO) (1995)1 Pat LJR 137, referring to Chriatophornon v. Latin go, (186-1)33 LLC? 121; A!a!a;'rao I:; afira'

v. i':'n of ix.ti,i, AIR 1971 SC 530; N.T. Vetn:a:nj Thozerv. Ro;a Nate,, AIR 1959 SC 422; Ro:fn,.Lt" o.

T6.no;'ort .4;'; eilat, Trit'wi.it, AIR 1978 SC 331.

6. I'eo': 12r.C.,o: A1.:wa!a v. Ran: Frau; ,, AIR 1967 All 47, Shco,:.:ii: LAss v. P.v'nL:t. 1965 All LJ 419; Af'm:) Si::;;!: Biter

:'. S.c °GuJarJt. AIR 1965 Guj 302.

7	 U. S.:::,,a	 :'. Election Tr;lxs,:a!, AIR 1967 SC 1211,

3.	 11,;:,'': ef I',Je v. Reran: Singh Sahib Ditto 0,tat, AIR 1969 Pun; 207.
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should always be avoided.' In law, however, the true construction of any section in a statute is
that which is more consistent with the scheme of the Act as a whole and not less with the
essential principles underlying it.'

Assistance can be taken for purposes of interpretation from the intention of the Legislature
where there may be ambiguity in the language. Thus if it be held that the use of the conjunction
'and' in order to link the first and second parts of Sub-section (2) of Section 29 of the Limitation
Act, 1908, creates an ambiguity and enables Courts to place the interpretation that the
applicability of the second part is restricted only to those cases which are covered by the first
part and to ignore the effect of tEe word 'any used before the expression 'period of limitation
prescribed' in the second part, Courts would be justified in finding out what the real intention of
the Legislature was by considering the effect of the two different interpretations in its
application to particulai' cases that are likely to arise. The correct interpretation of Sub-section
(2) of Section 29 appears to be that the second part of that sub-section will apply in all cases for
the purpose of determining the period of limitation prescribed for any suit, appeal of
application under any special or local law and, as a consequence, whenever the period of
limitation prescribed for any suit, appeal or application by any special or local law has to be
determined, the provisions contained in Sections 4,9 to 18 arid 22 shall apply, except in so far as
and to the extent to which they may be expressly excluded by such special or local law and the
remaining provisions of the Limitation Act would not apply.'

A court if it finds that the meaning of a statutory provision is not clear in itself, can
examine the s;trteut;ding circumstances that led to or accompanied its enactment.'

In the interpretation of ambiguous expressions in a statute the state effects which must be
token to have been within the knowledge of the Legislature at the time the statute was passed,
may be considered.'

And where an Act speaks with an uncertain or ambiguous voice, resort may be had to the
prer, ioiss history of the subject for light and guidance in construing its provisions.' If there be any
doubt or difficulty in the wording of the particular section in question, an inquiry is permissible
into the history of the enactment and any supposed defect in the former legislation on the
subject which it wanted to cure.' The examination of such history is not only permissible but is
also of great assistance when the statute has undergone changes by way of amendment or
o the rn iso.'

Bharat Sin6), V. Management of New Del),), Tuberculosis Centre, New Delhi, AIR 1966 SC 642 19S6 Lob IC 850 (1996)2

5CC 614 : (19S8)52 Fac LR 621 (1986)1 Cur LR 414: 1966 SCC (Lab) 335 : (1985)2 Serv Lj 63 (1955)2 SC%VR 6:
(19S5)2 Lab LN 4 :(1986)2 SCJ 129 : (1988)2 U) (SC) 339 : (1936)69 FIR 129.
State of Bihar v. Chandreshaar Prasad, AIR 1900 Pat 1, 3 (50). The construction should help the furtherance of the
ol)ncl of the An; Kong,, Go:'indant v. Parea( Kunhi Lalshmni, AIR 1966 Ker 244 (Fe).
Srhat All v. Abdul Qavi, AIR 1656 All 273,232-63, (per Bhargava, J.).
ilalioshhai v. Frewroz, AIR 1927 Bonn 278,300 (FB); see also Secretary of State v. P.aj Kumar, AIR 1923 Cal 555, 586.
,tcrcha,;1 Senice and Guild of Australia v. Archibald Curr,e & Co. Proprictar3, Ltd,5 CLR 737, 745.

Sarhen:ear V. tlejoy Chand Mchtab, AIR 1922 Ca) 287,297 (2); see also Mo .olji Jail/ia Co. v. K.S. and (V. Mills, 1950 FCR
849. It is a lit ease for amendment; Cl::ndu Ku;ti v. Stal,aderi, AIR 1979 Mad 534; Central Bank. Ltd. v. Ven(ala Ra,na
hid,,, AIR 1963 Mad 147 :(1963)1 ML) 3-45 :76 MLIV 32; Tl,iru Manickann & Co. v. State of Tannil Nato, 1976 UI (SC)
943.
Ju":';.t Fur.: Iv. Mali Let, AIR 1950 Cal 63, 64.
lL:ji Al'dut Shakcor & Co. V. H.aji Mohann,nnd (bra/inn, AIR 1962 Mys 239.
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Prior legislation may, in case of ambiguity, materially assist in ascertaining the intention
of the Legislature.' A reference to pro-existing law would show the defect or, Ltci:nit therein for
rectifying which the amending legislation was brought.' But subsequent legislation cannot be
called in aid to construction of prior Acts.'

With regard to Amending Acts, Lord Macnaghten said in London County Council v.
Attorney-Generas 'How can you understand the true meaning and effect of an amendment
unless you bear in mind the state of the law which it was proposed to amend. It is necessary,
therefore, to take a wider survey and then, I think, the meaning of the enactment becomes plain
enough. These words would in principle pass without controversy, but the learned Lord found it
desirable to give utterance to them because an erroneous view had been taken by the Court of
Appeal of an amending Income Tax Act, which could not properly be understood without
reference to the earlier Acts on the same subject.

In construing an expression of doubtful import in a statute the Court may well have redard
also to considerations outside the language of the Act. In Emperor v. At nb rim mti, it was
necessary to consider the import of the expression discipline and general government occurring
in Section 12, Clause (a) of the Bombay City Police Act. The validity of the order of the
Commissioner of Police was in question in a test case. What led to that order was that a large
number of police officers contemplated holding a meeting to discuss the question of the adequacy
of their salaries. Chandervarkar, J . , made the following pertinent observations in connection
with considerations outside the language of the Act

"The police force is maintained for the well-being of His Majesty's subjects. It is
intended to fulfil towards His Majesty's subjects within His Majesty's Kingdom the same
purpose which the army is intended to fulfil outside it. The soldier protects the subjects
against enemies outside the Kingdom; the police against enemies inside it. In either case
the purpose is in nature the same. They are maintained for the public. In either case the
object is security of life and property. All laws, relating whether to the army or the police,
are based upon the principle that the army and the police are for the public, not the public
for them. And where there is a doubtful question of construction as regards any of such laws,
words or expressions at all ambiguous should he construed so as to subordinate all
considerations of private to the public interest. That is the principle of construeions to be
ebscived with regard to statute intended for the public benefit (ccc the observations of Lord
Selborne in 0iyon's case).° If it is true of soldiers that obedience to their Commanding
Officer is their' first law, that, as pointed'out by Adam Smith in his Lectures on Law and
Police, all military laws and rules are framed upon the principle that 'it is the fear of
their officers and of the rigid penalties of the martial law which is the cause of their good
behaviour', and it is to this principle that we owe their valiant actions, the same
considerations must, at least to a substantial, if not full extent, apply to the police-force as
w1l. In the case of soldiers, whether they can meet or not in a body to discuss the subjects

I.	 '.hbrepofita, Meat tudistng Board v. Firlaysori, 21 CLR 340, 3.16; see also Seward v. The Vera Cruz, 10 AC 59, ES; see

SbateafBtherv. 5K. Roy, AIR 1966 SC 1995 1966 BLIR 873.

2. Via rnma Modehar v. Abdulla, (1963)2 ML) 211 76 MLW 406.

3. Octal Singh v. ChOf Controlling Rrt'e,,ue Authority, (1975)16 Cu) LR 774(09).

4. (1971) AC 26, 35; see also AA,,ss V. Co,s,nisnio,mer of Taxation, (19)I0 CLR 180,199: on appeal, 16 CLR 494, Uuiau of

Indian. S H. Slat5, (1977)1 5CC 199.

5. 6CrLJ47:9 Coin LE63l.

6. (1860)5 AC 820, 827.
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connected with military affairs is treated as a matter of military discipline, and they
cannot so meet without the permission of their Commanding Officer. That was not disputed

before its at the bar. SC) also as to volunteers. In their case deliberations or discussions mi any
matter connected with the discipline of a corps or with the object conveying praise to or
censure on a superior are prohibited. 'No meetings of volunteers will he held except under
the authority of the Officer Commanding...' In the 'Instructions for the Liverpool City
Police Force', published in 1896 by Mr. J . W. NoB-Bower, Head Constable, by order of the
Watch Committee, we find among the regulations, one which directs that no member of the
force shall call or attend any meeting 'to discuss any subject connected with the force

without the sanction of the Head Constable.' In 'the Police Code and General Manual of the
Criminal Law for the British Empire' edited by Sir Howard Vincent, is given the following
regulation at page 122—Meetings 1, police rnust not, on any account, meet together for any
purpose whatever, except by permission of their superiors.' And in the address to Police
Constables which was delivered by Lord Brampton (who presided in the High Court of
England as one of the Judges and distinguished himself by his familiarity with the
criminal law in particular) and which is printed at the beginning of the Code, he says
'First of all, let me impress upon you the necessity of absolute obedience to all who are
placed in authority over you, and rigid observance of every regulation made for your
general conduct. Such obedience and observance I regard as essential to the existence of
police-force.' Judging by all these considerations, arising from the language of Bombay
Police Act and from foreign circumstances material to the purpose for which a police force

is maintained, we come to the conclusion that the order issued by the Commissioner of
Police, which the accused in both the cases before us are found to have wilfully disobeyed,
related to the 'discipline and general government' of the force and it is therefore a lawful
order which every member of the force was and is bound to obey."
When the language of a statute is not clear, to ascertain the real meaning, the cause or

necessity of the law being made should he considered. 2 If any doubt arises from the term
'employee' by the Legislature it has always been held a safe means of collecting the intention

to call in aid the greitnd and cause of making the statute,

"In determining the question before us, we have, therefore, to consider not merely the words
of the Act, but the intent of the Legislature to he collected from the cause and necessity of the
Act being made, from a comparison of its several parts, and from foreign meaning and extraneous
circumstances, so far as they can be justly considered to tidoW light upon the subject.' We
recognize the value of the rule of construing statutes with reference to the evil they were
designed to suppress as an important aid in ascertaining the meaning of language in them which
is ambiguous and equally susceptible of conflicting constructions. But this Court has repeatedly
held that this rule does not apply to instances which are not embraced in the language of the
statute, or implied from a fair interpretation of its context, even though they may involve the
same mischief which the statute was designed to suppress."

Army Regulations. lad:a, Vol. IX at p. 6, under the heading at Discipliee'.

So-na 5I fioudfv . Ln',U',i'r, Lii, 15 C LI 337:23 IC 659 (LB); see also Barter v. PngJn, (1937) 1 A l l ER 115, 125 where

Scott, LI., referring to the ahlntio of the liability of the huabmii in respect of toils cernonilled by his wile ebsewed
"The laaguage'of Part 1 IL,rno Reform (\larried ',Vemea and Tortfoasors) Act, 19351 discloses an intention to make

a clean sweep of the old legal tidies of our common law that a woman on marrying became merged in the

personralnty at her huba ad, a ad ceased to he a folly qualif i ed and separate human person"; ,',t u;sL.:i Karrny.mr S.il:lr,i

v. am. AlsLlhej Fobnilb,':l'in,ni, AIR 1976 SC 1133, construction in conformity wiIh social philosophy to be praleued.

v, Cotlnercele, .13 ER 1129.

v. LIrnIICJ Slat's, 272 US 5n3:711. Ed 443.
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Where the words used are ambiguous, it would clearly be the duty of the Court to assign to
them such meaning as would give effect to the Act and as would be consistent with the object of
the Legislature in passing the Act.' It is but fundamental that when two interpretations are
possible that which better effectuates the intention of the Legislature would be adopted.,

Where a Legislature have made their intentions obscure, a Judge is bound to infer that
there is no departure from the ordinary law intended, unless expediency or some other
consideration compel one to infer that it was intended.' Where a statute is ambiguous, the
Presumption that a Legislature does not intend to interfere with vested rights is no doubt
reinforced by the absence of provisions for compensation", said Cwyer, C.J., in Bltola Prasad v.

Emperor.'

If a particular statute is found to be ambiguous, that is susceptible of two meanings, one
leading to the invasion of the liberty of the subject and the other not, the latter has to be
preferred on the ground that there is always the presumption that it is not the ordinary
intention of Legislature to interfere with the liberty of the subject.' Where two constructions of
a provision of law are possible, the benefit of doubt must always be given to the person on whose
liberty an inroad has been made without trial.'

Where there is a reasonable ground for doubt as to the correct interpretation of an
enactment that interpretation should be adopted which is most in favour of the person to be
penalised, especially in fiscal and penal statutes and which will prevent or will not permit an
abuse of the process of the law,' Where an equivocal word or ambiguous sentence leaves a
reasonable doubt of its meaning which the canons of interpretation fail to solve, the benefit of
doubt should be given to the subject and against iLe Legislature which has failed to explain
itself.'

Sir J . Melish, L.j., in delivering the judgment of the Court in the case of ex perle Weir,'

said

We are of opinion that where the construction of the Act is ambiguous or doubtful on
any point, recourse may be had to the rules which have been made by the Lord Chancellor
under the authority of the Act, and if we find that in the rules any particular construction
has been put on the Act then it is our duty to adopt and follow that construction.'

1. Bhagwasst Ra,,,lihau V. Ramchassifra Kcsha, 54 Born LR 833; F.P. Misscr v. Das, I LR 31 Pat 963; Ku sgu Gczinda,i v.

Parakkat Kss,shile80-.wi, AIR 1968 Ker 244 (FE) 196t Ker LJ 377; Marl) Pram.) v. I'arassralh, AIR 1967 Pal 191, 199

(Rarnratisa Singh, J .); following /slasicipal Oct clapisscstf , Ltd. v. Union of India, ILK 33 Pat 199.

2. Rode Kutsusl'a R.o,' v. Rate Scsbsealss,',iarnha, AIR 1967 Andh Pta 323, 329 (90) (Kurnara1 va, J . ); Public Prosccslur v.

A,nralli Rae, AIR 1960 Andh Pta 176,178 (Krishna Rae, J . ) which could harmonise with the object of the statute;

Canri Kunsari v.Krish,ia Prasad, AIR 1957-Pat 575,583 (Ahrnad, j.).

3. Hargot'ind Fulch.wd v.lt,n l-lirbai, It,R 44 Born 966, 1006; see also Fleet Rasnica Osskannal ,,'. Slate of LIP., 1981 All LJ 850

(SC); case of const ruction by implication.

4. 1942 FCR 17, 28.

5. Kara,,ttir v. Slate, AIR 1904 Pat 57

6. Ghulapu Nahi v. Slate, AIR 1954( & K 7.	 -

7. Eniperor v. Jlj,namlsal Singh, AIR 1930 All 265 (FB); In re Chin Al, \'aing, 24 IC 823, 525.

8. Nagi,, Singh v. Jagg.sn Nil/i AIR 1914 Lah 422, quoting Maxwell on the lsitrrprctativu efStstutcs. 5th Ed. at p. 21S; see

also Narc,tdsas K,,'nar v. Slate, AIR 1972 torn 184,189 (Vimadala), J . ), which will avoid the penalty.

9. (1317)6 Ch 875; LaAhpath Si-igh v. Sat h'araist Singh, AIR 1931 Oudt, 22 (the process of carrying judicial interpretation
dangerously near the proers of legislative enactment is permissible is lien there scesos to he no other alternative

but to admit that 31w Act is inconsistent or unintelligible); Jagdantta v. Atalaprasad, AIR 1935 Oudh 427, 428.
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Craics on Statute Late' says : Where the language of an Act is ambiguous and difficult to
construe, the Court may, for assistance in its construction, refer to rules made under the
provisions of the Act, especially where such rules are, by the statute authorising them,
directed to be read as part of the Act.

No doubt in the case of an ambiguity, that meaning must be preferred which is more in
accord with justice and convenience, but in general the words used read in their context must
prevail.' Although the language of a statute is first the test for its interpretation, there are
other equally important tests, when'the language is not cigar and unambiguous, and when more
than one interpretation is possible. In such circumstances, the interpretation which appears to
be most in accord with reason, convenience and justice is to be preferred.' If the words are
sufficiently clear either for or against an appeal, there can be no issue regarding the right. If,
however, the words are, ambiguous and are capable of being construed as sustaining a right of
appeal or as conferring such a right it would be proper and legitimate for the Court to uphold
the right. Broadly stated, the ambiguity resulting from the language of an enactment is
resolved by adopting that meaning which accords with justice and good sense. As between two
constructions which are open both being equally plausible, the Court my lean in favour of the
more reasonable of the two.' A Court is entitled in case of doubt to reject an alternative which
must lead to undesirable if not to anomalous results.' The rules of interpretation fully clothe the
Courts to construe law in a manner which would not lead to absurdity.' The intention of the
Legislature as embodied in the statute must primarily be ascertained from the language used by
the statute. If the language is clear and unambiguous and admits of one meaning only, that must
be given effect to. If the language is not clear , a word of common usage should be given its
ordinary and natural meaning unless the meaning would defeat the object of the law or be
contrary to a reasonable operation of the statute or the proposed construction is harsh or
absurd.' If it appears that one of the constructions will do injustice and the other avoid injustice,
then it is the bounden duty of he Court to adopt the second.' An arbitrary power 

in the very
nature of things is not likely to advance the cause of justice,' and an interpretation which
confines powers to reasonable limits should be preferred." Where the statutory rule and the Act
can be harmonised effect must be given to both. - 	 -

3. When two interpretations possible—The fundamental rule of interpretation is the s;un
whether one construes the provisions of the Constitution or an Act of Parliament, namely, that

1. Croies on Stul,,te Law, at p. 116 of 4th Ed.; fol!ow,.l h> VirsL,s!ararnana Rao, J . , in Ranianaja V. I'icha lycn$ar, AIR

1937 Mad 481, 4S3 : ILR 1937 Mad 1023; (but reference should not be made to Manuals of Instruction issued by the

Government Departments); Cjthuna Alit v. Commissioner, Income-tax, AIR 1931 Lah 320 (2); Sheikh bloc v. Dina

Null,, AIR 1926 Cal 856.

2. Bat's!:,! v. Emperor, AIR 1933 PC 131, 133 (Lord Wright). R,'nas:,'a:ni lye' V. Union of India, AIR 1963 Born 21, 21.

3. Perrnan.rnd V. Emperor, AIR 1939 Lah 51,85 (FE); A!.iikoo Lul v. Santee, AIR 1936 All 376 ILR 53 All 3064 (FE) (and

in accord with legal principles); Emperor v. Tur.b RI,,,,,, AIR 1912 Oudh 39: ILR 17 Luck 52; Sorabji Do,l,,hl,.:i v. B.N.

Ry Co. AIR 1936 Pat 393, 391; Bhadro,,,ma v. Rotors Caj, AIR 1953 Hyd 110; Ra,nrha,,dra P50 v. Vonkala

L.l,rninayar.r, AIR 1954 Andh Pra 31,33 Uaganmehan Redly, J.); T.C. Sharma V. Inspector-General of Prisons, 1977

MFLJ 292 :1977 Jab LJ 742 (De).
4. S.uni,lo,.,i v. Vail hilinga, AIR 1964 Mad 314 (Jagadisan, I.); 61 ,,l,animed v. Koyammu Haji, 1969(1) KLT 317.

5. V,'rrkalar:.iwsuyya v. Official Receiver, Grdacari, AIR 1627 Mad 826.

Cs,	 Deqchati.i Nay.lk v. AlP. Slate Read Transport Cocpor.'l:o':, 1976 Jab LJ 696.
7. fln,i,,cka,:d v. Slate of Punjab, 54 Pun) LR 493.
8. 11:11 v. Lost & West India Dock Co., 9 AC 443, 436, per Earl Cairns, L.C.; Ir,glun, v. HO Lee, (1912)15 CLR 267, 270.

v. Sa.t.,siva. AIR 1964 Mys 145, 146 (I-legde, J.).

10. PooLe Ron v. De?ki Administration, (1974)1 SCWR 671.
11. Mrs. Raw Auffar Sanlsh Kurairv. State, AIR 1437 Pat 13: 1936 PLJR 818 : 19S6 BLJ 700 (FE)
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the Court will have to find  out the expressed intention from the words of the Constitution ot the
Act as the case may be. "It is well-settled rule of interpretation, hallowed by time and
sanctioned by authority that the meaning of an ordinary word is to be found not so much in strict
etymological propriety of language, nor even in popular use, as in the subject or occasion of
which it is used and the object which is intended to be attained',' observed the Supreme Court
on being caPed upon to interpret the word ' hear' in Section 235(2), Cr.P.C. winch word was
found capable of bearing two meanings depending upon the context. But, if however, two
constructions are possible, then the Court must adopt that which vill ensure smooth and
hsfmonious working of the enactment and eschew the other which will lead to absurdity or
give rise to practical inconvenience or make well-established provisions of existing law
nugatory.' If the words of a statute are susceptible of two interpretations, they should be
construed in a sense which is more in harmony with the intention of the Legislature though it
might be less correct grammatically.' If an alternative construction can be put which would
avoid injustice and not take away the right of appeal itself which is very valuable right, it is
the duty of the Court to try and put such a construction.' If the words of an Act admit of two
interpretations, then they are not clear; and if one interpretation leads to an absurdity and the
other does not, the Court will conclude that the Legislature did not intend to lead to an
absurdity and will adopt the other interpretations. 5 It is a settled rule of construction that if
the words used are ambiguous and admit of two interpretations and one of them leads to
manifest absurdity or to a clear risk of injustice and the other leads to no such consequences, the
second interpretation must be adopted.' Where a statute is ambiguous and susceptible of two
constructions, convenience may be taken into consideration in the interpretation thereof. A
construction which produces convenient results is favoured while a construction which produces
inconvenient results is avoided. In any case the Courts must steer clear of a construction which
would be unjust, oppressive, unreasonable or absurd.' Of the two alternative constructions which
are both possible, the one which does not lead to absurdity should be accepted, and specially so
when it is one which is most in accordance with the intention of the Legislature so far as it can
be gathered from the provisions of the Act taken as a whole. , Where alternative constructions
are open, the Court will adopt that construction by which the intention of the Legislature
be better effectuated or which will be consistent with the smooth working of the systern which

Sa :i.m Si,;5!, v. Stale of Punjol', (1977)21 Mad LI (Cr) 41 (SC).

CLerJra Mo lia,, v. Slate of UP., (1067)1 SCR 77,67 (Sutha Rao, C.)); Chinl,i Sa; itra,'ana v. BiJJara iLea KS' . .:r De

AIR 1982 Al' 145 (F-B).

Joga,swa v. S,,tonnarauan,nurll,i, 1957 Ardh IVR 520 AIR 1933 Al' 552.

jaw v. Corn Ii, AIR 1953 Bans 315, 3-16; Va";nra,i V. Naraparw, AIR 1969 Nor 1,2 (Monon, C L).
Ccrporaliaim of the City of Victoria v. Bishop of Vanconrrr Island, AIR 1921 PC 240, 242, quoting Lord Ester in Erg. a'.

Juie if the City of Luk,, Court. (1892)1 QB 273; Extra', Ko,n;r v. Slate, 1952 Sin LC 35 (DB).

5h5 Chara,, Da5 v. Rain Sara,, Das, AIR 1943 Lab 143, 154 (FB); Kha,, Gui v. tat/ma Sümgh, ILR 9 Lab 701, 710 (FS);

Ar,(nac/;a!a,r, Chelly v. Official Receiver, Ra,snad District, ILR 50 Mad 239 AIR 1927 Mad 166, 169; Run/aim Lit V.

Emperor, AIR 1931 Lab 353; A.A. ifaja Mutnm,thti,, v. I,mdh;,, Ramitmm'aya, AIR 1993 SC 361; RamesI, Singh V. ChioLm Pert.

(1994)1 ItL)R 464 (1994)1 Pat L)R 650; (M's.) Amrapoli Films Ltd. v. State of Sitar, (1939) Pat 1.JR 199; relyicg on

Commissioner of Sales Tax, Gujarat v. Stale of Gujarat, (1931)1 SCC 51; Commissioner of Sales Tax, U.P. v. Vs/i S. g..r

Mills, AIR 1961 SC 1047 (1961)2 SCR 149; (M/s) Brailh:rait Co. (India) Ltd. v. Fnuployees' State Corporal ian, AIR 19(,S

SC4I3; dune, ica,m i,'o,ne Products Corporation v. lilac. L;Iaratorp 1'1. Ltd., ( 1986)1 5CC 465.

Raltnal PIan,mers v. Conlr,t,alories, AIR 1958 Pun) 230, 232 (15); Unto,, of India a'. AIaj. Bakshi Ct,a,,d, 1976 Rev Lit 312

1976 Cur LI (Civil) 2-17' Pour) LR 370; Sh.,sKaI a'. Lh,io,e Tr,rilory, Ch,u;/igath, ( 1977)79 Pa;,1 LR 421 (D5);

StIr v. 5'a;aa, (1978)80 Par:) LR 17.

Dart Mr/rd. v. A/r/a,, Doss, AIR 1926 Sind SI, 83.	 -
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the stetute purports to regulate and that alternative is to he rejected which will introduce
uncertainty, friction or confusiod into the working of the system.

Where a provision is capable of two interpretations the Court should accept that which
validates the provision, rather thiin the one which may invalidate it. But this principle
cannot be pushed too far so as to alter the meaning of clear words and to repeal in effect, the
statutory provisions by making them unless without holding them to be void.'

It may, therefore, be well settled that, when a statute is susceptible of two or more
interpretations, normally that interpretation should he accepted as reflecting the will of the
Legislature which is presumed to operate most equitably, justly and reasonably as judged by the
ordinary and normal conceptions of what is right and what is wrong and of what is just and
what is unjust.

"A construction which will promote predictability of results, maintainability of reasonable
orderliness, simplification of judicial task, advancement by Court of the purpose of legislation,
and the judicial preference for what it regards as a sounder rule of law as between competing
ones, must find favour with the Court", said the Supreme Court in Ranwslmn'ar V. Jo! Ran.'

As between competing choices, the Court must favour that construction which will promote
predictability of results, maintenance of reasonable orderliness, simplification of the judicial
task, advance by the Court of the purpose of legislation and the judicial preference for what it
regards as the sounder rule of law.' Uniformity, fixity and clear predictability are the
necessary hall-marks of law and an interpretation which leaves the laws in a state of
ambivalence must necessarily be avoided unless the language of the statute leaves no other
choice.'

It is well-established rule of interpretation of statutes that in case of ambiguity in a
procedural provision that construction must be accepted which will advance the remedy rather
than prevent it.' Referring to the application of the Law of Limitation, Fazi Ali, j., In
Mmikjidce v. J-iarakim Narayiin,' observed : "Where there are two possible views under this
statute, one tending to deprive a person of his just dues and the other entitling him to recover
them, there is no reason, I do not see, why one should not lean in favour of the view which does
not entail any hardships or lead to any unjust consequence. When a statutory enactment is
ambiguous and capable of two interpretations, one is entitled to take into consideration that
there are certain consequences which, it may be presumed, the Legislature did not intend to

(';eieeae Singh v. Dh:mr,,,J,'e Singh, AIR 1957 Pal 375, 377; Collector of Ci:sts,na v. Uig;'ijaisinghji Spi1inin9 and

We.'in MiMe, Ltd., AIR 1961 SC 18-49; D.N. Sang/u: v. Anita/al Tribhuna,idae, (1974)1 SCC 705; N. Sing/ui v. Union of
AIR 1950 sc 1255; Shic'e,hzi'ar Praead SingS v. Charahs, AIR 1979 SC 413 (415); Stale of Csjarat V. Jan:na.lae C.

Pun, (1975)1 scc 133.

State of Psnjb v. Pram Sukhdeo, 1977 U) (SC) 281 (232); Cv,,i,niio,;er of So/cs-lax v. Raih.m Krist ian, (1979)2 SCC 219
(257); Conhon.mnjnnm tJcineno,al Ltd. v. Trustees of Port of Mdnas, (1994)1 NILW 183.
Rats Rim v. Nc-a, Delhi Municipal Committee, ILR (1966)1 I'unj 145:67 Pun) LR 1190.

AIR 1976 SC 1516, case under Punjab Securities of Land Tenure Act, 1953; see also Union of India v. B.N. Priced, AIR
1973 8C411, rose under Railways Act, 1870, Section 138; Stuizvsh,rar Prasad Singh V. Ghumhu, AIR 1979 SC413; State
of Hanyano V. Sanpsmn Singh, AIR 1975 SC 1952.
lte,'nce/;u:ur vIol Na,,:, AIR 1976 SC 1516:1976 Rv LR 150 (SC).
N,,4'end,'r S:ngt: 01,10,a,i V. Stale of Haryana, 1979 Rev LR 351 (09).
Canga,tJ.,r s'. Nircac/,.m,i, etc.. Sec/sly, AIR 1971 MO 16,19 (Shiv Dayol, J .); L. Pal 'cluka,,,t v. Lajii'o,:Ii, 1975 All U 256
(SC).

AIR 1931 Pat 235, 291. See, however, Sham RUt v. Ra,scha,,Jar, 198-4 All LJ 1045, and S. Ely. V. Haji ANal Ra',,,,o,,
ILK 1963 Cut 397, whore equitable consideration were not allowed.
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bring about and to prefer a construction which avoid such consequences rather than one which
would lead to them. , When the Court is faced with two possible constructions of legislative
language, it is entitled to look to the results of adopting each of the alternatives respectively
in its quest for the true intention of the Parliament. In general if it is alleged that a statutory
provision brings about a result which is so startling, one looks for some other possible meaning of
the statute which will avoid such a result, because there is some presumption that Parliament
does not intent its legislation to produce highly inequitable results.' When the words are
capable of another interpretation which gives effect to the policy underlying the section, such
interpretation should he preferred.' If there are two possible interpretations, it is the duty of a
Court to accept that one which is more reasonable, more consistent with ordinary practice and
less likely to produce impracticable results.

It must, however, be remembered that unless the words are unmeaning or absurd, it would
not be in accord with any sound principle of construction to refuse to give effect to the provisions
of a statute on the elusive ground that to give them their ordinary grammatical meaning leads
to consequences which are not in accord with one's motions of propriety or justice. It is true, that
if there are other provisions in the statute which conflict with such. notions, the Court may
refer the one and reject the other on the ground of repugnance. Where the words in the statute
are reasonably capable of more than one interpretation, the object and purpose of the statute, a
general conception of its provisions and the context in which they find their place might induce
the Court to adopt a more liberal or more strict view of the provisions, as the case may he, as
being more in consonance with the underlying purpose. It is a well-established rule of
interpretation that in order to find out the true import of enacted words one must look both at
the words as well as the object of legislation.' But it is not possible to reject words used in the
enactment merely for the reason that they do not accord with the context in which they are
used or with the purpose of the legislation as gathered from the preamble or long title. The
preamble may, no doubt, be used to solve any ambiguit y or to fix the meaning of words which
may have more than one meaning but it can, however, not he used to eliminate as redundant or
unintended the operative provisions of a statute.'

No rule is better established than that where two meanings are possible, you must take the
more reasonable one.' In case any provision is capable of two constructions, then it would he open
to the Court to adopt such a construction as would help the administration of the statute and
avoid unreasonable consequences.' Where various interpretations of a section are admissible, it
is a strong reason against adopting a particular interpretation if it shall appear that the result
would he unreasonable or oppressive.' Where ti a statute words are used capable of more than

S lice ''viesi v. Eniperor, AIR 1918 Pat 103,105 (FS).
Fry v. Inlaid Revenue Co,smissio,;ers, (1958)3 All ER 90,94; Cr$Is & Co. v. Inland Revenue Commissioners, (1953)1 All ER
418, 421.
Sic!, Liit'tu Sura,n,na v. Peddireddi Chandramma, AIR 1954 Andhra F1'S, 570.
Dali.! Pro;inccs a. Mat. Atiqa Begun, 1940 FCR 110, 150: AIR 1941 FC 16; Para inehwa ran v. Narayanan, AIR 1554
Mad 221 (protracted delay to be avoided).
Dr. Bashirudji,, v. District Judge, Butandshahar, 1978 All LI $2.
Slate of ISajaslhass a. Lulafai,s, AIR 1965 SC 1295.

Dickson a. Edwards, (1910)10 CLR 243, 265; State of 54.1'. a. Vishnu Prasad Sharroa, AIR 1966 SC 1591
KU. Chile a. Y.R. Chadvel, AIR 1957 Born 200, 201; h'ozejisojp.t a. Commissioner of laconic-tax, Bombay, AIR 1997 Bern
294.

A.G. a. Till, 1910 AC 50,51 (Lord Loreburn); So,nes a. flaccid, LR 9 CF 277, 308; Presby a. Geraghty, 29 CLR IS--I, 112;
Cicitta Ce0,craticn a. Sub-Past master, Dhoramlola, AIR 19513 Cot 417; Maya Devi a. fader Naroin, AIR 1967 All ItS,
1213 (Dtia,vaa, I-).
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one construction, the results which would follow the adoption of any particular Construction are
not ivi tiiou t in etet ial it Y  in dc lr, is ining %%I l at construction ought to prevail.' in such a case (he
broader construction which will mitigate the evil and advance the remedy ought to be
adopted.' If the choice is between the two interpretations the narrower of which would fail to
achieve the manifest purpose of the legislation, Courts should avoid a construction which
would reduce the legislation to futility and should rather accept the bolder construction based
on the view that Parliament would legislate only for the purpose of bringing about one effective
result.'

In construing an instrument where its words are susceptible of two meanings, it is always
legitimate to take into account reasonableness, justice and consistency on the one hand, and
unreasonableness, injustice al-id absurdity oil 	 other.'

In determining the object of the enactment or the meaning of the language in any particular
passage, it is obvious that the intention which appears to he most in accord with conscience,
reason, justice and legal principles, should, in all cases of doubtful significance, be presumed to
he a true one. The ratio !o'gis of Section 115, Clause (4), Cr.l'.C., appears to be to give relief to
persons dispossessed within two months from the date of the complaint, though the words of
the proviso to Clause (4) speak of dispossession within two months of the date of the
preliminary order.'

Where a section of an Act is capable of two interpretations, the purpose of the enactment
must he looked into,' and the interpretation that promotes the general purpose of the statute
must be favoured! When the terms ; of an Act admit of two meanings, that must he preferred
which is in conformity with the object of the statute.' 'The first and foremost aid to the
ascertainment of the legislative intent is, of course, the words employed. When these are of
plain meaning the statute needs no interpretation. It interprets itself. If the words he of
doubtful meaning, if they are inartistically arranged, if the syntax he violative of the rule of
composition, if the ellipsis, tautology or redundance occur, the statute must be examined in
other lights than those afforded by the mere words employed, and chief among those lights are
those afforded by the evident purpose and intent of the Legislature." I If a statute is capable of
two constructions, having regard to the obvious policy and object of the Act, that construction
should be preferred which furthers the policy of the Act and is more beneficial to those in
Whose interest the Act has been passed." If two alternative constructions are equally possible

I.	 Branton v. Acting Co,,:,nusvner of Stowp Duties, 1913 AC 717, 759.
2. Proprielo;s of the Daily News, Ltd. v. Austraha,t Jounialists' Association, 27 CLR 532, 543; Carew & Ca, Ltd v. Union of

India, AIR 1975 SC 2260; Ch.,,,d v. Jaieaharlaf Duwan, 1994, I3CJ 147 (SC); Relying on Carcw & Co. Ltd. v. Union of
India, AIR 1975 SC 2260.

3. Superintendent and Legal Rr,noabra,icer, Weal Bengal v. Alo,,i Maily, (1979) Mad 0) (Cr) 557 (SC).
4 Perth Gas Co. v. Perth Corporation, 1911 AC 506, 517; Countess of Rallies v. Kirca>dy & Dysart Waterteorks

Co'n,niosionera, 7 AC 694, 702; D:ck,ou v. Edcar,fs, (1910)10 CLR 243, 265; lsfetre,rel,ta,, Coal Co. of Sydney, Ltd. v.
Australian Ceo! & Sin!,' E,np!eyc:',' Federation, 24 CLR 83, 99; Piresby v. .eragl,ly, 29 CLR 151,162.

5. Bl,adran:n:., v. Rota,,, P..ij, AIR 1955 l4yd 140 (Sadat AS Khan, J ., invoked the aid of the principle of ejusdeni generis).

6. AIotarah Husai,, v. Ah,u.ct, AIR 192-1 All 328 (FU); Ingham v. Die Lee, (1912)15 CLR 267,270; The R1. Alston, 8 PD 5,9.
7. Stale of Haryana v. Saai;n,ra', S i ngh, 1975 UJ (SC) 817.
8. Johnson a. Harris, (1654)139 BR 462; 5. a. Spreey, 119 ER 9C0; Re Leavesiey, (S91)2 CS 1; Shoin:n Realities, Ltd. v.

St. Michael, Villa de. 1921.  AC 185,192; Miss Sathya Rae v. Unirersity of Madras. (1977)2 Mad 0) 403 (00); Bari,,,n
Chemicals Ltd. v. Corn pony La:e Beard, AIR 1967 SC 376; Kanluiya La! 0 a v. R.K. Tried,, AIR 1926 SC 111 (1995)4
9CC 628 (1986)1 Supreme 397: 1955 U) (SC) 969; (S,at) Ywnti Show V. 655 Proc-i, AIR 1993 All 45(00).

9. Landrum v. Flannegan, 56 Foe 753, quoted by Crawford: Statutory Construction, at p.O.!S.

10	 Ale,,:bic Ct:en,i,a! Works v. l','ork,,:ea, AIR 1961 SC 517, 649. See this case is relied on in Tots Che,nica!s Ltdv. Rehash C.

Adhn'nyu, AIR 1964 Cu) 265.
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the one which is consistent with the scheme envisaged by the enactment and which promotes
the purposes and objects of the provisions is to be preferred. The meaning to he attributed must
be consistent with the legislative intent and the result sought to be achieved.' Any
interpretation which harmonises with the subject of the enactment and the object of the

Legislation has to be followed- 1 If two interpretations of a provision are possible, then one
which is in tune with the intention of the Legislature should be preferred.'

A statute which throws a burden on the subject and deprives him of his right to property, if
there is ambiguity as to the meaning of a section, inasmuch as it is disabling section, the
construction which is in favour of the freedom of the subject should always he given effect to.3
Siiiiilarly, in considering the right of statutory appeal, where the words are not clear enough to
be coercive, the canon of construction is that the ambiguity should be resolved in favour of the
right to an appeal rather than against it.

But when the Court is called upon to give a wide or limited interpretation to a particular
expression and when that expression is capable of both these interpretations, it is open to the
Court to consider what was the object of the Legislature and what was the mischief aimed at
and the Court must try and give that Construction to a particular expression which will be more
consistent with the suppression of the mischief rather than that mischief being allowed to
continue uncontrolled.' If the words used in the entries are capable of a narrow or broad
construction, each construction being reasonably possible and it appears that the broad
construction would help the furtherance of the object, then it would he necessary to prefer the
said construction.' Where adoption of wider meaning may result in extending the scope of the
provision to matters not necessary to be provided for under the scheme of the Act and may lead
to undesirable results adoption of wider meaning ought to he avoided! "If the choice is between
two interpretations" said Viscount Simon, L.C. in Nokes v. Den Coster Atttalgantated

Collieries, Ltd.,' the narrower of which would fail to achieve the manifest purpose of the
Legislature, we should avoid a construction which would reduce the legislation to futility and
Should rather accept the bolder construction based on the view that Parliament would legislate
only for the purposes of bringing about an effective result."

When material words of a statute are capable of two constructions, one of which is likely to
defeat or impair the policy of the Act whilst the other construction is likely to assist the
achievement of the said policy, then the Courts would prefer to adopt the latter construction. It
is only in such cases that it becomes relevant to consider the mischief and the defect which the

Act proposes to remedy and correct.

1. K,ah.inan ?. 'a,,,Leediri v. Stale, 1976 Ker LT 427 (P13); K. Veeraouai,ni v. Us),',, ofJid;i, (1991)3 5CC 655 (SD.

2. Vide State of 7,Ia.thya I'radesh v.Ajay Singh, AIR 1993 SC 825.

3. Ra,ncali K, ,,iar S;,ar'o; Chant Sa,ichati v. R.,,neshnar Valtab)ira,n B!:at sal, 1953 FloE LR 415 (Born) (DB).

4. Jason Sin.1ji v. 0,te,nl'ors of Trib,nal, AIR 1957 Born 182, 1S5; Recnnsiraci ions Fin4nce Ccqn. v. i'rud,'nc,' etc.. Crc,,', 85 L

Ed -V4: 	 WS 579 ]Doug!as, j).

5. Th9itL,ih V,01,U,,a'i Na,nl,Jn v. Ani,,ur,nan Kandiyil Ner.iyanas Rump, AIR 1965 Fee I (FS): ILR (1964)2 For 341.

6. IV.,ls/:.,':d,ioor 1,idns1r)es. Lids. R.,tanclu,id, AIR 1953 Born 255, 285, Jfoo,r,i S;n9 v. State 0I Punjob, AIR 1961 Pun

34, 40 (Fe).

7	 C.nls9o,i KIia,,J'ori Udyq V. Usia, of India, AIR 1963 All 75,77 (Satish Chandra, 5); KFandsari treated as sugar.

S.	 Kcol,ora,i No,nbcod,rj v. Slate, 1976 Ker LT 427 (PB).

9.	 (1940) AC 1014.
30. Quoted in H.isy.ina St,,te v. Paso Rim, 1979 Cur U (Civil) ( & H) 91, (05); SIr j;aaj Tobacco Co. (F) Ltd. v. S trIo C

5.t.r.liry.r Prad.,ir, 1991 Cri LI 156 (SIP), relyin g on (01 tCroai,r V. 0,193 ,\i ..riripa!iiy, AIR 1972 SC 2607 and l,rdcejeol V.

St ,t' of LI R, 1979 CH LI 1410: AIR 1079 SC 1567.

11.	 \!.: 	 a. 5:1,".,:,, 1077 ELi':' 196.
nt.-32
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If two alternative constructions of .1 statute are possible, that construction must he adopted
which will promote the object intended by the framers of the Act, and promote smooth
working. And the alternative construction must be rejected which would frustrate the object, and
introduce inconvenience and uncertainty in the working of the system.' The Transfer of Property
Act does not separately refer to a sub-lease; on the contrary the provisions of Chapter V apply
to the case of a sub-lease. Section 107 enacts how a lease is to be made. It cannot be doubted that
this provision applies to sub-leases. Similarly, Section 108 which regulates rights and
liabilities of the lessor and lessee, and Section 111 which refers to determination of a lease,
also apply to the case of sub-leases. The ease of sub-lease of mining rights, therefore, falls
within the definition of mining lease under Rule 3(0) of the Mineral Concession Rules and
Section 3(d) of the Mines and Minerals (Regulation and Development) Act, 1948.'

Where a statute appears defective, it is not for the Judge simply to fold his hands and
blame its clrcftsman. 1-le must try to find out the intention of Parliament and this he must do not
merely from the language of the statute, but also from the consideration of the social conditions

which give rise to it and the mischief which it was intended to remedy, supplementing the
written word, if need be, so as to give force and life to the intention of the Legislature.

"It is the office of the Court, having ascertained the mischief and defect for which the law
did not otherwise provide, and the remedy the Parliament hath resolved and appointed, and
the true reason of the remedy, to make such construction as shall suppress the mischief and

advance the remedy, and to suppress subtle inventions and evasions for continuance of the
mischief, and pro private commode, and to add force and life to cure and remedy, according to
the true intent of the maker of the Act, pro bouo publics........., Courts should interpret a statute
so as to prevent mischief and advance the remedy according to the true intent of the
Legislature.'

But where such intent is covert and couched in language which is imperfect, imprecise and
deficient, or is ambiguous or anegmatic and external aids to interpretation are few, scanty and
indeterminate, the Court may, despite application of all its ingenuity, experience, and
ratiocination find itself in a position no better than that of a person solving a crossword puzzle
with a few given hints and hunches. In such a situation a mere reference to the High Court of a
question for opinion may not afford an adequate solution. Only legislative amendment mesy
furnish an efficacious and speedy remedy!

In proceedings under Section 147 an order of interim attachment of the property about the
use of water of which there is dispute between the parties cannot be made!

When the Court is dealing with social legislation, like the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, it
must inquire what the social need is which is intended to he satisfied. It is notorious how badly
and poorly labour is paid in India, and the whole problem of Parliament is to raise the level of
labour in this country and to make it possible that they should get a living wage and should

Regional Pro,idcul Fond Co,n,,tisoioner, Poe jaI' V. Shil'u 60!a! (VoC.', AIR 1965 Sc 1076; Slate of Gufarnt V. C/at orbl:uj
Maganlal, 1970 Cr LR (Sc) 193: 1976 Mad LI (Cr) 496 (SC); N.K. 10dm v. C K. 69:5, AIR 1991 SC 12S9 1991 Cr1 L)
1347: 1991 Lab IC 1013: (199) 2 IT (SC) 52(2): (1991)2 5CC 495: 1991 AIR SCIS 965.
Stale of Go/oral v. ChotoLhuj MaganLl, 1976 Mad U (Cr) 496 (SC): 1976 Cr LR (SC) 193,
Mineral L3eoricp:,:er:(, Ltd. v. Union of India, AIR 1954 Pat 340.
Viyhuu 0:00 V. Shaker Dons, AIR 1953 I'unj 116.
(lodge V. Ki::g,5 CLR 373, 3S5; see also Heydo,m's case, 3 Rep 70, 717: East,,::,, I'hoI,oi,aphie AtnIeriaIs Co. v. Comptroller.
General :1 l',:ie,:ls, Drsi'/osmnd Trade l.Ia,ks, 1598 AC 571, 573; Badisohe A:aIi,m & Sot, tOhrik o'. Hicks,,,, 1906 AC 419,

Ja,,.:ki MG, Kayo. State of Bihar, AIR 1953 Pat 105.
Co,:,rnissie':er elSolea Tax, 11T. v. MIs. Mancat Sen Shya:n Lad, 1975 LI (SC) 365.
Ilsdiv.K:',K,..... :r,AIRIO55 Raj 75.
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attain a decent standard of life. The Court must, therefore, be inclined to give construction to a
social legislation which helps the Legislature to satisfy the social need.'

When the language of the statute is such that its meaning cannot be determined, with
certainty by looking at the language alone, it is allowable to give some weight to those general

considerations of public policy 
which we may presume that the Legislature had, in mind at the

time of the enactment.'
The Courts are not precluded from having recourse to the previous state of the law and the

surrounding circumstances for the purpose of ascertaining which meaning the Legislature

intended the ambiguous terms to bear.'
If it be true that it is the duty of the Court to ascertain the meaning of the Legislature from

the words used in the statute and the subject-matter to which it relates, there is an equal duty
to restrict the meaning of general words, whenever it is found necessary to do so, in order to carry
out the Legislature's intention.' If two constructions arepossible the Court must adopt that
which will implement and ensure the smooth and harmonious working of the work and discard
that which will stultify the apparent intention and lead to absurdity or give rise to practical
inconvenience. To avoid such a result, it is permissible even to put a construction which modifies
the meaning of the words or even the structure of a sentence.' Sometimes special meaning may
have to be given to a word because of collocation of words in which it figures.' Thus "where two
constructions are open, it is proper to read the order harmoniously with the directions because it
could not have been intended that the Chief Minister," observed Hidayatullah, J . in C. P. C.

Motor Service, Mysore v. State of Mysore/ 
"would express his opinion one way and include a

contrary direction another way."
If the statute is capable of more interpretation than one, the view accepted by the highest

Court which has stood for a considerable length of time should not he disturbed by putting upon
it different interpretation.'

Where the words used are susceptible of wider meaning, the state of things that existed on
the elate of the passing of the statute can be taken into consideration in ascertaining the intent

of the Legislature.'
Where alternative constructions are equll)' open, that alternative is to he chosen which

will be consistent with the smooth working of tile system 
which the statute purports to be

regulating, and that alternative is to be rejected which will introduce absurdity, uncertainty,
friction or confusion mb the working of the system.° Applying the principle to the Displaced
Persons (Debts Adjustment) Act, 1951, it was held that the Act gives exclusive jurisdiction to
the Tribunal created by it to decide all disputes pending before it and that the jurisdiction of
the Civil Court has been- taken away to decide these matters.'

1. RA'. JsgIoLr V. B.L. R!y. Co., AIR 1955 Eon, 294,297; Reha Sing h v. Stile (DoSS Ad',,n.), A I R 1988 SC 1883; Gaya

Pr.ioad. v. SumS Kumar, 1992 JLJ 143 (MP) (FE).
quoted by Crawford Statutory ConstructiOn, 247 (Notes).

2. Smith v. Sioux City Stock Yids Co., 260 N.W. 530, 

3. Cosmic' 0 Sons v. Sara Eibi, AIR 1936 Rang 17, 19.

4. F_ieEe v. Symulhe. 20 L Ed 53-6.

5.
Durga Promod IQ,esta v. Slate of UP., AIR 1959 All 744, 749 (Srivaslava, 3.); see also Xcaranarida Bharaii v. Slate of

Kerala, (1973)4 SCC 223, 426 (Shelal, 3.).

6. Slate of floss:,: v, F_anga Mci:an,mna.S, AIR 1967 Sc 903.

7. 1962 (Supp) I SCR 717, 724.

8. Gojomman v. Seth Brindsl'ori, AIR 1970 Sc 2007.

9. D.N. F_cerji v. P.R Muter/ce, AIR 1953 SC 58:1953 SCJ 19.

10.
Shanoor: Realities v. VitO do St. Michel, 1924 AC 185, 192; Salts,, SirgE v. Jair 5095, AIR 1912 Lah 114,117 (FB): 1SF

1912 I. 394; 51:1:' Chico', Dos, v. F_ac, Sara,, D., AIR 1913 Lah 113, 13-1 (55).

II.	 000 i'ssI, Textile M ills,t 	Ltd. 'a. Messrs. MaoiSt, AIR 1955 Purl 197 (CC).
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If a maxim 8 expressed as a positive rule of law 'time cannot abolish it nor disfavour make
it obsolete'. A change in the spirit of the time cannot justify a change in a principle of law by,
judicial decision, though changes in public opinion may lead to legislative interference and
substantive alteration of the law. But where two interpretations can be given to the words of an
existing law, the Court should accept that interpretation wine/i is in favour of
constitutionality rather an interpretation which will make the 1a1 unconstitutional.'

As observed by Lord Ilobhouse, while delivering the judgment of the Judicial Committee in
Sjnisis v. Registrar of Probates,' "when there are two meanings, each adequately satisfying
the meaning of a statute, and great harshness is produced by one of them, that has legitimate
influence in inclining the mind to the other,,. It is more probable that Legislature should have
used the word in that interpretation which least offends  a g0 ainst our sense of justice. If it
appears that one of the two constructions will do injustice, and the other avoid injustice, then it
is the bounden duty of the Court to adopt the second, and not adopt the first, of those
constructions.' 	 -

No Legislature ever intends to favour one section of the population against the other. Its
ostensible and proclaimed intention is always that it is doing justice bc'to'ec,i the various
sections of tite population.'

If neither view is entirely satisfactory, the language of statute may he construed in a
popular than in a technical sense.'

It is we!!-established principle of interpretation that of two possible constructions, the one
which gives a consistent n:cining of the different parts of an enactment should be preferred.'
The rule is to adopt that meaning which would give effect to the words rather than that which
would give up one.' The Court may no doubt adopt the construction which seems to produce a
heneficient result rather than a construction which produces an opposite result.

Where there are two possible constructions, it is the duty of the Court to use the
coinmonsei',se Construction.° If two constructions are possible upon the language of the statute,
the Court must choose the one which is consistent with good sense and fairness and eschew the
other which makes its operation undul y oppressive, unjust or unreasonable or which would lead
to strange, inconsistent results or otherwise, introduce an 'element of bewildering uncertainty and
practical inconvenience in the working of the statute. Of the two alternative constructions the
one leading to the provisions inserted ex abnttdanti cautela (by way of extra caution) is to be
preferred, and not the one which is wholly inoperative." Where one construction leads to
absurdity, and the other makes the statute logical, the latter construction is to be preferred as
every effort should be made to make sense and not nonsense of legislation.'

1. B'a',,s,n ,' case, 1917 AC 406.
2. D-t'iSorr': v. Slate, AIR 1951 Pat 234, 263.
3. 1960 AC 323, 335 followed in So/ia,, Sin/, v. Jagir Singh, AIR 1942 Lah 114,117 (Fs).
4. !vghain '. Hi,' O-', (1912)15 (TLR 267, 270; Hill v. East & Vest mdi., Dark Ce,9 A448,456.
5. TSr/a Srs'ur., v. N oOn':ac/ary, i J,, AIR 1955 Mad 252; ILR 1955 Mad 1151; but see Capt. Rai,nesh Chandra v. VentsK.ausl,al, 1978 Cr 1.R (SC) 348, itiierpreialion advancing cause of weaker write,, to be preferred.
6. l',co,ve-I.,-x Cowni turs s'. Gilt's, (1942)1 All ER 415,422 (Visconi Simon, L.C.).
7. Von ka(a-.,Ina,, V. A1po, ILR 40 Mad 529, 535.
8. RJ:udahsv V. Panjo, AIR 1930 Skid 265 (PB).
9. Sccrela,-a of Slate v. l'acuu,n Oil Co., AIR 1930 Born 597, 599.
lOS/in, lOv3Ii v. Ea3rror, AIR 1929 All 750 (1) SR 51 All 596; Osdh Sugar Slills Ltd. v. Stale c/M.D., 1975 Jab LJ 537

(DO).
11. Dilip Ku,ur S?:anna v. State a/M.D., 1925 Cr LR (SC) 624: AIR 1976 SC 133; Krishna Mrnon V. District Judge, 1955(1)

HUT 131.
12. M.P.V. Suuda,,:ram:,'r & Co. v. Slate a/fl.)'., AIR 1958 SC 468.
13. .. odI:s:7rasoJ v. C 	 AIR 1951 Nag 24, 26; Dud/i Sugar Mills, Ltd. v. State a/Al P., 1975 Jab l,J 537 (DO).
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It is a well-established canon of construction that if two views are possible, uD. one which
could render the statutory provisions ultra vires and the other which could maintain its

validity the construction which ought to be put upon such statutory provisions is that which

will not render them ultra tires.'
Where two interpretations of a section, e.g., Section 30, Evidence Act, are grammatically

possible, the stricter and narrower construction must be adopted in the it; tercet g[ accused

Persons.'
4. Legislature presumed to have employed the clearer of two ways of expressing same

idea--The Legislature must be presumed to know the meaning of the words employed b y it, to
have used the words advisedly and to have expressed its intention by the use of the words
found in the statute.' If in any particular instance it can be shown that there are two e\pressions
which might have been used to convey it certain intention, we are bound to conclude that, the
Legislature uses that one of the two expressions which would convey the intention loss clearly,
it does not intend to convey that intention at all, and we must then look about to ci.scovec what
intention it did intend to convey. In Doter Gaslight Co. v. Ilayor of Dearer,' Turner, I..J., held
that a certain construction, which it had been suggested might he put upon an Act, eras not the
right construction for, said he, "if such had been the intention of the Legislature, I think more
appropriate language might have been used."

When two constructions of a legislative provisions are possible, one consistent with the
constitutionality of the measure impugned and the other offending the same, the court will iran
towards the first if it is compatible with the object and purpose of the impugned Act, the
mischief which it sought to prevent, ascertaining front relevant factors its true scope and
meaning.'

Where two reasonable constructions are possible, the one which does not impinge
fundamental rights,' the one which would make the law intra sires,' or is consistent t'i)lt
constitutionality,' or the one which validates the statute and shortens litigation,' or which
sustains the validity of the provisions of law," should be preferred. The construction which
leads to unconstitu-tionalityg' or construction that results in-invalidity rather than validity,"
must he avoided.

Lack of clarity in legislative enactment, which is not a rarity in our modern Legislation, is,
however, no justification for declaring an Act ultra vires.' -

1.	 Zakia Afoqoc Islamia College v. Stale of BiJur, 1952 I3LJR 56:1982 ELI 4 (US).

2.	 Periyastcarni Meepan v. Emperor, AIR 1931 Mad 277.

3.	 Ram Prrkash V. Sazitni Devi, AIR 195.9 Pun) 87,91 (FE).

4. '	(1853)1 Jar N S 813; see also Ahioruy-General v. Silt,';i, (1863)2 H & C 431; 1Vugh v. 6liddleto,:, (1833,3 En. 332.

5. Stale of Atadhya Pradesh v. C!thotahhai Jet ,rtWai Paul, (1972)1 SCC 209, 213 AIR 1972 SC 971, 975 (5311cr, I.); Ram
Soresj, v. Sa,,iundar Singh, AIR 1972 P & H 200 (AD. Koshal, J.); Lae,,ii,iar.,ya,u ?,lining Co. v. Joiner Development

Beard, AIR 1972 Mys 299, 306 (Venkalsrmmah, J.).
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1. Laws in conflict—When a statute is inconsistent with another? "Etymologically' says
Higgins, J . , in Chide Enrginieeritig Co., Ltd. v. Cowhitrn, "I presume that things are inconsistent
N% hen they cannot stand together at the same time; and , one law is inconsistent with another
when the command or power or other provision in one law conflicts directly with the command
or power of provision in the other,"

2. Test.—The test of inconsistency is whether a proposed Act is consistent with obedience to
directions contained in two statutes.' Repugnancy between two statutes may be ascertained on
the basis of the following three principles

(1) \Vhether there is direct conflict between the two provisions.
(2) Whether Parliament intended to lay down an exhaustive Code in respect of the subject-

matter replacing, the Act of the Stale Legislature; and
(3) Whgther the law made by Parliament and the law made by the State Legislature

occupy the sonic field.

3. Effort to reconcile different parts of a statute.—Where the main object and intention of a
statute are clear, it must not be reduced to a nullity by the draftsman's unskilfulness or ignorance
of the law except in a case of necessity, or the absolute intractability of the language used.'

1. 37 Commonwealth Law Reports, at p. 466.
2. Custodian Evacuee Property v. Simla Banking ond Industrial Co., (1953)53 PLR 184, 187.
3."' Deep C/and v. Stole of UP., AIR 1959 SC 648, 665; P.M. etc., Palaiiiappa v. Me/rd. Rewt/rr-r, AIR 1965 Mad 51, 57

(ttomahrishna, J,).
4.

	

	 Rain I3harose v. Conga Sing!,, ALR 1931 All 727,732: ILR 54 All 154 (Fe), quot/ng Moxwell lnterpreiaiion of Statutes,
12 Ed. at p. 223.
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(i) Presumption against one part overriding another—The proper method of construing a

statute which has different provisions is not to come to a conclusion that one, part overrides
another part of that statute but to try and see whether different parts of a statute can be

reconciled so as to present one complete picture.'

(ii) Inconsistency to be avoided :
—A section of a statute should, if possible, be construed so

that there may be no repugnancy or inconsistency between its different portions or members.' If it
is possible to avoid a conflict between the 

two provisions of an enactment on a proper

construction thereof, then it is the duty of the Court to so construe them, that they are in -
harmony with each other.' A construction that involves reading two successive sentences as
flatly contradicting each other must be avoided if possible.' All parts of a statute should, if
possible, be construed so as to be consistent with the other.' 'Ihe true meaning of any part of a

statute is that which best harmanises with every other part of it and a construction which will
leave without effect any part of a statute must be rejected.' It is a well-known rule of
construction that every attempt should be made to harmonise the different parts of the statute
and that each part should be construed so as to expound every other part of the statute. A
statute must be so interpreted as to 'defeat all attempts to nullify it in a circuitous manner.'
Same rules of interpretation are to be applied where two parts of the same statute are in
conflict.' The sections of an enactment should be so construed as not to be inconsistent with each
other. They should be read in such a manner that they are reconcilable with each other.'' If one

I.	 Sl.'ha,1il v. I.T. Co,vv,isi000v, AIR 1950 Bern 2S7, 25S, N.oc,hl Zavery v. Bo,,:.o, Life Ass,:ra':C,' Co., AIR 1949 Ben, 56

(and should give preference to a construction which avoids making any , provision si:perfloor's); fl.,oL'y v.

Al'dnI Raha'n.i':, ILK 7 Luck 330 AIR 1932 Oudh 63; Ci::da fycr v. di.,,:icipal Council. Villn;'sv.i":. Al p, 1967 Mad

290, 292 (Anonl050rayan. Acting C.)); Dircclrr-G,':,'ral Council of Scientific and I,slsotriol 
Rcsa:eci: v. (Dr.) X.

Naraynl:350'alni, AIR 1995 SC 2318 (1990)14 AimnTri Case 314 (CAT) was set aside.

2	 Cex'ra)w:: g°the C,;o of Victoria v. Fiske;' of Va:::,'srer lohi,:d, AIR 1921 CC 240, 212; Dee,:a."d.": S1s'3 v Ron Latin,':

Singh, AIR 1943 Pal 223 (PB); Sri Krishna v. Na,sdoe, AIR 1963 B 163, 165 (SB) (Ctsainani, CI.); In re, Jas's of Ulbanila,

AIR 1961 Andh l'ra 368, 370 (Ksimaray)a, I.).

3	 Fak:,Ial v. Nandro'n, 1959 SCR 367 AIR 1953 SC 677, 681; SlaV of Modhya Prdesli v. MOunt Kawal, AIR 1965 Nladh

Pra 183:1995 Jab LJ 418.

4.	 Al.nl(:u.Ur Tri,nbakliI v. Snli Ged.in'ari, AIR 1940 Nag 39 (FBI; Mnb:idl.il v. SlOe, AIR 1957 Raj 173, 179.

S. Lo Len v. The Conunanweallh, 19 CO 305, 312 (Effect should be given to every part of the Act); SSahca.Li N,vd.i &

Sons v. Central Beard ofRrm':ue, 
AIR 1962 Punj 74 (SB) (A section in an Act should not he considered in isolation and

the conslmction should harmonise with the subject-mallet and other sectic'ns of the statute); 
Snraj Fusad MO:aja:

v. Kedar L0i, 1961 Pal LR 134 :1962 BLJR 193.
h

6 Emperor 6. R'n Iji Blur//i, AIR 1950 Bern 273; rui.c:-ar ShrgIt V. Provinc e of B//or, AIR 1950 Pal 392, 415. Soc also .9,:,:):

Devi v. 7th Add) V/a/i Jiidçc, Kng':ir, 1952 AI.J 1247 where Sections 3-AN) and 34(4) of U.P. Act 13 of 1972 have been

given harmonious interpretation. Ron:a,'a'id v. Slate of Harya::a, AIR 1962 P & 1126 (DB).

7. BVlol Ks,,sir v. Nil Kinthi Naroin, AIR 1949 Pal 400, 431; Ran, tR:an v. Biahesar SUsie, AIR 1945 OuSh 214 (SB);

SxUi,lco Singli v. b':rdcs,'uk, I'r:cI;ayaI 1(0/, 1962 ALJ 236.

8. 3l.idho V. L1,,irao, 
17 IC 370 : S NI.R 117 (In a bode of codified law no enactment should he so construed as to

render the express provisions of another enactment absolutely nugalor)'); Pn1:da 1ik v. B):aO::',:ieao, AIR 0926 Nag

491.
9. Nori,:.i Dan 

v. Chogc:nnll, AIR 1939 Cal 425 : ILK (1939)2 Cal 93 (SB); Sail Gen,t',st! v. PaciiiglIa Chi,:.i 
Ra:::Jsa'a:::j, AIR

1960 AP 465.
10. Ga,,csl: ear Dos v. 5:sh,7n:kar Noih, 55 Pun) UK 116; sec olo 3I::: iuipoi Corpora lie,,, Pco,:a v. Del la/ceo:, 19 2 Nag U

ItS :64 Boni 29; Nilol Si::gi: v. Board of Revenue, 1962 All LJ 702:1962 All WR (I-IC) 700; Cl:clafi':n Vo,,ka/a Kin:

Rao V. E:7:l R'ara5ana, AIR 1963 Andh Pea 155: (1962)2 fleSh LJ 476 (SB); Ch.u:dr Sis:gh V. Bear,1 ofRrnense. 1993 All

WR'(1IC) 89; Als,,:l.:: Bcga:n v. A,,:an UlloI, K/on, AIR 1964 J & K 34; Ra,,:es;ew Lal Saru;' Chant v. Excise a,,d Taxation

Officer, A,,:rif oar, AIR 1963 Pun) 1: ILK (1962)2 Pun) 403:65 Punj LR 763 (FB);
,,,,n	

Son'do9ar flhn:e,t Kin,,, v. I.T. O/ic,'r,

AIR 1951 Andh Pro 443: (19)2 Andh WR 61; Mol,an,f dliv. Sri Ron, Sri-amp, AIR 1965 All 161; Sales/i Madaliar

Mad 136 (SB); SnrjiI 56:31: v. SOle of Fur/al', 1977 Cur U (Cis ill (P & H) 335 (SB), if
v. Di:an;'aI Bus Service, AIR I9 
in conflict, must be harn,onisod.
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part of a statute conveys clear meaning it is not necessary to introduce another part of the
statute for controlling or diminishing efficacy of the first part.'

(iii) Sub-scctions.—T}ie sub-sections of a section of the Act must be read as parts of an
integral whole' and as being inter-dependent so that an attempt should be made in construing
them to reconcile them ifif it is reasonably possible to do so, and the avoid repugnancy. If
repugnancy cannot possibly be avoided, then a ouestion may arise as to which of the Iwo should
prevail. But that question can arise only if repugnancy cannot be avoided.'

That interpretation should ,beavoided which inakes one provision of an enactmei4t
inconsistent with another. All the different provisions of the statute should he so construed as
to make them consistent.'

It is not permissible to create a conflict by construction, when by an alternative construction
all the statutory provisions can be harmonised and reconciled.' Words in a statute should be
given their plain meaning, except to the extent that a different, that is, an extended or
narrower sense is dictated by the statute itself, or, in other words, a statute should be Construed
in all its parts' and on their wordings, with an eye to their harmonious blending and smooth
and cohesive working and such construction should not be made by reading ambiguities, where
there are none, or finding difficulties, where are none-existing, or by altering their structure or
contents by introducing or rejecting words for suiting particular constructions!

Inconsistency should not be attributed to Legislature unless it is inevitable. As far as
possible an interpretation hich would give effect to all the provisions of the enactment and
which would reconcile conflicting provisions of a section should be adopted. Section 23-A of the
Madras Agriculturists Re1if (An'.cndment) Act 23 of 1948, governs only sales or foreclosure
which had taken place before the commencement of the Act or confirmed within 90 days of the
commencement of the Act. It does not affect sales which have been confirmed more than 90 days
before coining into force of the Act.'

It has thus been held that there is no conflict between Section 27(b), Specific Relief Act (1
of 1877) (corresponding to Section 19 of the 1963 Act) and Section 48, Registration Act. Section
48, Registration Act, does not govern a case which is covered by Section 27(b), Specific Relief
Act, the umnicrlving principle of the former section being that a registered document should
prevail over an oral transaction and it does not affect cases whore a subsequent purcheer
obtains a registered document in fraud of the right created in favour of a third party under the
oral agreement!	 -	 -

It is usual that when one section of an Act takes away what another confers, to use a neil-
oh$tante clause and say that 'notwithstanding anything contained in section so and so, this or
that will happen, otherwise, if both sections are clear, there is head-on clash. It is the duty
Of Courts to avoid that and, whenever it is possible to do so, to construe provisions which
appear to conflict so that the y harmnonise. Section 33(2), Representation of' the People Act,

Presidential Poll, In re, (1974)2 5CC 33.

Soil SOur Balm Roy v. Stale of Real Licn5uml, (19S5)2 Cal tIN 516 (03).
Madan Li! m. Ckmut ,çdeo Sugar Mi!.i, AIR 1962 SC 15-13.
P5-5-u Cla,aumr V. Jlarialm Cha it 	 1953 AWR (NC) 115 AIR 1933 All 406; Modi, etc Co. LII. v. Slate cf Pouujatu, AIR
1967 Punj 216, 215 (1 LR. Kttarana, J.).
SluCra,,i v. Stale of Bcauul'ay, (1961)2 SCR 890, 901.
Cuiari EO,Sm-jcitu Board v. Shautt:LmI S. Dcsai, AIR 1969 SC 239.

Sj,ti:asziaur Paul v. Pro tush Chum,idra, AIR 1964 Cal 105, 119 1511) (l'71. SIuuOerjco, I.).
C Ii lucas Tl,,-uur v. Kmoucclh.m Rc-ei'a-r, AIR 1954 ,Mad 353; a 	 P. P rca V. Stile fAn. ' :, RIO. 1153 Aaa ui 2-71.
('cam R02-i!1, v. Sul('j lOcjdi, AIR 1334 Anctlmra 20, 22-23.
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1951, confers the privilege of proposing or seconding a candidate for election on every person
who is registered in the electoral roll provided he is not disqualified under Section 16 of the
Act of 1950. That section excludes these classes of persons but not Government ervants, unless, of
course, they happen to fall within those classes. Section 123(8) also does not contain any express
provision to the contrary nor can such provision be inferred by implication.' Although
ordinarily there should be close approximation between the noii-obstante clause and the

operative part of the section, the nen-obstante clause need not necessarily and always be co-
extensive with the operative part, so as to have the effect of cutting down the clear terms of an
enactment. If the words of the enactment are clear and are capable of only one interpretation on
a plain and grammatical construction of the words thereof a non-obstnnte clause cannot cut down

the construction and restrict the scope of its operation. In such cases the nen-obstante clause has

to be read as clarifying the whole position and must be understood to have been incorporated in
the enactment by the Legislature by way of abundant caution and not by way of limiting the
ambit and scope of the operative part of the enactment.' Where there is a ijon-obstante clause in

two Acts, and the question to be determined is whether the non-obstaiite clauses operate the in
same field or in different fields, the conflict should be resolved by reference to the object and

purpose of the laws in consideration.'

The ioiz-obfaiite clause notwithstanding anything contained in any other law or anything
having the force of law occurring in the concluding part of Section 5 of the Bihar Essential
Services Maintenance Act of 1948 does not in any way enlarge the meaning and construction of
the three parts of the section which state essential ingredients of the offence.'

In Chandacrkar Sita Rates Rae v. Asl':i1at,i, has expounded the principle thus A clause

beginning with the expression "notwithstanding an y thing contained in this Act or in some
particular provision in the Act or in some partic.itar Act, or in any law for the time being in
force or in any contract " is more often than not appended to a section in the beginning with a
view to give the enacting part of the section in case oi confl i ct an overriding effect over the

provision of the Act or the contract mentioned in the no,m-obslai:te clause. It is equivalent to

saying that in spite of the provision of the Act or any other Act inen'i:ncd ii: the n:ii-ol'elii'ilc

clause or any contract or document mentioned, the enactment following it will have its full
operation or that the provisions embraced in the on-cLsta:i te clause ivould not be a n

impediment for all 	 of the enactment. See in this connection the observations of this

Court in South India Corpim. (B) Ltd. v. Secretary, Bend of Rc:eiui', Tri:'iiiiruiii.'

It is well settled that the expression 'notwithstanding'-is in contradiction to the phrase
subject to the latter conveying the ideas of a provision yielding place to another provision or
other provisions to which it is made subject. This will he clarif i ed in the instant case by
comparison of Sub-section(1) of Section 15 read with Sub-section (1) of Section 15-A. We are,
therefore, unable to accept with respect the view expressed by the Full Bench of the Bombay

High Court as relied oil 	 a single judge in the judgment under the appeal.

I.	 Raj Kriahua v. Blood, AIR 1951 SC2O2;JuaI Kisioocs'. SN. Ra9ot5i, AIR 1953 ['at 1 54, 157.

2. Do,,:iu ion (now tin os) of 1,idia v. S1,jri,,i':ii A. [rant, AIR 1954 SC 536, 600; Ka,rrar Rif NaIL v. P:e,:iOd C. Phil!, AIR

1956 SC 105, 103.

3. MIs. Join ink Ma,iufiictiiring Co. v. L(ii' Insurance CorpoiaIioii of Iodim, (1980)4 SCC 435.

4. Stair v. ltnwa,ia'id Time, I, AIR 1956 Pat 188.

5.
AIR 1997 SC 117: 1986 IT (SC) 619 (19S6) SCFSRC 413: (1996)4 SCC 417 (1986)35 Born hR 600 1956 Mali LI 95

(1986) MPRCJ 313:19964 Supreme 442 (1987)1 Ren CJ 321 (1967)1 Rn, CR 151 I°7 \i,:h IS 1: 1937 Born RC

276: (1987)1 Ren LIZ 681.

6. AIR 1964 SC 297 at p. 215: (1964)4 SCR 2S0.
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(iv) One provision should not be rendered nugatory—When there are in a statute two
provisions which are in conflict with each other such that both of them cannot stand, they

should, if possible, be so interpreted that effect can be given to.both, and that a construction
which renders either, of them inoperative and useless should not be adopted except in the last
resort. In applying the rule of harmonious construction, however, we have to remember that to
harmonise is not to destroy. In the interpretation of statutes the Courts always presume that
the Legislature inserted every part thereof for a purpose and the legislative intention is that
every part of the statutes should have effect.' Effect should he given to every part of the
statute. If the powers of the High Court were only confined to setting aside the order that could
he in exercise of the powers under Section 423(c), Cr. P. C. and in that case Clause (d) of Section
423 would be rendered nugatory. 2 To harmonise is not, however, to destro y .' If there exist two
conflicting provisions in the same statute, effect should be given to the latter provisio11.5

(v) Principles applicable to Constitution—The accepted principle of construing statutes is
that two provisions regulating the same subjecshould be construed to he consistent with each
other. If this be true of an ordinary statute, it is equally true of such a ruling instrument as the
Constitution. The proper interpretation of Clauses (a) and (I) of Article 133 is that the words
'involves directly or indirectly' in Clause (b) should not he read as including the actual subject-
matter in dispute in cases, unless they cannot be valued at all,' The principle of harmonious
construction must he adopted in interpreting the Constitution.'

Item 66 in List II of Schedule VII cannot be construed as taking away the right given in Item
3 of the same list. Such a construction is obviously unreasonable as Item 66 would then have to
he treated as destructive of Item 3. Fees in Item 66 could only mean fees other than court-fees as
the latter has already been provided for in Item 3.'

(vi) Reconciliation not to be effected in any case.—As far as possible the various provisions
Of a statute must be so read as not to bring them in conflict with each other. That does not mean
that reconciliation must, under all circumstances be effected. But the various provisions must be
read, if at all it is possible to do so, that they do not conflict with each other.'

Bengal Immunity Co. v. State of Bihn,', AIR 1935 SC 661, 736, per Venkatarama Ayyar, I.; Director-General Council of
Scient fir and Industrial Research v. Dr. K. Nnrayxsrasu'asnz, 1995 AIR SCW 3418 1995 Lob IC 2472 (SC) (1995)3 scc
124.

I.K. Cotton Spinn:n' and ('Ven'ing Mills Co. Ltd. v. Slate of Uttar Pradesh, (1961)3 SCR 195, 193 (Das Gupta, J . ) . (These
presumptions will have lobe made in the case of rule-making authority also); (Or.) SelsLrnand Sink., v. Collector,
Pains, 19S9 Pat LJR 1141 (F5).

Prkish Ratify v. P,tchireddi, AIR 1935 Andhra 55; (Abdulla Sheik], v. Emperor, AIR 1912 Oudh 416, dissented from).

CisefI,up'cter cfAiines V. K.C. Thopan, AIR 1961 SC 838, 843.

Sak04ce S ingh V. Nirdesl:ak, Paochayal Raj, 1962 All Lj 256; see also Arnir Bee v.8 D.M. Satsileshpur, AIR I980 Kant 154,
Section 4 of Karnataka Debt Relief Act, 1976, cannot exclude applicability of Section 55(c) of T.P. Act, 1692.

SUms v. Lar,,;.rn, AIR 1935 Ilyd 209; M.S.6t. Sharon v. Sri Krishna Sinks, AIR 1999 SC 395, 410.
M.S.M. Shsro,a v. Sri Krishna Sinks, AIR 1959 SC 395, 410. Provisions of Article 19111(a) of the Constitution, which
are general must yield to Article 194(1) and the latter part of Clause (3) which are special; just as Article 31 has

been read as subject to Article 265; deprivation of property othenvise than by way of taxation; R.C. Poxdy.il v. Union

efl,r.li.r, AIR 1993 SC 9904 (5fl.

A. S Rssssiy.a v. Stile efAf'oscre, AIR 1954 Mys 161.

Si;ankarrao ALrdhai'rao v. KC. Sea, AIR 1956 Born 79 [Section 74(l)(c), Bombay Tenancy & Agricultural Lands Act,
1938, specifically provides that the order of the Mamfaldar would be appealable and the appeal would lie to the

Collector, and Section 12(3) has the effect of preventing an application for revision to the Revenue Tribunal in

cases in which that rent is determined by the Ntalatdar and the Collector has disposed of an appeal Iron, the

," ta,v!st,far'o 0 d er.l
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The general rule no doubt is that a certain provision of an Act is prima fade to be

interpreted according to the language used in that provision and help from other provisions of
the Act in interpreting ought to be taken only when its provisions are capable of more than one

meaning.
Different provisions in the Act must be construed harmoniously and should not be allowed to

militate against each other'.'
4. Effect to reconcile inconsistent statutes.—When two provisions are mutually

contradictory they should be interpreted and read together so as to obviate too apparent

inconsistency. , It is well settled that all provisions have to he read together and construed
harmoniously, and even when there are apparent inconsistency between a section of the Act and
he rules framed thereunder, there should be a harmonious construction, so as to give effect to
the intention of the Legislature and to achieve the object of the Act.' It is a cardinal principle

in the interpretation of a statute that if there are two inconsistent enactments, it must be seen if

one cannot be read as a qtteltjication of the other.' The Court should struggle against repugnancy
and should construe an enactment as far as possible in accordance with the terms of the other
statute which it does not expressly modify or repeal.' Some words may have to be implied in
one place or other in order to remove the inconsistency.' The omission to make cross-reference as
may he required to reconcile two textually inconsistent provisions is a common defect of

draftsttzattslnp.' Thus, if two different statutes allow different authorities to forbid certain acts
for different purposes it may not appear that the two statutes are necessarily inconsistent.
There might be an inconsistency if the statutes allowed different authorities positively to
permit certain acts but this contingency may be provided for under the rules framed under an
enactment.' However, carefully an Act is drawn it is sometimes not possible to avoid
jnconsistoncicS, but it could not have been the intention of the Legislature that conflict should

1. Szik'i ez-:J.zn Lit v. Met. llcjpzli, AIR 1954 All 462; Pros P.zrkoih v. Ran, l'rzliq2, AIR 1967 All 47,49 )D.S. istothur, N.

2. Fsridizlszd Cold Morale v. ,lnznzonifl Supplies, AIR 1979 Delhi 158 (FB), (rose under Companies Act); see also B.zpzi!i

Co-oprrnioe Agricultural Service Society v. SlOe ofl !Jryana, AIR 1976 Pun) 2S3.

3. Laksh,naiah Naidu, In ye, (1958)2 Andh \VR 56S; MaI;d. Ali v. lOam Szearsp, AIR 1965 All 161, 165 (Gyanoz:Ira

Rumor, 1.).
4. See Me':k Slush Sitara,n Maszi;cale v. Jo gut Sis:gli Thsksr Si,t5h Kall.iu'ole, AIR 1997 Bern 206 (DO); LIl,SLzbIui v.FlaIe,

AIR 1907 Gui 136 1987 Cri I.J 1932 : (198 -/)l Gull LId 139 : 1989 Cri LR (Mats) 151 (PB); R,is'ozn Lit V. Harlszss Lob

MR 19S7 J & K 82: 1987 Rash l.J 33S (Fil).
5. ElSe v. Boslostis; (1875) LR 10 Ch 479,4M, ('er Jasss, L,J.); Sha,zker Ran, Chandra v. Vishnu Ascot, ILR 1 Born 67,69;

Peg V. HsI;ne, LR 5 QB 377, 389; ice also Wardens of Chehscley School Highgate v. Sezoell, (1891)2 QO 936, 911; lsscay V.

CPs flcHe, (1897)2 QB 218,223; H.ofi 5lusr Cmii (Finn) v. Volkitrt Bros., AIR 1931 Sled 124; Al. Agaiah v. Mo/id. Abdul

Kereenr, AIR 1961 Andh Pro 201, 205 (FB) (Chandra Reddy, C.5.); Daze v. Melrepolslan Board of 11cr/s. 12 CO (NB)

161, 179 (quoted with approval in Lu/sT v. Ednzu,zds, 21 CLR 336, (IVills, J., observed : co soon as pass find the

Legislature is dealing with the same sub0Ct . Oiaiter in both Ads, so far as the later stable derogates froin and is
inconsistent wills the earlier one, you are under the necessity of saying that the Legislature did not intend the
latter s tatute to deal with the very case to which the fonner statute applied.)

6. Kha,,gul v. Lot/ia Singh, AIR 1928 Lab 609,614: ILR 9 Lab 701 (Fe). (Repugnancy arises when two enactments both
within the conpctence of the two Legislatures collide, and when the Constitution expressly or by necessary
implication provides that the enactntent atone Legislature has supremacy over the other, then to that extent of
the repugnancy the one supersedes the other; State of Orissa v. M.A. Tullo5h & Co., AIR 1964 SC 1284 : 30 Cut LT

80).
7. Vide Mssstaz Begsrn v. Atsntt Ella/i Moss, AIR 19641 & K Slat p.37.

S.	 Rain Kisscodas Dhaszsd.a v. Salya Chizrast, AIR 1950 PC 81,83:52Boni LR 501 :77 IA 128.

9.	 60,'zoo tOast, v. Msttra Municipal Board, AIR 1939 All 466,474 (FO).
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exist. Accordingly, the two apparently conflicting provisions must he react together and the
language of one interpreted, and, where necessary modified, by that of- the other. Apparently
conflicting provisions may he regarded as dealing with distinct matters or situations, in order to
carry out the object of the statute.' It is impossible to conceive that the Legislature intended
that one provision of the Code will nullify another provision. It is the duty of the Court to
harmonise the apparent conflicting provisions of the same statutes, or two different statutes,'
unless the conflict is irreconcilable and to make such construcLori of a statute as will suppress
the mischief and advance the remedy if this can be done without violence to the language of
the statutory provision . r If on a fair and proper interpretation the two provisions can be
reconciled with each other, the Courts of law are under a duty to adopt such an interpretation
and to give full effect to them instead of holding that one of them is repealed by the other.
"The beneficial spirit of construction", says Maxwell (Interpretation of Statutes), "is also well
illustrated by cases where there is so far a conflict between the general enactment and some of
its subsidiary provisions, that the former woul&be limited in the scope of,its operation if the
latter were not restricted. An Act which, after authorising the imposition of local rate Oil

occupiers of land in a parish, gives a dissatisfied rate payer an appeal, but at the same time
requires the appellant to enter into recognizances to prosecute the appeal, presents such a
conflict. Either it excludes corporations from the right of appeal, because a corporation is
incapable of entering into recognizance,,;, or it extends the right to them, without compliance
with that special requirement. The latter would be unquestionably the beneficial way of
interpreting the statute. The general and paramount object of the Art would receive full effect
by giving to corporate bodies the same right of appeal against the burden imposed on them and
the subsidiary provision would he understood as applicable only to those who were capable of
entering into recognizances.

Brett, MR., in Queen v, Oz','rsc,',s of Totibrid Se c observed
"In the first place, it was said that if construed according to their ordinary

grammatical construction, they (the words of a section) would practically contradict other
sections in a series of Arts of Parliament which apply tf ' icuciai boards and districts. If it
had been found that reading them in their ordinary sense they s';c.uld contradict some other
enactments, but that reading them in a sense in which, though not their ordinary sense,
they were reasonable capable of being read, they would not contradict such other
enactments, then I agree that they should be read so that all the enactments should he read
together without contradicting each other,"
In the case of A;ath Des v. State of Bihar," the Court was called upon to reconcile the

apparent conflict between proviso (a) to Sub-section (2) of Section 167 and Sub-section (1) of

1. iailr:rrt V. Seshoyy.i, AIR 1939 Mad 361,395; ILR 1939 Mad 151 (Fa).
2. C. Seiniraoi Raliy v. Co:nmissiorier of Excise, AIR 1973 Andli Bra 178, 180-1 (Ekbote, Cl.).
3. Ak'nç;t'ri Ihiri,-aw v. Stale of Mahai-ushti-a AIR 1966 Sc 882.
4. O,u !'raLis.: v. Jagari;.ilh ['moat, AIR 1969 Pat 159, 161; Rain Ranjnn V. chief A.lrninis!r,ilo, AIR 1960 Ca! 416;

Alnnicipa! Co0-oeat ion of the City of Ali 	 v. Beer Hirateen Mont La!, 1198312 scc '122 AIR isga sc 537.
5. Bepnuh Co-operative A5',CutI:,r,il Service Society v. Slate of Haryana, 1976 Rev LR 450 1976 Cur U (Civil) 364 AIR

1976 P05( 233 (09).
6. At pp. 81, 82 of 9th Ed; see also Curtis v. Kent Waterworks, (1827)7 8 & C 314. (The governing intention of the

legislature roust he found out and that part which agrees with that intention must be given effect to and the
other part rejectOd as being repugnant); Nirsi,tg Dis v. Ct:egemsll, AIR 1939 Cal 435,451 1CR (1939)2 Cal 93 (Fit).

7.-	 (1884)13 QBD 339, 342.
8,	 1975 PLJR 100 (OB)
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Section 437 of the new Code of Criminal Procedure, and holding that the former did not
override the latter, it laid down the following principles of interpretation

(1) A proviso is not independent of the section. Its object is to carve out from the main
section a class or category to which the main section does not apply.

(2) In case of conflict or repugnancy between proviso to a section and another section, the
provisions of the section should prevail.

(3) That interpretation should be avoided which may lead to friction with other well-
established law or may cause absurd or outrageous consequences.

Latest expression to prevail in case of repugnancy between two statutes.Where two Acts
are inconsistent or repugnant, the latest expressions of the will of the Legislature must prevail
provided the Court is satisfied that the repeal of the prior enactment must flow from necessary
implication. In the event of there being an inconsistency between two provisions of law, the one
last enacted should prevail, in view of the assumption that it is the last expression of the
legislative will or intent that should prevail.' So too, the later law made by the Parliament
shall prevail over the earlier law made by the State if the State law is repugnant to the
other.' This is all the more so if its provision is express and that of the earlier Act is only
implied.' "If two inconsistent Acts,' said Lord Langdale, MR., in The Dci,,, etc. of Ely v. Bliss,'

"be passed at different times, the last is to be obeyed, and if obedience cannot be observed
without derogating from the first, it is the first which must give way. Every Act of Parliament
must he considered with reference to the state of law subsisting when it came into operation, and
when it is to be applied, it cannot otherwise he rationally construed. Every Act is made either
for the purpose of making a change in the law, or for the purpose of better declaring the law,
and its operation is not to be impeded by the niece fact that it is inconsistent with some previous
enactment." For one statute to cancel another they must be mutually destructive, for example,
the Legislature would not have constituted two distinct bodies to name the streets in a town.
The question is whether the Legislature can be said not to have intended the two 'rights to exist
together.'

If there is repugnancy between subsequent legislation made by Parliament and the law
operating in the State by virtue of Article 256(2) of the Constitution the law by Parliament
would prevail to the extent of such repugnancy!

If the two Acts are repugnant in any of their provisions, the latter Act, without , any
repealing clause, operates to the extent of the repugnancy as a repeal of the former; and even
where two Acts are not in express terms repugnant, yet if the latter Act covers the whole subject
of the former, and embraces new provisions, plainly showing that it was intended as a
substitute for the former Act, it will operate as a repeal of that Act.'

Rio g . Emmmperor v. IOmjs ProldcmI Cha,m,fri, AIR 1927 Cal 432 ICR 54 Cal 863 (FB)'(provisions of Civil Procodure Code,
1908, being inconsistent with thaw of Probate and Administration Act, ISSI, those of the Code prevailed, as it is

11w later emiaclmeni); Ese:f I4,:s:tim 0'0dY V. PoIhu:m Bitt, ILR 24 Cal 30,33; Ch.:om.mraja V. Slate of ' Ijj ser,', AIR 1967

Mys 21,23 (Ilegde, j. ); Bn:netI v. Mimmislcrefl'imI'iic Works (NSF,'), 7 CLR 372, 377; Sonnet Singh V. K,,sIuO LiI, (1977)1

SCC 750 (761).
/,00,,d Il,'ddi v. SI,ilc of A,mItira Pradesh, AIR 1959 Andhra 144, 116 Crawford Coo.rlroctie,m ofShmtolcs, at p 669.
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Cu) LII 149 1985(2) 25 Go) LR 609(03).
Ii me, Cam,nimmgs, Ltd. and Middlesex County Council, (1907)1 1<1351,58.

(1542)11 LJ Ch 351, 351.
I':d'I,c Proscc,mlor V. Ra,ig.i,mamkm:!,m Chelmiar, AIR 1927 Mad 602 ILR5O Mad 815.
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Two enactments may be inconsistent although obedience to each of them may be possible
without disobeying the other. Statutes may do more than impose duties; they may, for instance,
confer rights and one statute is inconsistent with another when it takes away a right conferred
by that other even though the right he one which might be waived or abandoned without
disobeying the statute which conferred it. When the purposes intended to be served are
distinct and different, and the two provisions can very well stand together, whatever be their
validity, there is no disharmony between them, and, therefore, no scope for applying the
principle of harmonious construetfon.	 -

Transfer of Property Act, 1832 and the Companies Act, 1956 should be interpreted
I :a: moniously. But any provision of one of these cannot nullify that of the other. The two Acts
should be consistently read so far as it is reasonably possible.'

5. Conflict between general and special provisions of a statute—Speaking of a conflict
between general and special provisions, O'Connof J . , in Goodwin v. Phillips, , hhservecl

'The conflict between the two sections is one of the kinds to which Sir George Jessel,
MR., refers in Taylor v. Oldh:nn Corporation,' Where there is general provision which, if
applied in its entirety, would neutralize a special provision dealing with the same subject-
matter, the special provision must he read as a proviso to the general provision, and the
general provision, in so far as it is inconsistent with the special provision, must be deemed
not to apply."
6. Conflict between general Acts and special statutes—In case of statutes on same subject the

rule of construction is to so interpret the enactments that they shall he if possible consistent. But
if they cannot be fairly read in such a way as to give full meaning to each consistently with the
other, then one must give way, and the one to give way will be the general provision.' In such a
case the later special Act will be taken to have amended the earlier general Act in so far as the
matters dealt with in the specific Act are concerned. The Court, however, will assume that the
Legislature, in enacting the Sections as separate provisions of the same statute or groups of
statutes, intended full effect to he given to each. It is only when there becomes apparent an
inconsistency which it is impossible to avoid by any reasonable interpretation of the words
used, that a court will in general draw the conclusion that the Legislature intended the later
special statute to repeal the earlier general statute.7

It is but expedient to quote the principle of law in this regard by the Supreme Court in e.g.

The Krishna Dist. Co-operative Marketing Society Ltd., Vijayawada v. N.V. Pllrnachandra
Rao,' quoting Maxwell In the words of the Supreme' Court, "If there is a conflict between
the special provisions contained in an order loll' dealing with retrenchment and the general

ClyOe Egincesiy Co., Ltd. v. Cr,ebu,-n, 37 CLR 166 (Australia)
V. Stale, AIR 1960 Ker 50, 60 (VOle Pill.i), J.).

Vssntez' v. P .J. Th,zkur, AIR 1974 SC 1720.
7 CUR l, 14. The Charity Coa'nislo,l, AIlislrasl,13o 51:1,, lin'.i'ly v. (Sal.) Shanli Dee) I_oh.::.] Cl:'eC.3o!.l! 553_9n
Tn:,t, Bosnbay, AIR 1990 Pu_os 109 1939 Slab LI lOIS (DO), Anloe3aenz Pales v. Stale of OeUsa, 1693 Cr : Lj 198
(1993)75 Cut LT 703.
4 Ch D 395, 410.
Co,nee,issionce of Inceme-l.s e, Pal Lckc v. Slrahzn:Ls Nan:! and Sons, AIR 1966 SC 1342.
AI:nitee of Loots Clezv So,z1h tbIes) v. link of New South tVsUs, (1909)9 CLR 322, 311; see also 5595/co Iyer Co Sons V.

Ce,,: ,l:Ss1Oner of Income-lan, AIR 1955 ',lad 56.
AIR 1957 SC 1960: 1957 Lob IC 1651 11937B IT (SC) 197: (1907)3 Serv Lj 68: (1937)2 cur UR 213: (1957)2 APLJ
tSC 57 : )i6572 Cu, CC 6:6 : (ISS?)c Suprcn:e 2,1 (Lo5 7)4 5CC 94 ; (i7iO U P,,t, 399 1 (1997)2 LU C) 765
(19S7)3 SCJ 412: (1957)55 Fac LR 49S: 1987 5CC (Lab) 366.
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piOt'ISiOti a contained in a later law generally dealing with terminations of service, the
existence of repugnancy between the two laws cannot be easily presumed.Maxwell on the

ltiterpre(ahiOtt of Statutes' : 
"Now if anything be certain it is this said the Earl of Selborne,

LC in The Vero Criiz 1 that where there are general words in a later Act capable of reasonable
and sensible application without extending them to subjects specially dealt with by earlier
legislation, you are not to hold that earlier and special legislation indirectly repealed,
altered, or derogated from merely by force of such general words without any indication of a

particular intention to do so. III later case Viscocmt Haldane said : We are bound......apply a
rule of construction which has been repeatedly laid down and is firmly established. It is that
wherever Parliament in an earlier statute directed its attention to an individual case and has
made provision for it unambiguously there arises a presumption that if in a subsequent statute
the Legislature lays down a general principle, that general principle is not to be taken as meant
to rip up what the Legislature had before provided for individually unless an intention to do so
is specifically declared. A merely general rule is not enough even though by its terms it is
stated so widely that it would be taken by itself, cover special cases of the kind I have referred

to."'
And if a special enactment, whether it be a public or a private Act, and a subsequent

general Act absolutely repugnant and inconsistent with one another, the Courts have no
alternative but to declare the prior special enactment repealed by the subsequent general Act.'

But where there was a special Act dealing with a special subject, resort should be had to
that Act instead of to a general provision which was exercisable or which was available tinder

extraordinary circumstances only.'
The Criminal Procedure Code has not completely occupied the field of criminal procedure in

the matter of search warrants. Where there is a special provision like Section 29 in the Madras
Prohibition Act which governs searches without warrant, it is this that i uust apply and not the

general provision which is contaed ;it 31 of the Act. The principle that is applicable

in such cases is geiienilia gwcialileis ion dcrog'iiI I. On that principle it is Section 29 that

applies and not Section 165(5), Cr. P. C.'

Power of body carved out of 
larger—When there is body dealing with a 1,11 ger ama and

from that area is carved out ,I area which is entrusted to another bod y, the law giving

power to the body governing the smaller area should prevail over the law-giving power to the

body governing the larger area!
7. Conflict betweenstatute and rules made thereunder,—If reconciliation between a section

and a rule made under the Act is not possible then the rule which is subordinate pros ision must
give way! No rule can be so framed as to he in conflict with or in derogation from the statute
under which it is framed. Where a rule is broad in sense and is inconsistent with the main

I2IIa Ed. at p. 196.
(1534)10 App. Ca,. 59 alp. 65.
5cc also Damodar Ito fnksha Arae'al V. (Rail) Rrni RoO Devi, AIR 19S9 Born 257: 1989 Nt,ili 1- 1 45:(i99O)2 Bern CR

26 (DC).
Crates on Statute, (5th Ed.) alp.352. referred loin Radiant v. Stale, AIR 1961 Ker 213, 221 (FB).

Cr;-etjre v. Shire Chand, AIR 1995 All 28; Brbhuias v.5.0,0., Shvan, ILR 33 'at 690 AIR 1955 Pal I.

poEtic Pernccotar v. K. t'rlayioth.in, (1955)1 NIL) 70.
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statute, it must give way,' and its construction should be in consonance with the statutory
provi s ion. ? I lotvcver, before declaring so the Court should endeavour to reconcile theni that is
to say, the rule may be so read if the phraseology permits it, as to make it consistent with the
specific provision.'

If ther is any clash between any provision of the State Act and Central Act, Rules and
Regulations, the Central Act, Rules and Regulations will prevail.'

8. Conflict between law and practice—When a rule of practice or prudence or whatever else
it may he called conflicts with the law as laid down by the Legislature, the Court is bound to
follow, the law.' Not one jot or one title can be taken away from or added to the plain and
express provisions of the legislature by any decision of the Court.'

9. Conflict between one Special Act and another—A special statute does not derogate from
another special statute without express words of abrogation. So, special provisions made under
the Workmen's Compensation Act do not abrogse the rights arising under the Fatal Accidents
Act. A workman making a claim under the Workmen's Compensation Act has an alternative
remedy in the Civil Court under the Fatal Accidents Act!

10. Conflict between natural right and provision of law—Where there is a conflict between
a basic natural right horn out of natural justice and a provision of law, general or special, it is
also settled that the former should prevail, even though the right is not specifically
mentioned in the list of rights guaranteed under the Constitution.'

"Principles of natural justice cannot override statutory provision," said the Patna High
Court in a case involving Order IX, Rule 4 of the Civil Procedure Code.'
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